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Cover page illustration

THE WHITE TOWER OF ELWING
This stunning image by John Howe was published in the 1995 Tolkien Calendar. You can find a
great examples of his work on his webpage. It has both Middle-earth-themed illustrations as well as
others.
The image shows the tower of Elwing, which wa sbuilt for her, after she and Eärendil completed
their mission of pleading for mercy with the Eldar in Beleriand.
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Fineprint
Submissions
You can submit your contributions by sending
them via email to
othermindsmagazine@gmx.net
Please send as plain text for all text contributions. For artwork and maps, please send the files
as .PNG or .JPEG/JPG (please no TIFF or GIF) at
a minimum resolution of 300 dpi and no greater than
600 dpi. If your file is too large to send by email
(more than a couple of MB), then you can create an
account on the Other Minds website
http://www.otherminds.net
and upload your contribution there. Then send
us an email notifying us of your submission on the
website.
Licensing
We chose to use a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike license as our
default licensing template. If the author does not
specify otherwise, every contribution is licensed
under said Creative Commons license.
It can be accessed here:
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc
sa/3.0/us/
Disclaimers
Neither the Editors nor Other Minds Magazine
hold themselves responsible for the opinions
expressed by the writers of articles or letters in this
magazine. The opinions expressed in the articles,
columns, advertisements, forums, essays and opinions sections are those of the writers/advertisers
and not those of Other Minds Magazine or its staff.
The contents of this magazine are the personal
opinions of the authors and do not reflect the opinions of the publisher or editors. To the extent permitted by law, we do not accept any responsibility for
any statement in the material contained in this publication. While every effort has been made to correct
errors in essay articles before they appear, this
magazine may include certain inaccuracies, errors,
or omissions. Other Minds Magazine makes no representations as to the suitability, reliability, availability, timeliness, and accuracy of the information in
this magazine for any purpose.
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Other Minds Magazine is an unofficial fan-based
publication (both online and sometimes in print)
created for those who love to role play in J.R.R.
Tolkien’s world of Middle-earth (and beyond) using
any game system they wish. This magazine provides original scholarly articles of interest to Tolkien
enthusiasts – whether they are role playing gamers
or not. There is no affiliation between the creators of
this publication and any current or previous owners
of the Tolkien copyrights, including but not limited to
Sophisticated Games, Cubicle 7, Decipher, Mithril
Miniatures, The Saul Zaentz Company, Tolkien
Enterprises, the Tolkien Estate, New Line Cinema,
or any other Tolkien license holders. This publication is 100% free and Other Minds Magazine does
not accept any kind of financial reimbursement in
any way. Online issues are available in PDF format
at http://www.otherminds.net
The use of the logos of Middle-earth Roleplaying, The One Ring and Adventures in Middle-earth
and other licensed products are for referential purposes within this magazine. They remain the property of their various license holders and their use
does not constitute endorsement, support or permission of the various license holders, including but not
limited to Cubicle 7, Sophisticated Games, New Line
Cinema, Amazon, Tolkien Enterprises or the Tolkien
Estate.
Advertisements
Any company or producer of products related to
role-playing in Middle-earth are invited to submit
advertisements free of any charges within the pages
of this magazine.
Please contact othermindsmagazine@gmx.net if
you have any questions or advertisements you’d like
to submit.
Fair Use
The copyrighted images on page 40 is copyrighted by their owner. It is believed that the use of
this image, in the not-for-profit scholarly online
fanzine Other Minds, qualifies as fair use under copyright law in the United States of
America.(http://www.copyright.gov/fls/fl102.html).
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Editorial:
News from Middle-earth!
It is not only in Middle-earth that a great
pestilence has been causing havoc, even though
we are far less affected than the people of Middle-earth. In context with some – past – individual health issues has led this Issue of Other
Minds been delayed far beyond imagination.
Originally, we planned for a summer holiday
Issue, but now it has become a christmas gift
instead! Fortunately, all issues have been fixed
and the 25th Issue of our magazine is ready for
you!
There have also been some exciting developments for Middle-earth in general: First there is
a new and fascinating book by Tolkien – The
Nature of Middle-earth (edited by Carl F. Hostetter). The second is the publication of the Second
Edition of The One Ring. You can find more on
both in the “Inside Information” chapter of this
Issue.
The lineup for this Issue’s content starts with
the second adventure from Andreas Erdmann’s
Ravens in the North campaign. The Heroes will
face new challenges in their quest to rescue the
abducted children in A Chief’s Challenge. Be
prepared to further foil the plans of Sauron’s
servants in northern Eriador!
Next comes something that a lot of people –
and especially the “Old Guard” – have been
waiting for many years: A font based on the
labels that Pete Fenlon used for his maps! FanlonMapFont by Christian gives you the chance
to label your maps identical to the great and
seminal maps that MERP produced.
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In The Hagavorl and the Borderers of
the Eredoriath, c. T.A. 861-1411 David
Feney develops a detailed vision of the hedgewall that was first mentioned in MERP’s sourcebooks for the region of Cardolan. Here you
can find an elaborate society and political system
built around this geographical feature – enjoy!
We continue with background-related
content by long-time contributor Gabriele
Quaglia and his Ringlann and North-western Palisor – a First Age-era description of the
area that in later years will become Rhovanion
and the adjacent territories eastward. As a coauthor of Mapping Arda, he uses the maps from
Issue #1 and #2 as a base for his development.
Andrew Laubacher provides us with a follow-up to his articles with a focus on western
Eriador (see Issue #24) in this Issue. A TOR
Guide to the Blue Mountains goes into
more detail on the region as a whole, continuing
with background descriptions for playing in the
area of the Blue Mountains and western Eriador.
This is complemented by Andrew’s second
contribution in this Issue – The Dwarf-city of
Hargrod delves even deeper into a specific
topic of western Eriador. In context, both contributions allows you to dive even deeper in
TOR’s version of Lindon and Eriador.
So far for my introduction to this Issue and
enjoy the Issue – even though it is long delayed
(or even perhaps because of that…).
For the Other Minds team
Thomas Morwinsky, December 2021

“Then Ilúvatar said to them: 'Of the theme that I have declared to you, I will now
that ye make in harmony together a Great Music. And since I have kindled you with
the Flame Imperishable, ye shall show forth your powers in adorning this theme, each
with his own thoughts and devices, if he will. But I will sit and hearken, and be glad
that through you great beauty has been wakened into song.'”
- Ainulindalë (The Music of the Ainur)
The Silmarillion
by J.R.R. Tolkien
Listen to music by the many musicians around the world
inspired by the works of J.R.R. Tolkien.
Middle-earth Radio make available four different Internet radio streams dedicated to
the audio and music inspired by the works of J.R.R. Tolkien.
You can tune in 24 hours a day, 7 days a week from anywhere in the world where you
have an Internet connection, with your favorite streaming media player.
And when you hear a piece of music you like, be sure to support the musicians by
purchasing their music (if applicable).
See the lengthy list of inspired music at the Tolkien Music website: www.tolkienmusic.com
Tune in today and listen at:
www.middle-earthradio.com
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The Road Goes Ever On
Certainly it reminds me [Frodo] very much of Bilbo in the last years, before he went away. He used
often to say there was only one Road; that it was like a great river: its springs were at every doorstep,
and every path was its tributary. “It’s a dangerous business, Frodo, going out of your door,” he used to
say. “You step into the Road, and if you don’t keep your feet, there is no knowing where you might be
swept off to...”
—The Lord of the Rings.Book I (A Shortcut to Mushrooms)

There are many paths on the internet waiting to take you somewhere for Tolkien gaming. The
vast reaches of the worldwide community harbour numerous roads and paths—some dangerous and
some not—but it also has many havens of lore and respite where the weary traveller or loremaster
seeking knowledge may find what he is looking for. In order to aid people on their journeys, this
column of Other Minds (not exactly new, but with a new name) which will be a regular feature from
now on offers a quick overview and pointer to potentially interesting Tolkien roleplaying-related
websites.
For each site we give you a short description of its primary purpose and content to give you an
overview for better judging how it might meet your needs.
The following list does not claim to be exhaustive or representative. In fact, I believe it is only a
beginning. All the content of these pages is the responsibility of their owners. They are organised
according to their primary gaming focus (e.g. TOR, MERP or whatever else) and, within each category, in alphabetical order.
This listing is intended to be “living”, i.e. constantly evolving and updated. So, if you know
any other sites that present information of value for Tolkien gamers, do contact us at
othermindsmagazine@gmx.net so we can include it here for others to enjoy as well.
The following abbreviations are used:
TOR—The One Ring, the currently licensed game since 2011 (on hold since Nov 2019). Formerly by Cubicle 7 and Sophisticated Games. Now from Fria Ligan and Sophisticated Games.
AME—Adventures in Middle-earth by Cubicle 7 and Sophisticated Games. The content of TOR
re-statted and adapted for D&D 5e
LotRRPG—The Lord of the Rings Roleplaying Game by Decipher. Ran from 2002 to 2007.
MERP—Middle-earth Roleplaying by Iron Crown Enterprises. The licensee from 1982 to 1999.

TOR AND AME
Abenteuer in Mittelerde 5e: a group for the german translation of AME. Has 190 members as
of December 2021.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/418209615569312/
Adventures in Middle-earth (AME) RPGGeek forum: After the demise of the Cubicle 7
forums this is the place where some AME-related discussions take place:
https://rpggeek.com/forums/family/40055/adventures-middle-earth
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James Brown’s TOR resources: James has set up a Google Drive with lots of material for TOR.
Don’t miss out this material. In addition, he also maintains a blog on the topic.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PNNmis-EMAQalCBa05RuTpl3coEmvAh9/view
https://advancementpoints.blogspot.com/p/the-one-ring.html

Common skills and cultural baseline: some light analysis on the distribution of skills
within cultures from the first TOR core book:
http://thechamberofmazarbuldnd.blogspot.com/2012/02/common-skills-culturalbaseline.html
El Anillo Unico: A spanish fan-site dedicated to The One Ring by Cubicle 7 (see below for
their presence).
http://elanillounico.tumblr.com/
Facebook TOR group: This has not changed significantly and has now (December 2021)
1,138 members. http://www.facebook.com/groups/222560297824158/
Facebook AME group: This is an unofficial group for Adventures in Middle-earth (AME), the
D&D 5th ed. Version of the TOR supplements. Currently there are 1,550 members
(December 2021). https://www.facebook.com/groups/1855668421386951/
Fria Ligan: The new publisher of TOR. By now there is not much on TOR on their website,
but they have set up a forum dedicated to the game.
website: https://frialigan.se/en/startpage/
Forum:
https://forum.frialigan.se/viewforum.php?f=129&sid=800abd77efad0095e2b0d504fc2e
3924
Glorelendil’s online resources: Designed for maximum usability with the PDF’s of the
TOR supplements as well as an excellent online calculating tools.
http://nameless-castle-5228.herokuapp.com/
http://thawing-shore-2005.herokuapp.com/
http://lit-oasis-7482.herokuapp.com/
The Hall of Fire Webzine: The webzine has ceased publication for the time being. Find it
at https://mewe.com/group/5bd8b23b7f06b50b80681889
TOR Loremaster Guild: This is a Facebook group providing information, knowledge and
advice for LM’s running (or planning to run) TOR campaigns. As of December 2021
there are 1,254 members.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/TORLguild
The One Ring – RPGGeek forums: A small but active community:
https://rpggeek.com/forums/family/4395/one-ring
Truant Spiele: A german publisher who does the german translation of AME:
https://truant.com/

LOTRRPG
Darkshire: Some useful resources. http://www.darkshire.net/jhkim/rpg/lordoftherings/
Facebook LotRRPG sites: First an interest page. Not much to see, but you can “like” it.
The second one was a closed group about actual gaming, but currently (December 2021)
is no longer accessible. The last one is relatively recent one and currently has 107 members.
http://www.facebook.com/pages/The-Lord-of-the-Rings-RoleplayingGame/135039343195996
http://www.facebook.com/groups/jmezlotrrpgg/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/decipherlotr/
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MERP
I.C.E. product listing: Contains a listing of MERP products for reference.
http://www.icewebring.com/ice-products
Facebook MERP groups: There are several groups/sites dedicated to MERP here.
Guardians of Middle-earth is a private group and has now (December 2021) 790 members. It was
brought to our attention by a reader of OM.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1905369979694358
Middle-earth Roleplaying by Iron Crown Enterprises, now (December 2021) has 1,133 members and
has been merged with the former Middle-earth Roleplaying group on Facebook.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1614785935491947/
MERP UK is a closed group (December 2021: 62 members) dealing with “untold stories” in
Tolkien’s world. You can find it here:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/231370666959142/
It seems I overlooked this one named MERP. Nothing new here for years though. Membership
stands at 20 as of December 2021.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/5519656692/
Lindëfirion: A campaign log and resources for a mid-Third Age campaign set in the Northwest.
It is now closed though and only an announcement remains.
http://www.lindefirion.net
Loren Rosson’s Blog “The Busybody”: A blog with reviews (“retrospectives”) of a selection
of old and long out-of-print MERP modules. The relevant section is named “Middle-earth Retrospectives” and can be found on the left side of the links section (you have to scroll down a
bit). http://lorenrosson.blogspot.com
MERP printing edition reference: A great reference for all the editorial changes and different
printings of MERP 1st edition. If you are interested in the various editions of MERP up to 1992
(i.e. 1st ed.), this one is for you! Online again at a new site.
http://www.icewebring.com/MERP_Print_Ref/PrintingEditionReference.html
MERP Wikia: A Wiki-based collection of articles detailing the MERP canon and expanding it.
There is some info on other sources like the LotRRPG (depending on subject), but the focus is
the published MERP canon and its expansion by fans. Highly valuable for everyone focusing on
the MERP canon. http://merp.wikia.com/wiki/Middle-earth_Role_Playing_Wiki

SYSTEM-NEUTRAL OR MIXED
Fan-sourcebooks: This Yahoo group (formerly fan-modules) was founded in 2001 after the
demise of Other Hands. Yahoo has closed its last group functionality by 15 December 2020 and
is no longer accessible.
Facebook Other Minds group: We are happy to greet new fans, so don’t hesitate to swing by
and become a member. In the two monts since last Issue, our membership has increased by 37
to a total of 883 by December 2021)!
http://www.facebook.com/groups/othermindsmagazine
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Gondica: Blog of former MERP author Anders Blixt with some of his Middle-earth stuff on it.
https://gondica.wordpress.com/
Iron Crown Enterprises: Publishers of HARP. Visit their website.
http://ironcrown.com/

MERP.com: The site devoted to roleplaying in Middle-earth (though not exclusively or
even primarily ICE’s MERP as the title may suggest). It contains a vast vault of useful
information and gaming material. http://www.merp.com
Facebook group on Middle-earth tabletop games (in German): A Facebook interest group for tabletop roleplaying games set in Middle-earth, independent of a specific
system (172 members as of December 2021).
https://www.facebook.com/groups/209367129217255/
Mittelerde-Rollenspiel: A site devoted to tabletop roleplaying games set in Tolkien’s
Middle-earth for all german speakers exclusively.
http://www.mittelerde-rollenspiel.de/

TOLKIEN STUFF IN GENERAL
Ardalambion: One of the best sites dealing with Tolkien’s languages. You may need to get
used to the colour scheme, though. http://folk.uib.no/hnohf/
Compañía, La: A spanish site with a forum and dedicated to Tolkien in general (including
books, movies and RPG’s). Looks quite good, though due to my lack in Spanish I can’t
say much about it. http://www.lacompania.net
Deutsche Tolkiengesellschaft (German Tolkien Society): Similar to the Tolkien
Society (see below), this site is about the furtherance of Tolkien scholarship and analysis
in general. http://www.tolkiengesellschaft.de/
The Elvish Linguistic Fellowship: A Special Interest Group of the Mythopoetic Society,
this (and its journals) is the place for you if you’re looking for information and lore about
Tolkien’s invented languages. http://www.elvish.org/
The Encyclopedia of Arda: A good encyclopedic website about Tolkien’s world.
http://www.glyphweb.com/arda
Gernot Katzer’s History of Middle-earth site (German): A good site describing the
essentials of the History of Middle-earth series. http://gernot-katzers-spice
pages.com/tolkien/home.html
Grey Havens, The: One of the oldest reference sites on the web that is still in business.
http://tolkien.cro.net/
Hiswelókë’s Sindarin Dictionary: This online dictionary for Sindarin is very comprehensive and always worth a look when you are looking for something in that language.
https://www.jrrvf.com/hisweloke/sindar/online/english.html
Tolkienforum (German): A good forum covering all aspects of Tolkien lore and fandom.
http://www.tolkienforum.de
Tolkien Forum, The (English): A good English forum on many aspects of Tolkien
http://www.thetolkienforum.com/
Tolkien Gateway: A good wiki site with an encyclopedia on many topics about Tolkien
and Middle-earth http://tolkiengateway.net/wiki/Main_Page
Tolkien Society: The site for everyone interested in the more scholarly and academic
treatment of all things Tolkien. http://www.tolkiensociety.org/
Wikipedia Portal “Middle-earth”: Even Wikipedia has a whole section dedicated to
Tolkien and his myth. It seems to be down or under development at the moment.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Portal:Middle-earth
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ARTWORK
Aegeri: Find her colourful and inspirational art at:
https://www.deviantart.com/aegeri
Antti Autio: See his fascinating artwork at http://aautio.deviantart.com.
Sergio Artigas (Artigas): You can browse through his inspiring art in deviantart.
http://artigas.deviantart.com/
Onur Bakar: Find more of his art on http://bakarov.deviantart.com/
Steve Bellshaw (Seraph777): Explore his great characters here:
https://www.deviantart.com/seraph777
Matej Cadil: Found on deviantart at https://www.deviantart.com/matejcadil
Andres Canals: Found at https://www.deviantart.com/jakdaw.
Nacho Fernandez Castro: Visit his site on http://www.nachocastro.es/
Thomas Cole: Famous american painter. See https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thomas_Cole
John Cook: Historical artwork is his specialty. See https://www.flickr.com/photos/jhcook/
Ralph Damiani (ralphdamiani): You can find him and his magnificent art here
https://www.ralphdamiani.com/
Liz Danforth: The famous artists who skillfully illustrated numerous MERP books. You can find
her Patreon page (preferred, as it is up-to-date) at https://www.patreon.com/LizDanforth and
her webpage (outdated) at http://www.lizdanforth.com/
Jenny Dolfen (Goldseven): A great german artist who focuses on the Eldar of the First Age. Her
watercolour images are fantastic. You can also buy prints in several versions and sizes as well as
originals. https://goldseven.wordpress.com/ or https://www.patreon.com/jennydolfen
Nacho Fernandez Castro (NachoCastro): See his page at http://nachocastro.deviantart.com/
Katherine Carina Chmiel-Gugulska (Kasiopeia): Found on
https://www.facebook.com/katarzyna.chmielgugulska
Anke Eißmann: She is one the greatest Tolkien illustrators. Check her art out at
http://www.anke.edoras-art.de
Olanda Fang-Surdenas (Wynahiros): Find her inspiring art on
https://www.deviantart.com/filat
Marya Filatova (Filat): See her art on http://wynahiros.deviantart.com
Wouter Florusse (woutart): Check out his page on http://woutart.deviantart.com/
Caspar David Friedrich: Famous romantic painter. See the Wikipedia page for examples of his
work: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caspar_David_Friedrich
Raymond E. Gaustadness (shockbolt): You can find his fine work on
http://www.digitalartwork.no/
Olga G (steamey): Her beautiful art can be found at http://steamey.deviantart.com/
Donato Giancola: Find more from him at https://donatoarts.com/online-store/securestore/Middle-earth-Journeys-in-Myth-and-Legend-p133467821
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Daniel Govar: A great artist whose website can be found at http://danielgovar.com.

Gin Hardiarso: He focusses on a theme popular in Fantasy - Warrior Women. He does it,
however, unusually well since his subjects are not bikini-armoured amazons, but realistic
heroines. Check his work out under https://gambargin.deviantart.com/
Arvid Hjorth: You can find his great works under the following link:
https://www.artstation.com/arvidhjorth
Jon Hodgson: The primary artist and artistic director for The One Ring. It’s no wonder that
the game is so well received (beside the good rules) if you look at his art. He now even
has his own company named ‘Handiwork Games’!
http://www.jonhodgsondesign.com and his Patreon page
https://www.patreon.com/jonhodgsonmaps
https://handiwork.games/
John Howe: The second of the great Tolkien artists that allowed the use of his artwork
within our pages. Check out his great index. http://www.john-howe.com/
Thomas Jedrusek: One of the illustrators of The One Ring. See his page at
http://www.morano.pl/
Milek Jakubiec (EthicallyChallenged): Thanks for giving permission to use your work!
See more at http://ethicallychallenged.deviantart.com/
Pierre Joubert: A well-known illustrator of youths’ books. See his official page (in french)
at http://www.pierre-joubert.org/
Jowita: Her exceptional work focuses on the darker themes of Middle-earth. Find it at
https://www.deviantart.com/dead01
Pawel Kardis (KardisArt): Meet his stunning work under
https://www.deviantart.com/kardisart
Liiga Klavina (LiigaKlavina): Check out her awesome art at
https://www.deviantart.com/liigaklavina
Kotorigaro: A very talented young artist is found at
https://www.deviantart.com/kotorigaro
Joona Kujanen (Tulikoura): Find his amazing art at http://tulikoura.deviantart.com/
Elena Kukanova: Check it out on http://ekukanova.deviantart.com/
Olga Kukhtenkova: You can find her work on the Tolkien Gateway
http://fan.theonering.net/~rolozo/cgi-bin/rolozo.cgi/collection/kukhtenkova
Anna Kulisz (kuliszu): do not miss out her fascinating works at the following DA link.
https://www.deviantart.com/kuliszu
Julien Labit (Ilanthar): An inspiring artist whose work can be found under
https://ilanthar.jimdo.com/
Janka Lateckova (Jankolas): Have a look at this beautiful artwork at
https://www.deviantart.com/jankalateckova
J. Lazarus (JlazarusEB): Find him and his numerous and diverse historic warriors under
https://jlazaruseb.deviantart.com/
Alan Lee: The third of the famous Tolkien artists.
https://www.facebook.com/alan.lee.5496
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Angus McBride: The famous illustrator of numerous historical books as well as MERP. The Facebook page of his estate can be found under https://www.facebook.com/mcbrideangus/
Turner Mohan: Find out more of his excellent work at http://www.mohan-art.com.
My Clipart Store: The webstore holds many useful designs.
https://www.etsy.com/de/shop/MyClipArtStore?section_id=11138275
Ted Nasmith: The official site of renowned Tolkien artist Ted Nasmith, who was so kind in allowing us to use so much of his artwork within Other Minds. For more information, see
http://www.tednasmith.com/
Nolanos: find here fine artwork on Deviantart:
https://www.deviantart.com/nolanos
J G O’Donoghue: A fantastic artist focussing on historical artwork at
http://liniocht.blogspot.com/
Gabriel Oliveira: Found at http://think0.deviantart.com/
Abe Papakhian: Check out his artwork at http://abepapakhian.deviantart.com.
Jereme Peabody (jjpeabody): Find more of this this skilled artist at
http://jjpeabody.deviantart.com
Pegasusandco: Very well worth a look. http://pegasusandco.deviantart.com/
Daniel Pilla: Great stuff. See it at http://danpilla.deviantart.com/
Vincent Pompetti: See his celtic-focussed artwork on Deviantart:
https://www.deviantart.com/vincentpompetti
Jan Pospisil (merlkir): One of our “old” artists, whose images we have used already in past
issues. Check him out at http://merlkir.deviantart.com
Bunny Powell: The artist who drew the map for The Black Arrow in Issue 19.
Peter Xavier Price (peet): See him at www.facebook.com/peterxavierprice
Rolozo: Among the oldest artwork-related sites around
http://fan.theonering.net/~rolozo/cgi-bin/rolozo.cgi/news
Carlos Gordo Sacristán: A spanish artist, unfortunately by now I have no homepage for him.
Tara Rueping: Find her great work on http://www.trueping.com
Sampsa Rydman: He has published fantastic maps and a great campaign, especially maps. See him
at http://www.lindefirion.net/
John Emanuel Shannon (jeshannon): Find his great artwork on devianart and his page:
https://www.deviantart.com/jeshannon/ and http://www.jeshannon.com
Sarka Skorpikova: Her great portfolio of Middle-earth 8and other) art can be found here:
https://www.deviantart.com/sarkaskorpikova
Matthew Stewart: This talented artist’s work can be found on the following webpage:
http://www.matthew-stewart.com/
Ari Suonpää: Please visit his beautiful art at https://www.facebook.com/artofarisuonpaa
Mark Taylor: Another great artist specialising in historical themes
http://www.wyrdart.co.uk/
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Alex Wendler (Shabazik): Find his extensive fantasy artwork under
https://www.deviantart.com/shabazik

Ulla Thynell: You can find her beautiful art at https://www.deviantart.com/ullathynell.
Danik Tomyn: Another great artist that can be found at deviantart. His section is at
http://danikyaroslavtomyn.deviantart.com.
Angels T.I. (Shyangell): A visit to her very enjoyable page is always worth it. See more at
http://shyangell.deviantart.com/
Tuuliky: As a regular OM reader, you will know her great work already. It may be found at
http://tuuliky.deviantart.com.
Markus Weber: Check out his artwork under
https://www.guter-punkt.de/portfolio/illustration
Maciej Zagorski: An artists specialising in maps. Find more at
https://www.patreon.com/user?u=2863325

Three is Company © by Jenny Dolfen, used with permission
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OTHER STUFF THAT MIGHT BE INTERESTING FOR
ROLEPLAYING IN MIDDLE-EARTH
Facebook “Fans of Mithril Miniatures” group: Lots of photos of painted minis plus some
awesome dioramas. The group has 500 members (December 2021)
http://www.facebook.com/groups/107518272188/
Elroi’s Mithril: The blog of a highly talented painter of miniatures. Please make sure you don’t
miss out his marvellous versions of Mithril Miniatures’ figurines. Please be aware that this is in
Spanish, but the images speak for themselves.
http://paintingmithrils.blogspot.com/
Forge of Doom: A new miniature company - run by our veteran contributor José Enrique Vacas
de la Rosa. The old site seems defunct, but he can now be found on Facebook:
https://www.facebook.com/forgeofdoom
Frothers Unite miniature forum: It is related to miniatures for sure!
http://deartonyblair.blogspot.com.es/
Gamerboard: Here you can order a cool gaming supplement for your sessions!
http://gamerboard.at/
Games Workshop: If you are interested in miniatures made according to the movie design, then
the Games Workshop miniature line (for skirmish-level tabletop wargaming) is for you.
http://www.games-workshop.com
Many Mithril Pages: A site run by fans of Mithril Miniatures (see next entry). Here you can find
extensive information and fan support for both current and out-of-stock minis.
http://mmp.faerylands.eu/index.php
Mithril Miniatures: They have been producing Middle-earth figurines since 1988; thus being one
of the oldest still in business. They now have a general line (though diminished in volume compared to earlier times; in fact practically non-existing anymore) and an exclusive ‘Fellowship‘
one which anyone can buy too, but the Fellowship members may vote on the next figures to be
made. They also have a board, which is mostly miniatures-centred but some general Middle
earth related information can be found as well. Recently they have been refurbishing their
website and the selection of minis seems to have narrowed down even further. They also have
started to switch to 3D-printing for modelling, but as they show CGI of these models rather than
the final metal figures, the quality and outlook of these cannot be judged from the website.
Their forum is no longer existent.
http://www.mithril.ie
Wargames Terrain: Looking for the latest tabletop miniature wargaming and roleplaying news?
Make sure to check out the Wargame News and Terrain Blog which is daily covering new miniatures, tabletop scenery and wargame rules from companies worldwide. Venture into the magnificent world of tabletop miniature wargaming and engage in fantasy, science fiction and historical
warfare on your miniature tabletop battlefield. Check them out at
http://wargameterrain.blogspot.com and Twitter @wnt_news
Facebook “Wargaming in Middle-earth” group: Lots of photos of painted minis with no
default manufacturer or style. In a way, it mirrors Other Minds’ approach; only in the field of
miniatures. By December 2021, the group has 5,505 members.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/151243738922969/?hc_location=group
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Eä
The world that iS
Eä:
“Ilúvatar called to them, and said:
'I know the desire of your minds that what ye have seen should verily be,
not only in your thought, but even as ye yourselves are, and yet other.
Therefore I say:
Eä! Let these things Be!
And I will send forth into the Void, the Flame Imperishable,
and it shall be at the heart of the World, and the World shall Be;
and those of you that will may go down into it.'
And suddenly the Ainur saw afar off a light, as it were a cloud with a living heart of flame;
and they knew that this was no vision only, but that Ilúvatar had made a new thing:
Eä, the World that Is.”
–J.R.R. Tolkien, The Silmarillion, Ainulindalë (The Music of the Ainur).
The Eä RPG system is dedicated to role playing gaming in J.R.R. Tolkien's universe.
Eä d20 is currently well along in it's development with the “Races & Cultures” tome nearing completion. Eä d20 is the adaptation
of the Open D20 (D&D 3.5) role-playing gaming system modified to more accurately fit the “feel” of Tolkien's Middle-earth.
Tomes of lore include:
· Races & Cultures (near completion)
· Magic in Middle-earth (core mechanics complete, conversion charts in progress)
· Destinies & Lore (Classes, Skills, Feats, etc. - in early stages)
· Creatures & Monsters (Ancalagon through Zigurim) (planned)
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· Valar & Maiar (Includes Vala, Maia, Istari, Lords and Characters of Renown) (planned)

Inside Information
THE ONE RING, 2ND EDITION

TOR 2nd ed. © by Fria Ligan and Sophisticated Games, used with permission

Since the end of Cubicle 7’s publication of
TOR in November 2019, we had to wait for the
development at the new licensee Fria Ligan.
The Kickstarter ended in early 2021, raising
over $2 million. On 1 October 2 December
2021, Pre-Order and PDF versions of the first
publications became available. The physical
copies are on their way and like so many other
wares nowadays experience some delays in
delivery. Many of you out there will eagerly
wait for their physical arrival, as the preview of
the book (see image right) is very promising and
I hope we will see more of it soon. So stay
tuned and keep your fingers crossed!
For more info and future updates, check out
the “News” section on their website.

THE NATURE OF MIDDLE-EARTH
On 2 September 2021, a new
book on Middlearth has been
published. Its
style is very
similar to what
we know from
the History of Middle-earth (HoME)
series. This is
little wonder, as
it consists of supplemental material provided by
Christopher Tolkien to Carl F. Hostetter (the
editor of this book). Similar to the HoME, it is a
collection of post-Lord of the Rings material that
covers worldbuilding (to use a RPG term)
aspects of his secondary world. It touches
several aspects of time and ageing (especially for
Elves and Númenoreans), matters of mind and
soul and the nature of the world as such. One
common theme (especially in the first part) is
© HarperCollins, used under Fair Use
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the radical departure of the earlier ages as published in the Silmarillion and already hinted at in
the Myths Transformed in the Volume 10 of the
HoME (Morgoth’s Ring). One is safe to say that
this well-known (and widely recognized as
“true”) earlier ideas were outdated and obsolete
when the LotR was published.
Overall the book is fascinating for people
(like me) who love to go into minute technical
details of worldbuilding and the deeper background that forms the tapestry for the stories
laid out in The Hobbit and The Lord of the
Rings.
If you share such preferences, this book is for
you. If you are more into fully developed stories
like the books mentioned above, this is unlikely
to become a favourite.
Perhaps there will be a more extensive
review in afuture Issue of Other Minds, but for
now you have at least a short overview of what
awaits you here.
Reviewer: Thomas Morwinsky

NEW ARTISTS
John Cook
John is an artist specialising in historical
works. Fortunately, Tolkien’s Middle-earth is in
many respects similar to our world and thus his
great works can be used without problems also
in our beloved secondary world. We are grateful for his permission to use his work in our
magazine. Please find them on his flickr site.

J G O’Donoghue
Second in line is another artist producing
stunning historical paintings (beside his works in
many RPG products). His style recreates the
atmosphere of living on these sites. Do not miss
out his website!

Encyclopedia of Arda
This comprehensive encyclopedia has been a
staple of our link section for years. Now we also
use some of their content for the first time
within an Issue. See their website for what they
have around!

David Feeney
David not only provided us with a fascinating
contribution, but also provided illustrative
artwork for it!

Historic Environment Scotland
This large heritage organisation is dedicated
“to investigate, care for and promote Scotland’s
historic environment”. They were so kind to
give permission to use some of their artwork in
our pages. See their website for more on their
work and services.

Pazirik Informatics
This company produces stunning artwork on
medieval hungarian sites. They were so kind to
give us permission to use some of their works.
Do not miss out their website!

Sarissa Precision Co
This company produces supplies for tabletop
games for all eras and genres. They allowed us
to use some of their images for an article of this
Issue. Do not miss out their website!

Shabazik
This talented artist allowed us to use his
work for one of our articles. Find more of his
work on his deviantart page.

Mark Taylor
This interesting artist produces various
artwork (not just images) related to historical
themes. His beautiful works can be found on his
webpage.

ATTACHED FONT
The FanlonMapFont (see p.34) is included as
an attachment to this PDF of Other Minds. Please
go to the ‘attachments’ tab in your PDF software to locate and download it (see image).
Please note that the location may - and will vary according to the software you use, but
there is always an option to show attachments.

Kotorigaro
This talented artist can be found on deviantart. Please check out her works!

Monaghan County
Monaghan Council was so kind to give us
permission for the use of some of their artwork
for an article of this Issue! See their website.

Attachment Tab
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The Tolkien
Email List
The eldest of the lists.
This Tolkien discussion group has existed since the
First Age before the world was made round.....
Join and contribute.
Our list has existed since the early 1990s with many
members who have been here for years beyond count....
Now we have moved to Google and have become a
private Google Group.
To request to subscribe to this group, please visit
the following page:
http://groups.google.com/group/tolkien_list/subscribe
or contact rossiele@yahoo.com
(Elena Rossi, ½ Listowner)
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A Chief’s Challenge
Ravens in the North, adventure #2
Andreas Erdmann (Asrath)
(roleplay@bei-stef.de)
per the terms of the CC license: bna

Andreas Erdmann returns with the second instalment od his Ravens in the North campaign. Here
the heroes have to choose how to continue their quest.
At the end of the first part (see A Mass Abduction
in Issue #24) they encountered a feverish chief who is
obviously in trouble.
The campaign now starts to get into more swing
and I am sure that those of you who have started it are
eager to see it further develop and lead their characters deeper into the plot of the Shadow’s forces.
Enjoy the next part and good luck with foiling the
plans of Sauron’s minions!

SETTING
This TOR adventure is the second instalment of the Ravens in the North campaign outlined in Other Minds, Issue #23. It takes place in
Autumn and is located in former Angmar, near
Mt. Gram and builds upon the first adventure
(Issue #24), where kids of the village “Bar
Raduk” have been abducted by Burzash, a Great
Orc, and his minions. By the end of the first
adventure, the Heroes may (or may not) have
been able to save some of the children. Most of
the children, however, remain missing.
Still, the adventure can be played as suggested without having played the first adventure. The Heroes only need to understand that
children from Bar-Raduk have been kidnapped
by a Great Orc named Burzash for evil purposes
and Raduk, the chief of the village, got into
trouble trying to locate the missing children.
One key-element of the story is the ability of
the Hill-men to travel light and swift in a spirit
form, in this case in form of a large wolf.
Having said this, the adventure can easily be
transferred into another time or another setting.
It should also fit well for other cultures, like the
Hill-Men of Gundabad or even the Beornings,
who are also able to travel in spirit form1.

SUMMARY
The abduction of the children of “Bar
Raduk” has thrown the village into a rage and
despair. Burzash gives the village an ultimatum
to send warriors and workers to Eldanar within
20 days, and plans to use the children as leverage for their cooperation. Otherwise, he makes
clear, the children will never return home.
Since a trip to Eldanar takes 14 to 18 days,
the villagers don’t have much time to decide.
Although the Heroes immediately followed
1

According to Beorning Cultural Virtue „Night-goer“
[TOR Core Book, p 106]
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Burzashs heels in the preceding adventure,
Raduk, head of the village, sets out to find the
children himself. To do this, he lets his spirit
take a wolf-shape (see below) to follow the children’s tracks. But Raduk does not get far. He is
captured by warriors of a rival tribe who are
watching Raduks village closely. He is brought
to their chief Mendamar. In Mendamars village,
Raduk is imprisoned in such a way that he
cannot flee or leave his wolf-shape to return to
his village.
Mendamar and his warriors also possess the
ability to roam in wolf form. They are well
aware of the advantages and disadvantages of
this ability (see also Heart of the Wild, p 14;
TOR Core Book, p 106): the wolf rises as its
master seeks rest and decouples his spirit from
his body. Nevertheless, the spirit-wolf is physical: it leaves tracks on the ground and can act
normally with or be struck by objects. The
master can voluntarily recall his spirit to his
human body at any time. However, the spirit
can also be thrown back involuntarily, for
example if the wolf is heavily wounded or even
dies. In all cases, the wolf slowly dissolves into
nothingness, with any Endurance losses being
transferred to the master as he/she awakens
from the trance. If the wolf dies, the master
does not necessarily die, but the unpleasant
experience will affect the master greatly (gains
1 Shadow Point).

amulet is a Wondrous Item with a Minor Blessing (a free attribute bonus) to Awe and can
trigger a magic event when a point of Hope (in
his case a point of Hate) is spent. With the
amulet, Mendamar feels strong enough to
implement a long-developed plan: to subdue
Dreorg the Wargling, the leader of a large wolf
pack, and thus to become the leader of the most
powerful tribe at Mt. Gram. With the pack, he
can subjugate the tribe of Raduk, which he
regards disparagingly.
In this adventure the Heroes must accomplish two tasks:
1. free Raduk.
2. prevent Mendamar from subjugating
Dreorg, which they will not realise until
later in the adventure.
If #1 fails, Raduks tribe will sooner or later
be led by a warrior who bows to Burzash or
even joins him outright. If #2 fails, Mendamar
will indeed become the most powerful leader of
the Hill-men. He will attack Raduks village, rob
it and subjugate its inhabitants, regardless of
whether Raduk is still his prisoner or not. The
LM is advised to careful record the actual outcome, as this will have relevance for the future
course of the campaign: In both cases, Raduks
tribe will not be able to support the Heroes in
future adventures against Burzash and Gorlanc.

Mendamars tribe has recently found a way to
prevent the spirit (or wolf) from returning to
its master’s body. They use a herb or drug for
this purpose, which is shot with a small poison
dart (no more than a sting) or added to food.
The spirit, and thus the wolf, is made delirious
by the herb, which dulls the senses and breaks
free will. The wolf and its master are then
trapped in a psychic infinite loop that lasts as
long as the drug takes effect.
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Raduks capture is very convenient for Mendamar. As long as Raduk is incapacitated, his
village is without leadership. He plans to take
advantage of this and take over his rival’s village
by force. Mendamar had to give some men to
Burzash, but he received a green amulet with a
black bird (see OM Issue #23) in return. The

Unusual Encounter © by Līga Kļaviᶇa, used with permission

LOREMASTER CHARACTERS

Raduk, Chief o the Hill-men

Burzash

Raduk lives with his tribe in avalley near Mt.
Gram. He is not the most skilled leader but
dedicated to his tribe and genuinely concerned
about its well-being and life. Living in the North
can be perilous due to the cold climate, the
scarce (food) resources and the rivalry with
other tribes. Thus, he believes his tribe will only
survive if they stay together and keep a low profile. As a result, he refuses to send men and
arms north as demanded by Burzash. Raduks
village does not have a palisade as he assumes
this would only attract challengers and attention. His strategy is simply to hide and survive.

Burzash, again, will not appear on stage until
the next adventure. His motivation and actions,
however, may influence the events of this
adventure. Thus, a brief account of them is presented here.

Dunlending 02 © by John Howe, used with permission

Orc Faces © by Turner Mohan, used with permission

Burzash was given the task to build a fortification and an army in Eldanar by the sorcerer
Gorlanc. For the moment Burzash has too few
orcs and men to fulfil the task and has issued a
call throughout the region of former Angmar
and the neighbouring lands to come to Eldanar
and serve him. Some – like Mendamar – have
answered the call, but there are by far too few
men to make good progress. Thus, Burzash
travelled to several villages of the Hill-men to
recruit his workforce personally. While some
tribes became more cooperative by this, Raduks
tribe was still unwilling. Burzash has currently
too few followers to violently force a tribute
from Raduks village. Right now, he can’t spare
enough men to enforce his will and in addition
can’t afford any losses on his strained manpower
through bloodshed.
Instead, Burzash uses his cunning and skill.
Despite the limited number of orc riders, he
manages to ambush Bar-Raduk at a convenient
moment (reported by a henchman in the village)
and kidnap the villages’ children. He now uses
them as leverage to force men from Raduks
village to serve him, as described above.

Raduk, Chief of the Hill-men
Attribute Level: 7

Endurance

Hate
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5

Parry

Armour

5

1D

Skills
Personality ¨¨¨

Survival ¨¨¨

Movement ¨

Custom ¨¨¨

Perception ¨¨

Vocation ¨¨

Weapon Skills
Spear ¨¨¨

Special Abilities
Patient, Enemy Lore (Orcs), Cautious, Mountaineer
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Mendamar,
Chief of the Rival Tribe

Mendamars Hill-men Warriors

Mendamar, Chief of the Rival Tribe

Warriors of the Hill-men // Segar

Attribute Level: 6

Attribute Level: 4

Hate

Endurance

Hate

36

6

18

3

Parry

Armour

Parry

Armour

2D

5

2D

Endurance

5+2

Skills

Skills
Survival ¨¨¨

Personality ¨

Survival ¨¨¨

Movement ¨¨¨

Custom ¨¨

Movement ¨¨¨

Custom ¨¨

Perception ¨¨

Vocation ¨¨¨

Perception ¨¨

Vocation ¨¨

Personality ¨¨¨

Weapon Skills
Spear ¨¨
Axe ¨¨¨

Weapon Skills
Spear ¨¨
Orc-Axe ¨¨

Special Abilities

Special Abilities

Hatred (Dúnedain), Enhearten Followers,
Curse of Hill-men*, Raven Spirits**

Hatred (Dúnedain), Curse of Hill-men*, Raven Spirits**

* Dreadful Spell TN16: A Hero who fails the Corruption check (TN 16) loses 1 point of Hope every time he makes a
roll and produces an EYE result. The curse lasts until sunrise or sundown.
** When the first Hillman dies in combat, a flock of ravens swoops down on the battlefield. When this happens, the
Parry rating of all companions is reduced to the basic combat TN of their chosen stance for the length of 3 rounds of
combat.

Mendamar is an angry and warlike fellow.
He was once publicly humiliated in earlier years
by Thark, the supreme chieftain of all the Hillmen. Since then, he has worked tirelessly to
replace Thark as the most powerful chief of all
the Hill-men tribes. He has been quick to
answer Burzash’s call, as he hopes it will give
him more influence over the Hill-men. If
Burzash shall be the ladder to rise to the top of
the Hill-men, so be it.
For Raduk and his clan, Mendamar has only
contempt. In his eyes, Raduk is both a weak
warrior and leader. It would be better to get rid
of the village, this stain on the glory of the Hillmen.

Dunlending Infantry © by Jlazarus EB, used with permission
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Dreorg the Wargling
Warg Rider © by John Howe, used with permission

ACT 1 - INTRODUCTION
OF THE PROBLEM
Scene #1 - What's wrong, chief?
At the beginning of the adventure, the
Heroes find chief Raduk unresponsive in his
tent. His face looks very worried. He shivers
and is sweating cold. An old lady and a young
man stand beside him. The young man introduces the old lady as Sinaf and himself as Raduks
oldest son, Segar. He seems to be around 16
years old. Sinaf, the shaman, tells the Heroes
that Raduk has been in this state for several days
now. She says, he wanted to look for the robbed
children of the village by himself, but apparently
something went wrong. When asked, the old
lady explains that Raduks spirit can roam
around in the shape of a wolf for a while. However, he has been out there for such a long time,
something must have happened to him. She
can’t explain, but something must prevent his
spirit from returning – by whatever means.

Dreorg the Wargling
Attribute Level
5

Endurance

Hate

20

8

Parry

Armour

7

3D

Skills
Personality ¨¨¨

Survival ¨¨¨

Movement ¨¨¨

Custom ¨

Perception ¨¨

Vocation ¨¨

Weapon Skills
Rend

¨¨

Ravenous Maw ¨¨

Special Abilities
Commanding Voice, Great Leap,
Savage Assault, Strike Fear

Weapons
Name

Damage Edge

Injury Called Shot

R. Maw

5

10

18

Rend

5

C

14

Pierce

The whole situation leads to a great uncertainty in the village: numerous children have
been kidnapped, Burzash uses them to extort
warriors and workers, who are then missing to
supply the village and protect it from Mendamar’s people. Mendamar, the Heroes are
told, is the chief of a rival tribe and has been
seeking to take over the village for a long time.
Segar even suspects Mendamar behind all this.
Whatever is true, the village is currently in a
critical situation: it is under pressure from both
Burzash and Mendamar, and without its leader
is unable to properly defend itself. They suspect
that Mendamar will exploit the village’s vulnerability and bring it under his power.

Dreorg has once been a shaman of the Hillmen, but that is now a long, long time ago. His
spirit has somehow managed to take over the
body of a natural great wolf. At the beginning
he needed to repeat this ritual from time to
time, but it ultimately allowed him to give up
If the Heroes ask, who is currently leading
his human body and prolong his life. By now his
the village, Sinaf points to herself. Her face
spirit is continuously bound to a great wolf (he
clearly reveals that she is unhappy [continued
has to change the body regularly once the old
next page]:
wolf approaches the end of his lifespan), making
him the most dangerous Warg around Mount
Gram. He is always accompanied by a large pack
of wolves, containing at least three wolf-leaders. His story is a legend at the fireplaces of the
Hill-men and everyone from the Hill-men
culture will instantly recognise his pack and its
leader. (Rivendell book, p. 70 gives some more
information about him.)
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“I am old and know a lot about the past. The
future, however, gives me many mysteries.
History does not repeat itself (?). Nevertheless,
many seek my advice. Segar is a good boy, but
he is still too young take over such a big
responsibility.”
Segar adds: “Still, I don’t want to sit here idly
and watch my father fade away. Let me help
you free my father. Let me be your scout. I
know the lands well and I can lead you to
Mendamars village if you choose to go there.”

Scene #2 - First Steps
There are two options to follow Raduk. The
first is to follow the tracks of his wolf-form.
These are not too hard to spot outside his tent
(Hunting TN14). The other option is to follow
Segars offer and let him lead the Heroes directly
to Mendamars village.
The tracks of the Raduk-wolf lead from the
village about half a mile to the east. There they
end abruptly. Two human tracks lead from different directions to that spot. A successful
Hunting roll with TN16 can explain the situation: the wolf slowed down and then appears to
have fallen on its side, after which the two
humans approached it. The hunters picked the
wolf up and carried it away to the northeast.
Segar can confirm that this is also the direction
to Mendamars village.
If the Heroes let Segar lead them directly to
Mendamars village, the Loremaster can fully
skip this scene. This has no influence on the rest
of the story, but saves the Heroes a few hours.

Scene #3 - Dreorgs pack
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The trip from Bar-Raduk to Mendamars
village (Bar-Mendamar) takes about two days
and requires a Fatigue Test TN14. The route
leads roughly east, along the southern foothills
of Mount Gram. The area is hilly and often
covered with brown-green waist-high bushes.
Some of the bushes are so dense and bear thorns
that you must go around them. But this is not a
problem, because the tracks of the two hunters
from scene #2 lead around such obstacles and
Segar also knows the area so well that he recognises the bushes early enough.

On the evening of the first day, a Lookout
has a chance (TN14) to spot a pack of wolves
passing by. If all Lookouts fail the roll, Segar
becomes aware of the pack. It is a large pack of
roughly 15 wolves and he immediately recognises it as Dreorgs pack. He signals the Heroes
to stay low. The wind is favourable (moving
south) so the pack doesn’t notice the Heroes
and moves off to the east.
In the evening, Segar tells the Heroes
Dreorgs story in a meaningful voice: Dreorg
had been a famous Hill-men shaman long ago.
Many sought his advice. However, when he lost
his wife and child in a misfortune, he left his
village and withdrew further and further. Over
the years he became increasingly “wolfish” and
at some point, he disappeared completely.
Where he is today, no one knows for sure. But
it is said that he now roams the lands in wolfshape and has become the wolf-leader of the
biggest pack around. His pack is also the most
cunning and feared throughout the region.

Scene #4 - A decision to make
At noon on the second day, the Heroes
arrive at Mendamar’s lands. Segar asks the
Heroes to be more careful now. If they are following the tracks of the two hunters, it will lead
them to a campsite. Many more tracks can be
found here. A larger group seemed to have
camped here recently. The campground is
quite easy to discover by a Huntsmen or a Scout
with a suitable skill (TN12). If no one discovers
the campsite, Segar can help.
Depending on the success in investigating the
camp and reading the traces, more or less information can be obtained with e.g. a Hunting or
Riddle roll:
TN12: Two people from the direction of
Bar-Raduk approached a group that had already
camped there. Later the group split up, the
larger part went to the east, the smaller part to
the north. Segar can report that Mendamars
village lies to the north.
TN14: The encamped group and the two
hunters coming from Bar-Raduk’s direction
spent a whole night at the campsite. The group
split up the next morning. This happened about
the morning of the previous day (about 1.5 days
ago).

TN16: A few steps from the camp, three
wolf tracks can be spotted leading up to the
camp from the east and away from the camp to
the southeast. They do not go around the camp.
The tracks are roughly 2 days old.
TN18: The tracks indicate that three wolves
left the camp to the southeast at the beginning
of the night and returned from the east in the
morning. So, the wolves originated from the
camp, they did not come from elsewhere and
discovered the camp.

At this point, the Heroes must decide which
tracks they want to follow. The tracks of the
smaller group to Mendamars village (which
leads them to Act 3 “Bar-Mendamar or let’s free
Raduk”), or the one of the larger group towards
the east (which leads them to Act 2 “Dreorgs
Subjugation”). For both approaches good and
valid explanations can be found. Story wise - for
the development of this adventure - it really
does not matter. The companions can choose
freely.

Additional background information for the Loremaster: Mendamar set out with 14 warriors and six
Goblin Arches to subjugate Dreorg. Four warriors he left in Bar-Mendamar to ensure its safety. Another
two have been tasked to watch Raduks village some time ago.
When night fell, about half a day’s march from his village, he set up camp and sent three of his warriors in wolf-form to scout the whereabouts of Dreorg. Then the two hunters arrived from Bar-Raduk
together with the incapacitated Raduk-Wolf. Mendamar was very pleased. Meanwhile the three scouts
were able to locate Dreorg in the east, near the Burial Bog and returned with the news in the early morning.
Mendamar quickly ordered his men to leave: four warriors (the two hunters and two others) he sent
with Raduk to his village to keep him captive there. The remaining twelve warriors and the Goblin
Archers he took with him to subdue Dreorg.
To keep a moment of surprise the Heroes must not discover tracks of the six Goblin Archers at the
campsite. Their tracks are effectively obscured by the tracks of the other warriors. The Heroes might be
able to spot their tracks later in Act 2. Additionally, since Raduk was still drugged (or has been drugged
frequently) and had to be carried, it is not possible to tell from the tracks which way Raduk took.
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ACT 2 DREORGS SUBJUGATION

approach the plateau unnoticed (Stealth
TN12).

Scene #5 - Right on time

TN16: A total of 12 humans and 14 wolves have
gathered on the plateau. Both eye each other
suspiciously.

It is not particularly difficult to follow the
many tracks of the larger group. They lead
through hilly terrain, partly around small groups
of trees or bushes, but steadily eastward. Wide
slopes occasionally cross the path, so that the
path can sometimes be treacherous. All in all,
the Heroes are on the move for another 1.5
days (another Fatigue Test TN14) until they
reach two long spurs of the mountains in the
late afternoon.

TN16 with great or extraordinary success
or from a keen-eyed Hero: In the marshland behind the plateau, a valley can be made
out in which scattered corpses and bones lie
scattered around. Single wolves are roaming
there, chewing on the bones. This is the
Burial Bog (Rivendell, p. 44). The Burial
Bog plays no further role in this adventure,
but it can create a sombre mood.

From there, an interesting view of the landscape below emerges. All Heroes should roll for
Awareness. Depending on success, the Loremaster may reveal the following:
Obvious: Two narrow slopes of the mountain
stretch far into the lowlands that spread out
to the south. They almost reach the river,
which shines silvery in the sun in the distance. The river comes out of the distant
Misty Mountains, flowing from east to
west into Eriador, and then slowly turns
southwest. Between the two spurs,
about 1km south from the current position, a large stone plateau can be seen.

TN18: An archer can be spotted hiding among
the bushes near the plateau (he is at about 5
o’clock).
TN18 with great or extraordinary success
or from a keen-eyed Hero: a total of 6
archers can be spotted, which are spread on
the slopes around the northern half of the
plateau. They are all Goblins.

TN12: Behind the stone plateau, the terrain
slopes steeply. Close to the river a
marshland can be made out. On the
stone plateau some figures (no further
details recognisable) are visible.
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TN14: The figures on the plateau have
formed two groups (two semicircles).
The group closer to the Heroes consists
of wolves, the group further away consists of humans (imagine the plateau as a
clock, with noon in the south, the
humans stand between 10 and 2 o’clock,
the wolves between 4 and 8 o’clock).
Segar can immediately identify the wolf
pack as Dreorg’s. The slopes around the
plateau to the east, west and north are
not very steep and are interspersed with
numerous bushes that are waist to chest
high. They provide good cover to
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When the Heroes approach the plateau, they
can discover the situation as described on the
previous page plus the following as time moves
on:
A man sits cross-legged a few meters in front
of his group. He openly wears a green amulet
with a black bird around his neck. He has his
eyes closed. In front of him, as out of nowhere,
a large wolf appears.
Another big wolf detaches itself from the
group of wolves. The wolf is even larger and
more imposing than the wolf of the human
group.
While the man seems to continue meditating, both wolves approach and circle each other.
They growl, bare their teeth, leap forward and
snap their jaws.
It seems obvious: here are two lead wolves
fighting over a pack. Mendamar is fighting as a
spirit-wolf against Dreorg. Segar immediately
realises that Mendamar tries to subjugate
Dreorg, if the Heroes do not make the link.
The Loremaster can now prepare everything
for a battle. The struggle between Mendamar
and Dreorg will be played turn-by-turn by the
LM. Both use Intimidate Foe (Personality Skill)
or Maul to reduce Hate or Endurance from
their foe. If one of them reaches Endurance 5 or
less, or 1 Hate Point, he surrenders / flees.
Mendamar has secretly positioned archers in the
bushes around the plateau. The archers are
instructed to shoot and kill Dreorg if Mendamar
cannot defeat him alone.
Additional background information for the
Loremaster: A fight between two lead wolves for a
pack is not an unusual event. Nevertheless, an
attentive reader may wonder what Dreorg would
gain from a wolf vs. spirit-wolf fight? Ultimately,
even if he won, he would not gain much.
Under normal circumstances, therefore, it
would be difficult if not impossible to persuade
Dreorg to accept such a challenge. However, Mendamar used the amulet and spent a hate point for
a magical success, which meant that Dreorg could
no longer ignore the challenge.

If Mendamar wins, Dreorg reluctantly
acknowledges him as his leader. Dreorg
crouches and all the wolves howl loudly.
If Dreorg wins, the Goblin Archers open fire
on Dreorg. If they are not able to kill him
within one round, Dreorgs whole pack will
jump up to join the fight. Mendamars wolf will
then dissolve and Mendamar and his warriors
will retreat quickly. As a consequence, Dreorg
won’t accept another challenge from Mendamar
regardless of circumstances (even the use of
Mendamars amulet won’t offer him a second
chance).
If the Heroes want to intervene, they can do
so any time (at the beginning of each round).
They start with rolling for Battle (Preliminary
Rolls) and can then take action. For example,
the Heroes can sneak up to the plateau to surprise either party. The following list shows
some possibilities:
The situation can be handled as an ambush by
the party, as described in the core rulebook (p.
168), with TN12.
If the Heroes are discovered, either by failing
the stealth check (as a group) or because one of
the archers gets the opportunity to sound an
alarm before getting killed, Dreorg breaks off
the fight. He and his pack jump away (Great
Leap ability) without the Heroes or Mendamar
having a chance to do anything about it. Mendamar is furious. He returns to his human form
and sends his warriors against the Heroes. He
will lead the battle from behind. Mendamars
party has the initiative.
If the Heroes manage to surprise both groups
(the numbers of successes in Stealth match or
exceed the number of people in the party) and
attack one of them, the Heroes have the initiative. However, Dreorg will escape the confrontation as described above and disappear with his
pack in a jump. Mendamar again is furious. He
returns to his human form and sends his warriors against the Heroes as described above.
If the Heroes have not yet spotted the Goblin
Archers and Mendamar is aware of the Heroes’
presence, he will tell his warriors to lure them
onto the plateau. His warriors will then let the
Heroes push them back onto the plateau using
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knock-backs. This works best if each Hero has
to deal with two Hill-men warriors. The one
who is attacked by the Hero uses knock-back to
half the endurance loss, while the other warrior
attacks normally. As soon as the Heroes are in
good range of the archers, Mendamar will give
them a signal to shoot.
Segar will support the Heroes to the best of
his abilities. He has the same stats like Mendamars Warriors. As soon as Mendamar discovers him, he will blame the whole mess on
Raduk’s tribe.
Mendamar and his warriors will not fight to
the death. Instead, they will flee when it is foreseeable that the fight against the Heroes will end
badly for them. They might meet Mendamar
again in Act 3.
If the battle is interrupted by the Heroes and
neither Dreorg nor Mendamar emerge as the
clear victor, Mendamar may continue Dreorg’s
challenge at a later time. This has no effect on
now, but Mendamar might then appear in a
later adventure with Dreorg by his side.

Scene #6 - A short recovery
Even when Dreorg disappears with his pack,
the Heroes fight against a superior force. It is
possible, therefore, that even if they won, the
group will end up battered. Unless they have
already been to Bar-Mendamar to free Raduk,
they will need a short rest to recover. Segar can
be of help here, he knows the area well and can
lead the Heroes to a small cave. The entrance is
hidden and can be easily overlooked and
defended from the cave entrance. Segar offers
to take over the guard for the whole night, so
that the Heroes can sleep longer and recover
better, like at a safe place.
If the Heroes have freed Raduk already, a
rest is probably not necessary. The Loremaster
can let the group return to Bar-Raduk without
any further interference, see Epilogue.
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ACT 3 - BAR-MENDAMAR
OR LET'S FREE RADUK
Scene #7 - Bar-Mendamar
The village of Bar-Mendamar is located
slightly north, about half a day’s journey from
the camp in Scene #4.
Depending on when the Heroes reach BarMendamar, it is either fully or sparsely manned:
If the Heroes play Act 3 first, Bar-Mendamar
it is only sparsely manned when they reach it, as
the village’s chief is currently trying to subdue
Dreorg with most of his warriors. There are
only eight warriors left in the village. Two of
them are guarding Raduk, four are patrolling
along the palisade or guarding the gate and two
are resting.
If the Heroes play Act 2 first, the village will
most likely be more heavily manned. Mendamar
will have rushed back to the village after Act 2
with all his remaining warriors. Overall, he will
then have 20 warriors and six Goblin Archer
under his command, minus the ones that were
taken out by the Heroes in Act 2.
Mendamars tribe is much more warlike than
Raduks. Mendamar has built a palisade around
the village. This is not very pretty to look at,
but it serves its purpose. In some places, however, the work was not done properly. On the
map this is the case where bushes stand too
close to the palisade. Here the palisade can be
climbed over with Athletics TN16. A Hero with
a great or extraordinary success may help one or
two companions respectively. With Explore
TN14 these places can be easily found.
Approaching the village and the palisade
undetected has a normal difficulty (TN14) if the
village is not fully manned, or difficult (TN16)
when Mendamar has returned with his warriors.
Inside the palisade are 14 round huts in
which, in addition to the warriors, women,
children and old people live. Mendamar himself
lives in a somewhat larger square house in the
centre of the village. At the north-western edge
of the palisade there are two separate areas, in
which the Goblin Archers dwell. In front of
Mendamars house there is a common fireplace

and next to it an upright stone, which is decorated with some paintings. They mainly show
scenes of hunting. Next to Mendamar’s house a
simple cage has been placed. In it lies the
stunned Raduk wolf. The cage is made entirely
of wood and is only basically secured with a
rope. It can be easily opened from the outside
(no roll necessary). Two warriors sit in front of
the cage at all times to keep watch and regularly
sedate the wolf as soon as it stirs. They do this
by either instilling him a drugged liquid or once
again by shooting him with a small poisoned
dart.

If the Heroes are detected while climbing
over the palisade or attempting to free Raduk,
1d6 Hill-men warriors appear every 3 turns
until all the warriors in the village are on their
feet. The warriors immediately attack the
Heroes with ranged and melee weapons. Those
can try to evade a fight with Escape Combat.
Mendamar – if he is present – will also intervene.
If the Heroes took time to recover at the end
of Act 2, this also applies to Mendamar and his
warriors.
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Scene #8 – Freeing Raduk
If the Heroes manage to get near the cage,
they can see a large wolf in it, that has his eyes
closed and is breathing shallowly. Some foam
has formed in front of its mouth. Directly in
front of the cage sit two warriors that are
talking to each other.
Example of a conversation if the Heroes have
already fought Mendamar in Act 2:
Warrior A: Why didn’t you go with them to
Eldanar? Grenar left, didn’t he?
Warrior B grunts: I don’t care what that
worm does.
Warrior A: He hopes to become the First
Warrior of our tribe before you.
Warrior B laughs softly: Yes, I put that flea
in his ear. But you become the First
Warrior here, not in Eldanar. If I help
Mendamar to subdue Dreorg, I am the
First Warrior! And when Dreorg is subdued, we will be the most powerful tribe
at Mount Gram. Then I will be the First
Warrior of all the Hill-men!
Warrior A: But Dreorg has not been subjugated yet.
Warrior B: Only because Raduk’s people
interfered! They will pay for it! There
will be more opportunities. The battle
was only interrupted, not decided.
Warrior A: I don’t know what has got into
Raduk’s people, as reserved as they’ve
been so far.
Warrior B: It must have something to do
with Raduk (‘him’ instead?) (looks &
nods to the wolf).
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Example of a conversation if the Heroes have
not yet fought Mendamar:
Warrior A: Why didn’t you go to Eldanar?
Grenar left, didn’t he?
Warrior B grunts: I don’t care what that
worm does.
Warrior A: He hopes to become the First
Warrior of our tribe faster than you.
Warrior B laughs softly: Yes, I put that flea
in his ear. But you become the First
Warrior here, not in Eldanar. If I can
continue to prove myself here, then I will
soon be the First Warrior! Why do you
think Mendamar entrusted me with the
important task of defending the village in
his absence and making sure Raduk
doesn’t escape? (looks to the wolf)
Warrior A: And when Mendamar returns
and Dreorg is subdued....
Warrior B: ... then we will be the most
powerful tribe at Mount Gram. And then
I will be the First Warrior of all Hill
men!
Warrior A: And then Raduk’s tribe will be
defeated! If Dreorg is subdued, they
don’t stand a chance against us.
By now the Heroes should realise they also
have to tackle the second problem, the subjugation of Dreorg, after liberating Raduk.
The Heroes can try to silently overwhelm
the guards and free Raduk from the cage. To
reach a guard unnoticed it is necessary to successfully roll Stealth TN14. Companions can
help each other with a great or extraordinary
success, if a roll fails. If it still fails, the Hero is
spotted. The Hill-men Warrior has the initiative
and immediately raises an alarm. For a normal /
great / extraordinary success in Stealth the
Hero gets 1 / 2 / 3 Advantage Dice, if those
successes have not been spent to help another
Hero. Heroes can additionally roll for Combat
Advantages with Battle, which can add up to
three more Advantage Dice. If a Hero remembers to do so, the Combat Task Challenge
Adversary (Adventurers Companion, p. 107)
can also be used.

A Hero can then try to take a guard out with
the aim of killing or knocking them out:
▪ A Stealth Kill (Houserule) is done by a
normal attack roll against Open Stance
with half of the opponent’s parry. No more
than 6 Success Dice in total can be used in
one attack (remaining dice can be used if
the fight continues). If a LM finds it appropriate the expenditure of a point of hope
for an immediate second attack can be considered, where any leftover Advantage
Dice can be brought to use. If the guard
can be inflicted 18 or more Endurance
damage or even a wound, he drops
silently. However, 5 Shadow Points will be
charged for such an infamous kill. If the
Stealth Kill fails in the first round, the
Warrior jumps up, immediately sounds the
alarm and strikes back.
▪ A Stealth Knockout (Houserule) is done
by a normal attack roll against Open Stance
with half of the opponent’s parry. No more
than 6 Success Dice in total can be used in
one attack (remaining dice can be used if
the fight continues). The blow to knock the
guard out is handled like a Brawling Attack
(Dagger Skill) with a Called Shot “KnockOut”. At least one Tengwar symbol on the
Success Dice is required to succeed. If it
succeeds, the Hill-men Warrior falls to the
ground unconscious. If it fails, a point of
hope can be spent for an immediate second
attack, where any leftover Advantage Dice
can be used.
▪ Alarm: If a guard is able to raise an alarm,
1d6 Hill-men warriors appear every 3
turns until all the warriors in the village
are on their feet. The Heroes can try to
evade the fight at any time with the
Escape Combat task.
If the Heroes manage to knockout the
guards and open the cage, they can examine
the Raduk-Wolf with Healing TN14: The
wolf looks like an ordinary wolf. He is alive,
but very weak. Remains of white foam are
visible in front of the snout. He shows signs
as if he has been poisoned.
If the wolf can be adequately cared for with
Healing TN18 or a suitable trait like Herb-lore

or Leechcraft, Raduk wakes up. He takes a
moment to collect himself, thanks the PCs, and
vanishes into thin air before their eyes. In total,
the Heroes must remain undetected for another
10 minutes to accomplish this. This is handled as
a Prolonged Stealth test with three TN14 successes per Hero involved.
If Segar is in the village with the Heroes and
sees no other way out, he will rush at Radukwolf and kill him with a knife, probably to the
great surprise of the Heroes. By doing so, he
will inflict additional damage on his father, but
then too, the wolf will promptly disintegrate.
As soon as the wolf dissolves, the invisible
spirit of Raduk rushes back into his body. Raduk
awakens in his tent but must cope with the
effects of drugs and deprivation, and possibly a
wound. In that case, he will need a few days to
fully recover.
Once Raduk-Wolf has vanished, the Heroes
must leave the village quickly (and unnoticed - if
still possible). This is handled the same way as
on the way in. Again, there is a possibility that
an alarm will be triggered or they are pursued.
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EPILOGUE AND
FELLOWSHIP PHASE
The return trip to Bar-Raduk will not be
played out any further. The journey takes about
2 days. In the village, the Heroes are greeted by
Raduk himself. He still looks pretty battered,
but he thanks the Heroes very warmly. He
knows that he owes his life to them and is very
glad that this torture has ended well for him. He
hopes that he will be able to repay his debt at
some point (this could be done by unexpectedly
rushing to the Heroes’ aid in a future adventure).
Meanwhile, since winter is approaching very
early this year, he offers the Heroes to spend it
in Bar-Raduk, recuperate and open it as a sanctuary. In addition, he offers them the title Raven
of the North. With the title comes a tattoo on the
arm (a bird feather that turns upward into a
flock of crows) as a sign of belonging to Raduk’s
tribe and a cabin or piece of land to build something of their own.
The Heroes learn that many men from the
village are missing because they followed Burzash’s call to Eldanar in order not to endanger
their children. Many mothers are desperate and
ask the Heroes to bring their children and men
back. Raduk also asks the Heroes if they would
be willing to do so. However, as hard as it is for
him, he cannot recommend this journey until
spring.
For the upcoming Fellowship Phase, the following undertakings are possible and may need
to be slightly adapted to the location:
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General Undertakings
▪ Search for Answers - More Information
about Eldanar through the study of old
songs and lore of the Hill-men (comp.
Darkening of Mirkwood, p 33).
▪ Gain New Trait (TOR Core Book, p 197).
▪ Heal Corruption (TOR Core Book, p
198).
▪ Write a Song (Rivendell, p 22).

Eriador Undertakings
▪ Receive Title “Raven of the North” (TOR
Core Book, p 199). The Hero additionally
gets a holding (a hut or a place in the
village for something of his own).
▪ Learn the Paths of Mount Gram (comp.
Bree, p 37). Gain +1d6 for Explore and
Hunting near Mount Gram and around
Angmar for the duration of the next adventuring phase.
▪ Climb Mount Gram (comp. Horse-lords of
Rohan, p 44) to gain advancement or experience points, some treasure points or even
some magical treasure from a hoard (rated
*, see Rivendell, p 87 ff). A successful Athletics TN14 is needed. Instead of mountain
goats, Mount Gram is home to magpies.
▪ Go Hunting with the Hillmen (comp.
Heart of the Wild, p 91)
▪ Compete on the Field of Heroes (comp.
Heart of the Wild, p 50)

The Making
of FanlonMapFont
Christian
(nordmann@gmx.ch)
per the terms of the CC license: bna

Those of you (like me) who have been around a bit
longer in Middle-earth RPG’s, you have seen a lot of
supplements for the various games. One of the most
fascinating of these are maps. For most of us this has
probably begun with the ones provided in The Lord of
the Rings itself. Later on, ICE’s MERP supplied us
with maps for their version of Middle-earth.
Despite new maps by both of the following licensed
games (The Lord of the Rings Roleplaying
Game and The One Ring), these maps do not
attempt a similar detailed approach to Middle-earth
mapping. Since the demise of MERP, there have been
some attempts to re-create their style, using different
techniques (vector- or bitmap-based imaging software). One prominent and excellent example is Other
Minds, Issue #20 with Galendae’s map of Harondor.
The one thing that all these projects lacked to
fully emulate the MERP style, was the proper font
used for them. This contribution is the story about
how this gap has been filled!

INTRODUCTION
In my almost 30 years as a Gamemaster in
Middle-earth, one of my best and ever-recurring sources of inspiration were the maps drawn
by Pete Fenlon for the Northwest of Middleearth (plus a few for modules set in the South of
that continent). Despite all their obvious flaws
in terms of distorted proportions of the various
areas and historical inaccuracies, the maps show
so many details that still inspire stories in my
mind just by looking at them. In addition, in my
opinion the artistic skill is unrivalled by any
Fantasy RPG map even to this day – regardless
of the setting. Jonathan Roberts’ maps for
Game of Thrones for example have a great look
to them but are in no way as detailed as Pete
Fenlon’s regional maps. In terms of accuracy
and information, the Hârn maps are better, but
their style – while being beautiful in itself – is
also less stirring to my imagination.

BIRTH OF AN IDEA
So, regarding the provision of adventure
triggering information plus the vivid graphic
depiction of a fantasy world, Pete Fenlon’s
approach remains unmatched in my eyes. And
for these reasons alone, I wouldn’t ever want to
miss them. Fortunately, there are many different projects and approaches to the mapping of
Middle-earth, so I’m sure we’ll see many more
great map-creations in the future that will
inspire our imagination.
One component of a map is its labelling,
which also has a big impact on its flair, not least
through the careful choice of a proper font. In
all the years I’ve known Pete Fenlon’s regional
MERP maps, it has always puzzled me that the
respective font has never been available in
digital form. When I again stumbled over this
gap the other day, I decided to do something
about it. Nowadays, there are plenty of online
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tools to convert your own handwriting into a
TrueType (TTF) font. This was my starting
point to bring the Northwestern Middle-earth
Map font to digital life. After an extended
search for letters that would work as a good
blueprint, I was able to redraw most of the
characters from the analogue templates. Only
for a select few I couldn’t find a good model and
had to create them myself, using the labelling of
Pete Fenlon’s continental Middle-earth Map as
inspiration. Perhaps you can spot those original
characters?

was the tool that provided the easiest (and
therefore fastest) way to add special letters and
copy the diacritic signs. Even so, I spent about
two weeks of after-work evenings for the whole
set. I’m sure the whole job could have been
done faster, but since this was my first attempt
and no one else has ever done it before with this
specific typeface, I’m pretty happy with the
overall process – and especially the final result.
The following images show examples of this
font superimposed on sections of the original
maps. I think that the result is quite convincing
in recreating the original look of the map labels.

CREATING
THE FONT
So how was it done?
After testing some online
handwriting converters I
decided to use the one
from www.fonts101.com
and downloaded the pngtemplate from their website. The next step was to
search Pete Fenlon’s maps
for good samples of each
letter to serve as blueprints. Using Photoshop on a Microsoft Surface
tablet, I copied them one by one and adjusted
their sizes to match the dimensions of
the template before redrawing the
letters properly with the pen as most of
them were terribly pixelish (the maps
found online have way too low resolution). This routine took about 20 to 30
minutes per letter. After all the necessary primary letters had been done I
followed the steps outlined on
www.fonts101.com and uploaded the
template to get a TTF-file as a starting
point for the next step. To further
enhance the look of the font and add
letters with diacritic signs as well as
other symbols, I first tried some free
online tools like Glyphr Studio Online
and Birdfont, that surely would have
done the job as well. But in the end I
settled with the dedicated font software
Hi-Logic FontCreator, since to me it
© MERP, used under Fair Use
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I hope that with the resulting FanlonMapFont I can contribute a useful tool for anyone who is
interested in creating Middle-earth maps or who simply wants to write with a font that itself was
inspired – certainly at least to some extent - by Tolkien. I am happy for any feedback on this, e.g.
missing characters or improvements for the existing ones. Just send me an email to the address provided at the beginning of this article.
The file can be found and downloaded as an attachment to this PDF and separately on our website.
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The Hagavorl and the
Borderers of the Eredoriath
ca. T.A. 861-1411
David Feeney
(feeneyd321@gmail.com)
per the terms of the CC license: bna

It is always fascinating how small bits of information a gaming supplement can be the spark for a
project that expands this and builds on it. In this case,
MERP’s Campaign Module ‘Lost Realm of Cardolan’
from 1987 introduced the idea of a hedgewall along
Cardolan’s northeastern border. This was later integrated into the ‘Arnor’ Realm modules, but without
additional material.
This is the point where David started his task of
building a larger backstory to this structure. This
comes with a specific culture developed on his vision of
the region until the very end of Cardolan as a recognisable realm.
Enjoy the following pages of a rich and flavourful
background to Cardolan’s hagavorl!

INTRODUCTION
I first became interested in MERP after
reading its adventure module Thieves of Tharbad,
and thereafter the city of Tharbad and the
kingdom of Cardolan always featured in my
RPG campaigns. The time period around T.A.
1400 always remained my focus, as it had
several aspects that appealed to me; the schemes
of the Witch-king of Angmar and the Necromancer of Dol Guldur, the halls of Khazad-dûm
at their peak of glory, the ‘Little War’ in the
Angle, the Second Northern War and the subsequent strife and societal breakdown in Cardolan.
The task of writing background material
concerning the politics, cultures, demographics
and economy of Eriador in this period fascinated
me. The MERP maps that I studied from Lost
Realm of Cardolan always featured the Hagavorl,
the hedgewall that delimited Cardolan’s northern border, but there was only the briefest
description of this feature.1 Further, the hírdor
of Eredoriath was largely a mystery – literally a
blank space in terms of both the MERP maps
and background material.
As a consequence, I was motivated to fill that
gap, in a manner that I hoped was consistent
with Tolkien (first priority) and the MERP
sourcebooks. Where I have departed from the
MERP sourcebooks, it has been to ensure that
my material is consistent with the splendid
work of Thomas Morwinsky found in Other
Hands and Other Minds. I believe my (minor)
departures from MERP material in favour of
Thomas Morwinsky’s work are justified by the
need to account for the extended longevity of
the line of Isildur2, to comprehend Angmar’s
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1
2

The Lost Realms of Cardolan, 1987, p. 15.
See Other Minds #6 and #12.

subtle grand strategy1, including its religious
strategy2, and to reflect plausible demographic
settings and economic/trade interactions in Eriador.
This essay focuses on the Hagavorl and the
hírdor (S. “Barony”) of Eredoriath. I was originally motivated to write an extensive background concerning this hírdor because I adapted
the 1986 AD&D adventure N3 Destiny of Kings
by Stephen Bourne to a setting in north-eastern
Cardolan. The sharp-eyed among you may recognise some features from Destiny of Kings that
are found in my view of hírdor Eredoriath.

THE HAGAVORL AND THE
KINGDOM OF CARDOLAN

© by Monaghan County, used used with permission of the copyright holder

The Hagavorl was perhaps the most notable
and distinctive example of flora of Cardolan. It
is commonly believed that in S.A. 1777 the first
Númenórean Governor (Q. “Cano”) of Cardolan named Pharconatar began the planting of the
Hagavorl (Ad. "Hawthorn-wall"), his aim being
to erect a barrier to oppose incursions by the
Hillmen from the area that much later became
known as Rhudaur or Orcs from the Misty
Mountains towards central Cardolan. The Hagavorl stretched from the river Mitheithel (W.
“Hoarwell”) to the river Baranduin (W. “Brandywine”) above the Old Forest (S. “Taur Iaur”).
This great thorn-hedge ran along the south side
1
2

See Mowinsky, Thomas, 2019 (August), ‘The History
of Angmar’, Other Minds #21, pp. 34-50.
Morwinsky, Thomas, 2010 (February), ‘Religion in
Angmar’, Other Minds #9, pp. 39-59.

of the Menatar Romen from the Old Forest to
Weathertop, then plunged directly southeast
across the En Eredoriath to the banks of the
Mitheithel – around 250 miles (400 Km) in
length. It was an ambitious project even by
Númenórean standards, but Pharconatar
received aid from Elrond’s elven herbmasters
from Imladris (S. “Rivendell”). The Hagavorl
fell into disuse and decay after c. SA 3000, but
memory of it survived.
In T.A. 861 the first king of Cardolan,
Thorondur (T.A. 861-945) undertook the
project of rebuilding the Hagavorl, following
the route of the original. Thorondur aimed to
build a barrier that effectively delimited the
long northern border of Cardolan, to oppose
incursions by Rhudaurrim, Hillmen and Orcs,
and to eradicate the country's wolves
to protect its pastoral industry.3
Thorondur’s Hagavorl comprised a
ditch and embankment that was
greatly strengthened by the large
Hawthorn hedge of thorns along its
length. Difficult enough for raiders if
there were any defenders on the bank
above, the Hagavorl was virtually
impossible for horses, stock or
wheeled vehicles to cross. Thus, the
Hagavorl posed a substantial barrier
to any sizeable invading force intent
on spending any period of time across
the border inside Cardolan. For
traders or civilians wishing to market goods
access would have to have been made through
selected points at established routeways, and
therefore under the close scrutiny of guards. In
the course of the Twelve-Years War (T.A.
1084-1096), largely fought between Cardolan
and an alliance of Arthedain and Rhudaur4 about
the possession of the fortress of Amon Sûl (S.
“Tower of the Wind”), the Hagavorl came to be
valued by the kings of Cardolan for its military
worth. It was of particular importance for the
defence of north-eastern Cardolan, where for
100 miles (160 Km) of its length, between
Amon Sûl and the river Mitheithel, the Haga3

4

The Lost Realms of Cardolan, 1987, p. 15; also see
Thomas Morwinsky, ‘Divided Arnor’, Other Minds
#19, September 2018, p. 85.
On the Twelve-Years War: see The Lost Realms of Cardolan, 1987, p. 7.
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vorl spanned the great, featureless plain of the
En Eredoriath.
The En Eredoriath (a.k.a. ‘Dyr Erib’, S.
“The Lone-lands”, Hi. “Tír Fólam”) was the geographic name given to the southern portion of
the much larger cool grasslands of central
Eriador called the Oiolad (S. ‘EverIasting Plain’
or ‘Endless Plain’). After T.A. 861 most of the
Oiolad was found within the borders of the
kingdom of Rhudaur. It stretched some one
hundred and twenty miles (195 Km) north,
east, and south of the great fortress Amon Sûl.
In the fourteenth century it became a vast nomans-land separating the Dúnedain of Arthedain
and Cardolan from their enemies Rhudaur and
Angmar (S. “Iron-home”).
The En Eredoriath was the flattest portion of
the Oiolad, a chalk prairie with thin and rocky
soil, the grasses short and tough, and the land
drier because rain quickly drained underground
through cracks and passages in the limestone
bedrock. It extended west from the river Mitheithel, and those rivers and streams that did
exist on the plain flowed into the Mitheithel
through ravines and narrow valleys, where
some small forests in an otherwise treeless landscape could be found. The En Eredoriath was
divided by two important man-made features:
the Great East Road (a.k.a. Old Road, Great
Road, Q. “Menatar Rómen”, S. “Andven
Rhúnen”) and the Hagavorl.
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The Great East Road was a stone-edged and
paved highway that crossed central Eriador.
Beginning in the west at the Grey Havens in
Lindon, the road passed through Bree, Amon
Sûl, crossed the Mitheithel river at the Last

Bridge (S. “Iant Methed”), crossed the ford of
Bruinen, and then skirted around the small
Elven realm of Imladris (S. “Rivendell”). From
Imladris the Great East Road passed over the
Misty Mountains at the High Pass, before arriving in the Anduin Vales and Rhovanion. As well
as a critical trade and communications artery,
following the Division of Arnor the road also
became a political border, marking the boundary between the kingdom of Cardolan to its
south, and the kingdoms of Arthedain and
Rhudaur to its north and north-east respectively. For this reason, the plain of En Eredoriath was split politically, its northern part falling
within the kingdom of Rhudaur, its southern
being assigned to Cardolan.

THE HÍRDOR OF EREDORIATH
– A LAND OF CONTRASTS
“The old Hírdor of the Eredoriath on
the eastern march, traditionally
considered the seventh principality of
Cardolan, consisted of all lands east of
the Nen-i-Sul as far as the valley of the
Mitheithel and as far north as Nothva
Rhaglaw. lt actually fell largely within
the boundaries of Rhudaur when Arnor
was sundered. The barony was divided
up rather quickly by Thorondur and
Galadhrion upon the childless death of
its ruler in T.A. 899.”
—Arnor: The People, p. 71

The Last Bridge © by Ralph Damiani, used with permission

The Division of Arnor in T.A. 861 cut the
former Arnorian province of En Eredoriath in
half, along the line of the Great Eastern Road.
The northern half became the lordship of Dun
Glandagol1, held by one of the great five houses
enfeoffed to the king of Rhudaur, its core lands
being found around the town of Nothva
Rhaglaw and the fortress of Dol Gil.2 To the
chagrin of Cardolan, the lords of Dun Glandagol
were given possession over the Last Bridge, the
ancient bridge that was the only bridge north of
Tharbad itself, a key strategic point and a rich
source of toll revenue.
The lands of the En Eredoriath that lay south
of the Great East Road were added to the existing lordship of Dyr Maenason, ruled by the
ancient Dúnadan House named Maenas, who
were enfeoffed to the kingdom of Cardolan.
House Maenas had held sway over much of the
Gwathló Marches3 for centuries. The addition
of the southern half of the En Eredoriath to
House Maenas’ fiefdom was accompanied by a
name change – the hírdor would henceforth be
known as Eredoriath rather than Maenason, to
emphasize Cardolan’s ongoing claim to the
whole of the En Eredoriath.4
1
2
3

Morwinsky, Thomas, 2012 (March), ‘Population and
Urbanization in Eriador’, Other Minds #13, p. 64.
Hillmen of the Trollshaws, 1984, pp. 14-15.
The lowland river valleys between Tharbad and
the Pinnath Tereg (S. “Trollshaws”) in Mintyrnath were
named the Gwathló Marches. The Marches mostly fell
in the hirdor of Eredoriath, the remainder within the
hirdor of Faerdor. It was generally held that it could
only be at peace when a friendly power controlled the
Trollshaws and The Angle (S. “En-onen-Egladil”)
farther up the river. Harfoot Hobbits came to the
Gwathló Marches and the adjoining downlands
and chalk prairies in the 12th century.

Geographically and demographically, the
hírdor of Eredoriath was a land of contrasts.
The northern two-thirds were comprised of the
cool, featureless grasslands of the En Eredoriath
that lay between the rivers Nen-i-Sûl and Mitheithel south of the Hagavorl. This area had
always been underpopulated. In stark contrast,
the southernmost third of the hírdor were a part
of the region known to geographers as the
Gwathló Marches. Most of these were found
within the hírdor of Eredoriath, and boasted
rich, fertile soils and fields regularly renewed by
spring floods, from the river Mitheithel and the
several large streams that flowed into it,.5 The
Gwathló Marches enjoyed a warmer, wetter
climate than the wide plains to its north, as well
as easy riverine communications with the
nearby city of Tharbad and the core lands of
central Cardolan.
The immigration of Stoor and Fallohide
Hobbits into Eriador in c. T.A. 1150 proved to
be an enormous boon for the Gwathló Marches.
By T.A. 1200 some 60,000 Harfoot and Fallohide Hobbits had settled in Cardolan, the great
4
5

Morwinsky, Thomas, 2012 (March), ‘Population and
Urbanization in Eriador’, Other Minds #13, p. 64.
The river Mitheithel (W. “Hoarwell”) is a river that
arises in the Misty Mountains, flows through
the Ettenmoors, and forms the border between the En
Eredoriath (S. “Lone-lands”) and the Pinnath Tereg (S.
“Trollshws”). The Mitheithel's current was too swift for
most craft to navigate, and too powerful and cold to
ford easily. Further south, it joins with the river
Bruinen (S. “Loudwater”), and is thereafter known as
the river Gwathló (S. “Greyflood”). There is some
confusion over the point where the river Mitheithel
ended and the river Gwathló began, and some held this
only happened further south, at the confluence with the
river Glanduin. There are various references
in Unfinished Tales to support the inflow
of Glanduin as the end of the Mitheithel. The index to
Unfinished Tales defines Gwathló as “formed by the
junction of Mitheithel and Glanduin”. However,
Aragorn in The Lord of the Rings asserts that
the Greyflood (Gwathló) began where the Mitheithel
was joined by the Loudwater (Bruinen) rather
than Glanduin: “Some call it the Greyflood after that”,
The Fellowship of the Ring 1.12, Flight to the Ford.
From the phrasing “some call it” we might infer that
there was disagreement over the point in Middle-earth.
Herein I follow MERP canon, and assume the river is
named Gwathló after the confluence of the rivers
Miitheithel and Bruinen. Of course the name ‘Gwathló
Marches’ would be odd indeed if this area actually ran
alongside the river Mitheithel!
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majority of these in hírdor Eredoriath, while
another 15,000 Stoor Hobbits settled in The
Angle (S. “En-onen-Egladil”) in southern
Rhudaur.1 These immigrants peacefully settled
on the estates of the Dúnadan nobility, and as a
consequence the southern part of the hírdor
became a densely populated region2 where the
majority were Hobbits (they named the area
“Sûzanas” in their own tongue, whereas Men
still knew it colloquially as “Maenason”).
The wealth of the Dúnadan landowners in
this part of the hírdor literally doubled and
quadrupled after T.A. 1200 thanks to the settlement of such large numbers of Hobbits on their
estates. Working as tenant farmers and shepherds, the intensive agriculture of the
Gwathló Marches became proverbial,
with elaborate irrigation systems
supporting the growth of vines,
vegetables, fruit orchards, fields of
wheat and fish ponds. Its produce
found ready markets downstream in
Tharbad. In the thirteenth century
the southernmost portion of the
hírdor Eredoriath was famous for its
thriving riverine ports (i.e. Soas,
Aspar) and the palatial, luxurious
and bountiful riverside villa estates
of its Dúnadan landowners.

favoured by the Fellowship of Merchants of the
Wool Staple, who controlled Cardolan’s flourishing wool trade with the Dwarves of Khazaddûm and Gondor. Tharbad also thrived as a
redistribution centre, hosting trade and
exchange between seafarers from Gondor and
Umbar seeking Dwarven manufactures, Cardolani wool and textiles, and products unique to
Eriador.3 In the first half of the twelfth century
the valley of the river Nen-i-Sûl (S. “Weather
Water”) and the river-lands above Tharbad
were noted for their flocks of sheep, prosperous
villages, and fashionable villa estates. The Hir of
Eredoriath grew to be one of the wealthiest and
most powerful nobles of Cardolan.
In the twelfth century the villa estates of the
Gwathló Marches north of Tharbad
reached an epitome of style and opulence. The villas were typically situated
near the banks of the Gwathló, and surrounded by rich agricultural estates.
The fashionable villas were one- or
two-storeys, with brightly painted
external walls, and boasted open
peristyle courts connected by
roofed corridors, reception halls
with raised rooflines, and manicured
gardens, while the interiors were
most often organized according to a familiar
plan, with living spaces grouped around peristyles: open spaces ringed by covered galleries
supported by colonnades and giving access to
principle rooms. In some villas the overall
layout sometimes broke out of the traditional
orthogonal plan to exhibit new forms, such as
circles, hemicycles, and octagons. Water features such as pools, canals, and fountains in per-

Mindacil © by Liz Danforth, used with permission of the artist

The hírdor’s prosperity was further bolstered by royal policy. King Terennil (T.A.
1105-1183) brought Cardolan to the height of
its wealth and prosperity in the twelfth century,
establishing a royal army paid by land grants,
and encouraging the large-scale breeding of
sheep. The permanent presence of much of the
army in the north-east, together with the
success in raising sheep throughout the South
Downs (S. “Tyrn Hyarmen”) and the En Eredoriath, brought new wealth and activity to this
previously under-developed region. The wool
from northern Cardolan was particularly
1

2
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The Shire, 1995, p. 12; Thomas Morwinsky, ‘Hobbit
Migrations’, Other Minds #20, January 2019, pp. 6768. “Their settlements lie primarily in Cardolan and its lords
welcome the arrival of these small, peaceful and productive
people (remember the Hobbits’ talent for growing food) in
their fiefdoms.”
See Map 3 in Morwinsky, Thomas, 2012 (March),
‘Population and Urbanization in Eriador’, Other Minds
#13, p. 56.

3

“In the mid-Third Age, Umbarean trade is almost exclusively
focused through Tharbad, and its principal trading partner (as
measured by the value of goods exchanged) is Khazad-dûm…
Umbarean merchants provide rare and exotic woods, herbs,
spices, silks, precious substances not generally available in
Eriador (such as pearls), and manufactured/crafted goods
from around the world. In return, they purchase Dwarven
made weaponry and armour, miscellaneous
craft/manufactured goods, precious metals (gold and mithril),
gemstones, exotic animals (such as chetmig, glutani, and
bears), local herbs, local exotic woods, furs, Cardolani glassworks, Arthadan optics (their telescopes are accounted among
the finest in all Endor) and (to fill out a cargo hold) Cardolani woollen goods”: Jason Beresford, ‘Umbarean Trade
with Eriador: A Neglected Topic’, Other Hands #6/7,
October 1994, p. 26.

istyles and
elsewhere
were prevalent,
and villas incorporated towers
and viewing
platforms,
impressive
galleried
faca
des, some
with arcuated triple
bay
entrances,
hemicycle
entry courts,
and freestanding shrines
and basilicas. In the twelfth century new types
of structures began to appear in villa interiors,
such as private basilicas, elaborate thermal bath
complexes, and oversized dining and reception
suites, and these were the sites of newly intensive experimentation with curving and other
non-orthogonal forms, including the apse and
dome, domed octagons, and apsidal halls. The
Cardolani villas deployed an unprecedented
wealth of varied materials, textures, and colours, with a superabundance of hand-wrought
materials, including brightly painted plaster,
expensive mosaics on the floors, red porphyry
from Harandor, yellow and pink marble from
Harad, green marble from Calenardhon, elephant
ivory, mother of pearl, coloured glass from Tharbad,
limestone, and other materials. Their visual beauty,
bright colours and varied hand-wrought textures
meant that they were regarded as the epitome of
style, wealth and ostentatious luxury.
Braegil © by Liz Danforth, used with permission of the artist

‘THE ANARCHY’
AND KING TARCHIL
When King Celervellon of Cardolan (T.A.
1223-1232) invaded Rhudaur in T.A. 12311 he
launched a series of brutal incursions aimed at
demoralising and subjugating the Rhudaurrim.
Cardolan’s invading armies put whole communities in Dún Glandagol to the sword, castles,
villages, farms and hovels were burnt or
destroyed, cattle and sheep stolen, crops devastated and inhabitants slaughtered. Inevitably,
the Rhudaurrim retaliated in a similar fashion,
and the hírdor of Eredoriath too suffered.
When King Celervellon fell at the disastrous
siege of Cameth Brin in T.A. 12322, the repercussions fell first and hardest upon Eredoriath.
In the ensuing period of invasion and civil war
that rent Cardolan, known to history as The
Time of Troubles or The Anarchy, the hírath of Eredoriath was particularly devastated by several
brutal chevauchées undertaken by the vengeful
Rhudaurrim. Weakened, the province finally
fell to an alliance of rival Cardolani lords in
T.A. 1249, and the last of House Maenas was
driven into exile.3
King Tarchil (T.A. 1257-1345) came to the
throne in T.A. 1257 after twenty years of violence, bloodshed, civil war and invasion. One of
his most formidable challenges was restoring
order to Cardolan’s north-eastern borderlands,
and sealing them from the depredations of
Rhudaurrim raiders. For some 150 years raid1

2

3

Thomas Morwinsky, ‘Divided Arnor’, Other Minds #19,
September 2018, pp. 73-91. Morwinsky writes (p.
82): “Isildur’s Line is ousted [in Rhudaur] by a Hillman
usurper named Rhugga, seizing the throne in Cameth Brin.
King Aldor flees into Cardolanian exile, but his entire family
is killed during the escape. Celervellon promises to support
Aldor in regaining the throne. In return, the latter would then
recognise the suzerainty of Cardolan. After careful planning,
war is declared in 1231”.
MERP says that the Hillman King of Rhudaur successfully sought aid from the Orcs of Gundabad: Lost Realm
of Cardolan, 1987, p. 7.Thomas Morwinsky avoids the
Rhudaurrim allying with Orcs at this time, believing
that the supporting army were Men of Angmar and the
Estaravi of the northern Anduin Vales. I have retained
the MERP version here, as I believe Orc support would
have been procured in extremis by the Rhudaurrim.
Thomas Morwinsky, ‘Religion in Angmar’, Other Minds
#9, February 2010, pp. 41-42.
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ing, outrages, reprisals and conflict on the
border were endemic, as both Cardolan and
Rhudaur encouraged their Borderers to harass
their neighbours. The people of the hírdor Eredoriath, bordering both Rhudaur and Arthedain,
were always at the forefront of every conflict in
the region.
Tarchil proved a successful ruler, and in
order to protect his kingdom from the escalating threat now emanating from the kingdom of
Rhudaur, he invested in a policy that transformed north-eastern Cardolan. Tarchil
assumed direct control over the lands comprising the former hírdor Eredoriath, ruling it as a
royal border march and declaring it “was the
shield that protected Cardolan”. Tarchil set about
repairing and improving the eastern parts of the
Hagavorl, and at the same time repopulating it
with military settlers.
Towards the end of his long reign Tarchil
was obliged to surrender control of Eredoriath
by the princes and barons or Cardolan, who
feared the expansion of royal power that his
direct rule of the province enabled. Tarchil

Túrin journeys to Dor-lómin © by Peter Xavier Price, used with permission
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appointed his friend and ally the Prince (S.
“Irnil”) of Ethir Gwathló as the new Hir Eredoriath, and also bestowed on him the title ‘Lieutenant in the North’, making him Castellan of
Crabanost and providing him with royal subsidies so as to support the military forces the
Hagavorl required in order to remain effective.
The King hoped that the Prince, being rich and
secure in his traditional fief at the mouth of the
river Gwathló, might use his wealth and prestige to rule Eredoriath in a manner that would
be impossible if it were financed only with local
taxes. In time the Princes of Ethir Gwathló
came to regard the title ‘Lieutenant in the
North’ and the royal subsidies that came with it
as a hereditary right rather than an appointment
retained only through royal favour. By T.A.
1400 the princes were notorious for being
absentee rulers and harsh overlords of the
Borders.1
1

“Harsh overlords”: ICE Arnor: The People, 1995, p. 84.
The restoration of the Eredoriath as a Hírdor meant
that thereafter until T.A. 1409 Cardolan had seven
Hirdor: Girithlin, Calantir, Tinare, Feotar, Tyrn
Gorthad, Eredoriath and Ethir Gwathló: Thieves of Tharbad, 1985, p. 7.

Hagavorl cross section© by David Feeney, used with permission of the artist

The Hagavorl – west of Amon Sûl (T.A. 1400)

In its western parts, running some 160 miles (260 Km), the Hagavorl has retained its original
Númenórean design, which is to serve as a barrier to northern wolves and unsupervised traffic,
rather than as a military defence. Being the border between Cardolan and Arthedain, which has
been peaceful since c. T.A. 1100, the ditch here has typically been allowed to fill.

Hagavorl cross section© by David Feeney, used with permission of the artist

The Hagavorl – east of Amon Sûl (T.A. 1400)

East of Amon Sûl, the Hagavorl runs for 80 miles (130 Km) across the En Eredoriath to the
Mitheithel river. This sector of the Hagavorl was completely re-designed by King Tarchil in the
mid-thirteenth century so that it could serve as a linear military barrier.

TARCHIL’S DESIGN AND
PURPOSE OF THE HAGAVORL
From the Baranduin to the Mitheithel, the
Hagavorl is some 240 miles (385 Km) in length.
It shows a considerable degree of consistency in
its design and construction method throughout
its length, confirming its original creation as a
single action and in response to a single concept. A paved road runs along the entire 240mile (385 Km)course, behind the embankment,

with regular marker stones. The Hagavorl was
conceived as being much more than a simple
barrier. It controlled movement, and was part
of a wider landscape of surveillance and control.
Its physical presence running parallel to the
Menetar Rómen (S. “Great East Road”) dominated the surrounding countryside, and served
to funnel any traffic entering Cardolan from the
north into a handful of well-fortified nodes,
thereby preventing the movement of horses,
stock and wheeled vehicles, except where such
ingress was permitted.
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East of Amon Sûl and the headwaters
of the Nen-i-Sul, however, Tarchil
transformed the Hagavorl so that it took
on a very different design and purpose.
Here it comprised a 100-mile (160 Km)
barrier running south-east across the En
The northern face of the Hagavorl when viewed from a distance
Eredoriath, its eastern end set in a deep river
The western part of the Hagavorl was domivalley and thick woodland, on the right bank of
nated by the intersection of the great roads of
the Mitheithel. The river was too swift for
Eriador – the Menetar Rómen and Men Formen boats, too deep to be forded, and too wide to
(S. “Great South Road”, W. “Greenway”). The
bridge, and so it served as a barrier between
trade that flowed on these roads, together with
Cardolan and Rhudaur; the great fortress of
the sacred nature of the royal barrows of Tyrn
Crabanost lay opposite the Rhudaurian town of
Gorthad (S. “Barrow Downs”), meant this
Fennas Drunin and controlled the ferry between
portion of the Hagavorl protected an area of
them.5
special importance. The hírdor of Tyrn Hódhath
Tarchil re-designed the 100 miles (160 Km)
(a.k.a. Tyrn Gorthad1) was among the strongest
of
the
Hagavorl that lay east of Amon Sûl. The
provinces in Cardolan: south of Bree, along the
ditch was deepened and of a distinctive design,
Iaur Men Formen, were located the “beautiful
v-shaped and with a ‘cleaning trench’ or ‘ankletown of Faegil”2, the fortified town of Minas
Malloth3, and strong towers such as Bar-en-Din- breaker’ type of narrow gully at the base, a
design that perhaps owes its origin to knowldol (S. “Dwelling at the Silent-head”).4 Hence,
edge of Númenórean military art. The builders
it was relatively easy to ensure that the Hagakept the turf taken during the digging of the
vorl’s western two-thirds was adequately
ditch to one side and used it to cover the bank;
patrolled. While the Hagavorl here was of
this stabilised the bank but also meant that it did
importance during the wars between Cardolan
not stand out as a white line across the green
and Arthedain, thereafter this stretch of the
downland. While the main reason for covering
Hagavorl lay astride a mostly peaceful border,
the bank with turf was structural, it also someand for this reason, the Hagavorl west of Amon
what camouflaged the earthwork and suggests
Sûl was never redesigned or expanded by King
that the Hagavorl was not designed to be seen,
Tarchil.
but meant to see from.
Hagavorl © by David Feeney, used with permission of the artist
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MERP names the Hirdor both as Tyrn Gorthad and
Tyrn Hodhath, while Morwinsky refers to it as Tyrn
Hodhath. See Thomas Morwinsky, ‘Population and
Urbanization in Eriador’, Other Minds #13, March
2012, pp. 70-72; Arnor: the People, 1996, p. 72; Arnor, the Realm, 1994, p. 84.
Faegil was the seat of the Hir Tyrn Hodhath until its
destruction in T.A. 1409: Arnor – the Realm, 1994, p.
84.
Note that the location of Minas Malloth is found at the
upper reaches of the river Nen-i-Sul, near Amon Sûl, in
Thomas Morwinsky, ‘Population and Urbanization in
Eriador’, Other Minds #13, March 2012, Note 4 on p.
62. In MERP canon Minas Malloth is located in the
Tyrn Gorthad, south of Bree: see Arnor – the People,
1996, p. 132, 136, and map on p. 28.
Bar-en-Dindol was the home of Esgalfea, cousin of Cardolan’s King Tarcil, who held sway over the northwestern South Downs during T.A. 1271-1302.
Bar-en-Dindol is detailed in Bree and the Barrow-Downs,
1984, pp. 29-31.

The earthworks were topped with a palisade
of wooden stakes, and the top of the embankment was planked so as to serve as a sound platform for soldiers and even horses. The creation
of a counterscarp bank in front enhanced the
depth and effectiveness of the ditch. The whole
barrier would have been greater than 15 feet
from the base of the ditch to top of the palisade,
with steep sides and little chance for a good
foothold. The ‘berm’ between the ditch and the
embankment was lined with the distinctive,
large hedge of thorn bushes from which the
entire Hagavorl derives its name. This hedge of
thorns acted as a form of contemporary barbed
wire entanglement.
King Tarchil intended that the eastern Hagavorl not only be strengthened, but that it be
5

Crabanost: Thomas Morwinsky, ‘Divided Arnor’, Other
Minds #19, September 2018, p. 83.

and hamlets that arose in the shadow of the
Hagavorl. The most important fort on the
Hagavorl was its easternmost, Capel Tower,
which watched over the “Barbarian Bridge”
and the line of the river Laine. From Capel
Tower the entire Hagavorl east of Amon Sûl
– including its towers, forts, soldiery, villages and hamlets, civilians and cattle – was
ruled by the ‘Lieutenant of the North’ (or
more likely his Deputy).

© by Historic Environment Scotland, used used with permission of the copyright holder

Hagavorl Fort - These served as barracks and stables to support the
patrols of mounted soldiers

permanently manned. This was unnecessary in
the west, where the Hagavorl was proximate to
numerous towns and villages, whereas in the
east the En Eredoriath was comparatively empty
of Men. Tarchil built a number of stone beacon
towers along the 100-miles (160 Km) of the
Hagavorl east of Amon Sûl, as well as larger
forts constructed of wood and earthworks that
served as barracks, stables, store houses and fortified gateways through the Hagavorl itself.
Tarchil stationed some 200 light cavalry and
several companies of foot in these fortifications,
their mission being to man the beacons, patrol
the length of the dyke, and to search-and-destroy any enemy raiders, as well as undertake
counter-raiding.
The Hagavorl east of Amon Sûl was in the
jurisdiction of the Lieutenant of the North, and
garrisoned by troops mostly paid by royal subsidies. All the lands within 10 miles (16 Km)
adjoining the Hagavorl were reserved for exclusive military use. Here the garrisons cultivated
crops, pastured sheep and cattle,
and several small villages arose to
support the soldiery, working as
smiths, masons, leather workers
and so forth. The companies of
soldiers first assigned to the
Hagavorl by Tarchil remained at
their stations for nearly 150
years. As time went by, an evergreater proportion of new
recruits were locals, often being
the younger sons of veterans who
had taken land grants on discharge and settled in the area, or
Men raised in the small villages

The eastern Hagavorl was designed for an
explicitly military linear defence, to bar the
route favoured by Rhudaurrim and Hillmen
raiders seeking to cross the En Eredoriath to
strike at the Gwathló Marches.1 It was a barrier
from behind which troops could be assembled
and then disgorged through fortified access
points to carry the attack into enemy-held lands.
The relationship with major routes allowed the
Hagavorl to act not only as control point for
long-term trade and inward access (to tax
traders and levy charges on the movement of
stock), but also as highway along which field
armies could be launched to strike rapidly into
enemy territory. For King Tarchil the Hagavorl
was not the work of a vulnerable people desperately building a final defence against conquering
hordes from the north, but instead the product
of a carefully planned and well-resourced strategic policy that was intended to display the
power of the state, to control and tax valid economic activities, to prevent external mobility
and raiding, and to act offensively as occasion
1

Arnor: the People, 1994, p. 51.
© by Historic Environment Scotland, used used with permission of the copyright holder

Hagavorl Fort - These served as barracks and stables to
support the patrols of mounted soldiers
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demanded by allowing the assembly of
forces behind the barrier, which could
then strike into the Oiolad.
In case the linear earthworks of the
Hagavorl failed to deter an attack, it
could instead provide a platform from
which to defeat raiders. Its scale meant
that a relatively small force guarding
the embankment could defeat a larger
force of raiders, and easily send men
along the bank to block any attempt to
outflank them by raiders attacking at
more than one point. When adequately
patrolled by mounted guards, and supported by
strongpoints from which a rapid armed response
could be deployed if a warning was raised of
impending attack or of a raid over the boundary, the Hagavorl worked effectively. Patrols
used beacons, flags, horns and messengers to
warn local people of any attack (if the raiders
were burning farms then the smoke often made
other warnings unnecessary). It was intended by
King Tarchil that the Hagavorl east of Amon Sûl
could be adequately patrolled by some 200
mounted men working in three shifts, supported by beacons that could summon defenders from nearby towers, forts and villages when
they spotted raiders from Rhudaur. Even
without this sort of patrolled defence and rapid
response, the Hagavorl was always a particularly
effective barrier to cavalry and wheeled transport. The sheer length of the Hagavorl meant
that raiders might creep across an unguarded
point, although (presumably) without horses or
wagons, but such raiders then struggled to then
penetrate far before they were detected and
pursued.

© by Historic Environment Scotland, used used with permission of the copyright holder

Amon Dîn © by Matej Cadil, used with permission
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Hagavorl Fort

THE BORDERERS: ‘A PERVERSE AND CROOKED
PEOPLE’
“[Eredoriath] became a short-lived
military march, ruled by the Prince of
Ethir Gwathló. This was a corrupt line.
Its Ernil commonly an absentee ruler,
usually living in luxury in Tharbad and
concerned only with the prompt arrival
of his taxes.”
— Arnor: the People,
1994, p. 71.
In order to rebuild the Hagvorl across its
eastern 100 miles (160 Km), King Tarchil
employed a large number of labourers, in what
was a massive public works project of great
complexity. Over some ten years thousands of
workers, engineers and craftsmen worked in the
plains of the En Eredoriath, requiring guards,
provisions and shelter. In addition, Tarchil
ordered the castle at Crabanost, which had been
shattered during The Anarchy, to be completely
rebuilt on a massive scale. For over thirty years
royal engineers and their workforce laboured on
the banks of the Mitheithel opposite Fennas
Drunin, erecting a great royal fortress.

© by Pazirik Informatics Ltd, used used with permission of the artist

Crabanost

Tarchil and his successors actively encouraged the settlement of the Border districts,
immediately behind the Hagavorl, offering land
and low rents in exchange for military service.
Many sell-swords and armed retainers unemployed at the end of The Anarchy were given
land grants in the Borders, and thereafter royal
policy continued to pay-off mercenaries with
further land grants.1 From T.A. 1231 the
raiding between Cardolanian and Rhudaurian
borderers was incessant. Caught up in a neverending cycle of violence, these settlers often
struggled to sustain their families. In a harsh
land with an inhospitable climate, the environment nurtured a tough, insular and contentious
people, giving rise to an ever-growing delinquent element in Border society. Survival
became the most important element in an
uncertain life, and new settlers soon joined in
the grim business of raiding equally desperate
neighbours across the border in Rhudaur. Inevitably, as time wore on, these ‘forays’ were supplemented by raids nearer home on his own
countrymen. In T.A. 1312 a physician from
Tharbad named Erostol wrote of his travels in
the hírdor of Eredeoriath, and noted that it “lay
in much poverty and penury and that there were many
outlaws and strong thieves, for much of their living
standeth by stealing and robbing.”
1

Northmen “came to Cardolan from Rhovanion to serve as
mercenaries in the former's wars with Arthedain and Rhudaur
(oft-times fighting against their own kindred). Many later
stayed on as settlers, mostly in the border provinces of Tyrn
Gorthad and Eredoriath”: Thieves of Tharbad, 1985, p. 7.

A hardy mix of landowners, tenants and
shepherds, for the people of the Borders law
and order in the form of the royal government
was far away. More often than not when a
dispute arose among them: “They expect no law
but bang it out bravely, one and his kindred against
the other and his; they will subject themselves to no
justice, but in an inhumane and barbarous manner
fight and kill another; they run together in clangs
[clans] as they term it.” Tarchil was a generous
patron of the Anamartar (Q. ‘Courtiers of
Judgement’), an order dedicated to maintaining
extensive archives and the primary keepers of
the royal barrows of Tyrn Gorthad. The King
bestowed on them a large swathe of land along
the river Nen-i-Sûl in the central portion of
hírdor Eredoriath, and the Order built the large
complex at Fontonmere, which was quickly
famous for its large flocks of sheep and herds of
cattle. In this way, the Order was better able to
finance its important work.2 However, the presence of the Anamartar did not prove to be a
moderating influence in the Borders, and “even
the wise men of the shrines, libraries and archives
went with sword and dagger”.

2

Arnor: the People, 1994, p. 98.
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rath © by John Cook, used with permission of the artist

A rath (farm) in Dun Glandagol
The rath of Dun Glandagol are concentrated in the river
valleys of the Rhaglaw and upper Mitheithel rivers, targets
for raiding by the Borderers of Eredoriath.

In the fourteenth century the northern parts
of Eredoriath displayed all of the characteristics
of a border lacking law and order. Cattle rustling, feuding, murder, arson and pillaging were
all common occurrences. The Borderers were
the product of the unending wars between Cardolan and Rhudaur that might reduce the
Border area to a wasteland. Poor soil and the
continuing threat of enemy raiders offered little
incentive to farm. Why bother planting crops if
they may be burned before they could be harvested? Raiding for livestock, however, was a
different matter, and this became the principal
business of the Border. Parties of Border raiders
would cross the Hagavorl and descend on the
Rhudaurians settlements in Dun Glandagol to
attack isolated farms, villages and towers for the
purpose of rustling cattle. These raiders were
drawn from every social class of the hírdor,
from labourer to Roquen, all being skilled
horseman and practised in the fine arts of arson,
kidnapping and extortion. There was no social
stigma attached to raiding among the Borderers
of the Eredoriath – it was simply an accepted
way of life.
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By T.A. 1350 the Princes rarely visited their
lands in Eredoriath, and its five subdivisions
were effectively autonomous. The southern
portion of the hírdor, in the Gwathló Marches,
remained a peaceful, prosperous agricultural
region, and its wealthy Dúnadan landowners
and Hobbit farmers did not bemoan the absence
of their lord, being mostly concerned with trade

and harvests, and focussed more on Tharbad. The central portion of the hírdor was
known as the Aermarch (S. “Holy March”),
and by royal decree it was ruled in perpetuity by the Order located of Fontonmere.
Aermarch included the large town of Buhr
Ruasul, strategically located on the first
ford of the Nen-i-Sûl, favoured by the royal
government, and where for more than a
century (c. T.A. 1260-1412) the kings
settled retired Northmen mercenaries with
land grants. The three remaining subdivisions were collectively known as the Border
Marches, and these were found in the north and
east of the hírdor. Here, the affairs of the prince
were managed administratively, militarily and
judicially by his appointed officers, the March
Wardens.
The March Wardens were usually local
Roquen (S. ‘Knights’), selected by the Prince
for their loyalty to their absentee liege. The
Wraith March lay nearest to Amon Sûl, and the
seat of its Warden was found at Wraithstone
Castle. The Middle March lay behind the easternmost 50 miles (80 Km) of the Hagavorl. The
East March was the most populous of the three
Border Marches, and it included the town of
Bondor and the great royal fortress of Crabanost. Throughout T.A. 1360-1409 the post of
East March Warden was monopolised by the
powerful Border family of Kirkroy. The
Kirkroy family chaffed at keeping the peace with
their neighbours, the Lore-masters of Anamartar at Fontonmere, and cast greedy eyes on the
Order’s pastures. The East March in particular
was notorious as a veritable robbers roost, and
the blatant lawlessness of its inhabitants was
exacerbated by the suspicion that the Warden
was in deep collusion with many of the thieves
and raiders in the Nelthil (see below) and across
the border in Rhudaur that they were meant to
control, and winked at their depredations.
Wardens were required to govern their
Marches in the name of the ruling hír, and
support the royal soldiery on the Hagavorl, such
as by setting watches and beacons, and (at least
by tradition) support any raids launched against
the Rhudaurrim. Raids were planned like military operations and could involve large gangs of
armed men and last for days. When his own

March was raided, the Warden was expected to
fire the beacons, muster his followers and local
men, and give chase in coordination with the
royal army. He was also expected to report to
the Hir any intelligence which might come his
way concerning the kingdom of Rhudaur and its
allies.
Worthy of special mention was the Nelthil,
‘The Triangle’. It was the tract of open land
found between the Hagavorl and the Great East
Road. This area had been allocated to Cardolan
in the Division of Arnor in T.A. 861, but, given
that it lay north of the Hagavorl, Cardolan never
made any attempt to settle or defend it. As
neither Cardolan or Rhudaur acknowledged
responsibility for the actions of the Triangle’s
inhabitants, justice was non-existent there.
These conditions proved extremely attractive to
the lawless elements in both kingdoms, and it
soon became a sanctuary for fugitives, outlaws
and murderers. These brigands preyed on the
traffic of the Great East Road, and plundered
and murdered Cardolani and Rhudaurrim alike.
The Borderers of Eredoriath often used the
Nelthil as a base for their own marauding north
against the Rhudaurrim.

And so, by the end of the 13th century, as life
in central Cardolan began to reflect a degree of
stability and prosperity (built on a thriving trade
in grain, wool and textiles to the Dwarves of
Khazad-dûm and Gondor), the Borderland
remained locked in the grip of continual warfare, and had become a network of castles,
towers and strongly fortified farmhouses
(known as ‘bastles’). Alongside them arose a
formidable race of light horsemen, skilled in the
art of raiding, scouting, ambush, feint and skirmish. Exasperated officials referred to them as
“evil disposed people who were inclined to
wildness and disorder” but also saluted them as
being fine soldiers. The Borderer was born into
the saddle and as raiders operating inside hostile
territory, relying on stealth, surprise, cunning,
boldness and speed. The Borderers were noted
for their small, sturdy horses, known as ‘bog
trotters’, which possessed the stamina and
agility to carry a man swiftly and safely across
bog, moss and moorland, accustomed to pasture
in the heath and grasses of the Oiolad.

© by Sarissa Precision Ltd, used used with permission of the copyright holder

Roquen and prosperous cattle
farmers, mostly Tergíl and Northmen (usually retired and paid off
soldiers and mercenaries).

Fortified ‘Bastle’ houses of the Borders

As a direct response to the constant threat of
attack by marauders, two distinct types of fortified dwelling appeared in the three Border
Marches: the tower house and the bastle house.
The tower house was the home of the Border
Ereter (S. ‘Noble’) and wealthier Roquen (S.
‘Knight’), whilst the bastle house provided a
simpler but secure refuge for the poorer

Stark, functional and
extremely strong, the Bastle’s
were mostly found within 40
miles (65 Km) of the Hagavorl.
The bastle houses were strong,
rectangular, two- or three-story
buildings with walls averaging over 1 metre
(four feet) thick, with roofs pitched and covered
with stone slabs. The bastle house incorporated
a basement which provided for livestock, while
the upper floors accommodated the borderer
and his family. The upper floor usually boasted a
fireplace, and narrow windows set well above
ground level. Cattle, sheep or horses were
driven into the basement via a small, solid door
that could then be bolted from the inside, a
small trapdoor in the ceiling giving access to the
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living quarters above. External access to the
living quarters was via a removable ladder
which led to a strong, iron-bound, bolted door.
Once the ladder was pulled up and the door
bolted, the folk inside were
secured.
For greater safety, bastles
were often
built in
clusters,
where
each one
was
placed
in order
to allow
a murderous
crossfire
with
crossbows and
short
bows,
making
any assault
on a single
dwelling
even more
hazardous.
© by Sarissa Precision Ltd, used used with
permission of the copyright holder

Fortified ‘Tower’ house of the Borders

Tower House © by J G O’Donoghue, used used with permission of the artist
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Tower House

Built of stone and mortar, the tower house
was generally a keep-type structure enclosed by
a defensive stone wall, known as a Bawn Wall,
built for the safekeeping of cattle and sheep in
times of trouble, and sometimes enclosing a
cluster of clay and wood dwellings belonging to
the lord’s retainers. Tower houses were typically coated with a substance called Harling, a
mixture of limewash and crushed pebbles,
which gives them a white, gleaming look,
enhancing them as a symbol of power and prestige. Tower houses were surrounded by mixed
farming, typically cereals (barley) with animal
husbandry (sheep and cattle). The Tower
Houses themselves were designed with a slight
‘batter’, where the wall comes outwards at the
bottom to defend against a battering ram. The
top of the Tower House is distinctive with turrets, crenelations, chimneys, gabled/pitched
roofs and machicolations, while the structure
itself often boasted several fine finished masonry
windows, with Tharbad glass, as well as the
more numerous narrow slits for archers to fire
from inside, or cross slits, which could be used
by crossbows.
The ground floor of a Tower House is the
cellar, where food and drink was stored, not
just for the Tower but for the wider community, acting as a safe house for everyone’s goods
in case of raids. The floor surface here is very
basic and is just beaten earth. The first
floor is a sleeping quarters, with rudimentary beds, not just for guests, but also for
the guards and servants. The first and
second level floors are also covered with
reeds, which on occasion are swept out
and replaced. The first floor doubles up as
a guards’ room, as it was the last line of
defence before any attackers get into the
rest of the Tower. Small rooms off both
the ground and first floors serve as the
lobby; once you passed the main front
door, you were greeted by two other
strong doors, one leading to the rest of the
tower house, another to the ground floor.
Above the lobby was a “murder hole”,
where intruders could be fired upon from
above. Stairs to the left of the lobby
entrance led to spiral staircases connecting
the first through fourth floors. The last set

of stairs was usually hidden within one of the window embrasures at the top floor. The second floor
is a kitchen with some L-shaped sleeping quarters off the main room. The third and fourth floors are
the lords’ rooms, with fireplaces and floor boards.

Schotse hooglander in National Park Zuid Kennemerland b n a by Svdmolen

Cattle of the Oiolad
The Borderers of Eredoriath are pastoralists who raise sheep and a special breed of cattle known
as mountain oxen. With their distinctive long horns, long shaggy hair and excellent hides, this
hardy breed is able to withstand the cool conditions of the Oiolad and survive where the grazing is
poorer, content with a diet of scrubby grass, heather and bracken. They are highly valued for their
meat, hides, and even milk and butter by the Borderers of Eredoriath, the Rhudaurrim, and the
Men of Angmar.1
1

‘mountain oxen’: Angmar – Realm, 1995, p. 19, 22, 90 and pp. 91-92.
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THE GREAT NORTHERN WAR
“Other evil things began to multiply,
some ranging as far west as the Weather
Hills and Eredoriath. Though Arthedain
and Cardolan held those areas from the
1360's until the time of the great
invasion, the most potent threat these
creatures posed lay in their ability to
strike isolated areas such as single-family
farms, frontier shell keeps, and traveling
parties on the road between Bree-Iand
and the valley of Rivendell. Life on the
eastern frontiers of Arthedain and
Cardolan became an experience in fear
and hardship, while the few caravans
that travelled eastward from the Grey
Havens and the Blue Mountains were
either small enough to escape notice, or
huge and well-protected against any
attack”
— Thieves of Tharbad, 1985,
After c. T.A. 1257 the sister-kingdoms of
Arthedain and Cardolan were typically working
in alliance together against the kingdom of
Rhudaur. Rhudaur was only able to survive this
unequal contest because its lucrative gold and
silver mines gave it the ability to hire mercenaries to bolster its military strength. Rhudaur’s
silver attracted Easterlings and Northmen
(Estaravi from the northern Anduin Vales) to
fight on its behalf, and the Rhudaurrim were
even willing to hire the Orcs of the Misty
Mountains in extremis. After T.A. 1300 the
kingdom of Rhudaur was also supported by the
Men of Angmar, a new realm that emerged in
the northern Misty Mountains.
The Hagavorl played a central role in the
perennial skirmishing on the En Eredoriath, as
Rhudaurrim raiders targeted the wealthy communities of the Gwathló Marches1, and the Borderers raided Rhudaurrim settlements in the
upper Mitheithel valley (Dun Glandagol). For
the rulers of Rhudaur the incessant raiding met
several, various objectives: to demoralise the
enemy, to reduce their ability to fight back, and
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1

cf. Arnor: the People, 1994, p. 94.

to obtain booty. Raiders usually sought to
capture sheep and cattle, which they could herd
back to their own community; the animals
could then sustain the raiders. The burning
down of Cardolanian farms and food stores
would reduce their strength and ability to strike
back. The raiders also hoped to take slaves and
high value goods (such as jewellery, silver or
gold). This would attract additional warriors to
the leader who raided while the victims may
turn on their leaders for failing to protect them.
The wealthy and well educated Cardolani that
were less able to fight (i.e. loremasters, teachers, lawyers and poets for example) would flee
a community suffering raids, and that would
weaken its culture.
In T.A. 1350 King Minaglar of Cardolan
acknowledged King Argeleb I of Arthedain’s
overlordship over all of former Arnor, while
Argeleb recognised Minaglar’s rule as King of
Cardolan. This served as the basis for the two
kings to closely coordinate their political, military and economic actions. Civil strife and the
expulsion of the last Dúnadan king of Rhudaur
in T.A. 1346 was the spark for the alliance and
the outbreak of the Great Northern War fought
between T.A. 1352-1359.2 Argeleb and Minaglar believed that the moment was ripe to
overrun Rhudaur, but they grievously underestimated their adversary King Dúghnas of
Rhudaur (T.A. 1346-1355)3 who had built a
formidable army of Rhudaurrim, Hillmen and
mercenaries, and was supported by the Witchking of Angmar and the Orcs of the Misty
2
3

Length of the war: Lost Realm of Cardolan, 1987, p. 11;
Dark Mage of Rhudaur, 1989, p. 15.
King Dúghnas of Rhudaur ruled between T.A. 13461355, coming to power after leading a successful coup
and murdering Elgnost, the last Dúnedain King of
Rhudaur: see Thomas Morwinsky, ‘Divided Arnor’,
Other Minds #19, p. 76. Celebendil Melosse, the Aranonen-Egladil (S. “Lord of the Angle”) and Warden of
Rhudaur, refused to acknowledge King Dúghnas,
switching his allegiance to the sister-kingdoms of Cardolan and Arthedain. Between 1346-1352 Celebendil’s
little realm resisted Dúghnas, but in the opening stages
of the Great Northern War “the Lord and his sons fell in
battle, and House Melosse was driven from its last outposts.
Celebendil’s bold grand-daughter, the half-Northron Vulfredda, rallied the remnants of the mercenary army and recaptured her ancestral lands in southern Rhudaur, winning
renown as a ferocious shield-maiden”: Dark Mage of Rhudaur,
1989, p. 15.

Mountains. At the battle of Amon Sûl Argeleb
and Minaglar were heavily defeated. Thereafter,
the allies steadily recovered their balance. A
series of clashes around the Last Bridge saw
King Dúghnas slain in 1355 and Argeleb I in
1356, but the strength of Rhudaur was greatly
weakened. Vulfredda Aran-onen-Egladil (S.
“Lord of the Angle”) recaptured her ancestral
lands in the Angle and smashed an Easterling
army in the High Pass in 13581; this set the
scene for the combined armies of Arthedain and
Cardolan to achieve a decisive victory at the
battle of Nothva Rhaglaw in 1359. The light
cavalry of the Borderers were active throughout
the Great Northern War, at first in defence of
the Hagavorl and their lands, and later in ravaging Rhudaurian settlements from Nothva
Rhaglaw to Penmorva.
The Great Northern War then petered out.
The Hillmen abandoned the conflict and the
Orcs fled back to the Misty Mountains. Neither
King Minaglar of Cardolan or King Arveleg I of
Arthedain desired to undertake protracted
sieges of either Cameth Brin or the mighty new
castles that guarded the western borders of
Angmar. Instead, they settled for the fact that
the enemy armies had been crushed, that they
now controlled the Last Bridge, and that the
Great East Road between Eriador and Rhovanion was open once more, protected by a chain
of towers between the Last bridge and the High
Pass known as the Gondyrn-onen-Egladil (S.
“Stone Trees of the Angle”).2

THE OIODAGALI (S. “THE
ENDLESS LITTLE WAR”).
By the conclusion of the Great Northern
War it was apparent to both Arthedain and Cardolan that in fact the Witch-king of Angmar was
their principal enemy.3 Rhudaur had sustained
its effort against its larger sister-kingdoms only
thanks to the proceeds of its rich mines, and the
mercenaries this could buy. By T.A. 1360,
however, Rhudaur was wrecked; of its five
lordships, the most important, Dor-onen
Egladil, had successfully seceded, the highland
Hillmen of Pwyll were at best disobedient,
while Dyr Eldanaryon and Dun Glandagol
(known as Tegwereg since the flight of its
Dúnedain rulers) had been devastated and
depopulated by the passage of armies and the
pitiless ravaging of the Borderers. Relations
between the ‘lowland’ Rhudaurrim in the Mitheithel river valleys and the ‘highland’ Hillmen
were strained by quarrels concerning the revenues from the mountain mines. Violence among
Rhudaur’s nobility became commonplace and a
series of kings died prematurely in bloody usurpations (often from their own family). There
were several kings in a short period – Diguir
(1355-1376), Brolos (1376-1387), Fearlig
(1387-1392) and then Ionall (1392-1409).
It was in the context of a weakened and distracted Rhudaur that the Witch-king of Angmar
proceeded to settle Orc tribes in the Oiolad,
including some (i.e. the Urughash) in lands that
(at least notionally) lay within the kingdom of
Rhudaur.4 The fact that the Kings of Rhudaur
assented to having Orc “tributaries” installed in
their western borderlands revealed how far the
kingdom had fallen.5 These Orcs typically made
their homes in earthwork villages: these resembled low hills on the plains from a distance, but
3

4
1
2

Dark Mage of Rhudaur, 1989, p. 15.
At this time the Kingdom of Arthedain fortified the
Caranduin valley in the southern Coldfells, building
and garrisoning towers at Elnost and Daenost, for the
purpose of better securing the Great East Road and
denying Rhudaur access to the High Pass, as well as
shielding the borders of Imladris: see Trolls of the Misty
Mountains, 1986.

5

Thomas Morwinsky, ‘The History of Angmar’, Other
Minds #21, August 2019, pp. 34-50.
Angmar: Realm, 1995, pp. 23-28.
“The Witch-king “drove out and subdued many tribes of the
Misty Mountains. The defeated Orcs were allowed to swear
fealty to the Witch-king (few have dared to break their oath),
and were ordered to make their homes along his new western
frontier, so that these least valuable of troops might suffer the
first attacks, if any came, from Arthedain; the delay would
give him time to organize his forces.”: Angmar: Realm,
1995, p. 105.
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were Orc-made mounds that covered crude
underground settlements. The Orcs lived by
raiding their neighbours (mostly on the
Arthedain and Cardolan side of the border, but
also neighbouring Orc tribes) and herding
domestic animals (pigs, goats and mountain
oxen) for food.1
The installation of the Orc tribes in the
depopulated lands of Tegwereg meant the
struggle for the Borderers of Eredoriath
changed and intensified. The Borderers had long
established their superiority over their Rhudaurian counterparts, helping render Tegwereg a
largely depopulated lordship by T.A. 1359. The
arrival of the Orcs meant that the hírdor of Eredoriath once more faced the threat of raiders.
Orcs proved more effective at infiltrating across
the Hagavorl, and they were then able to move
faster and further than their mannish counterparts. The Orcs were effective night fighters,
and because they were typically accompanied by
wargs and wolves they were dangerous trackers,
scouts and hunters. Soon the bastle houses in
the Borders were in dread of Orcs in search of
plunder, slaves (sometimes as portable food!)
and the joy of destruction. King Minaglar
responded by offering a bounty for every right
Orc claw taken, and soon bands of Borderers
were not only chasing Orc raiders detected
south of the Hagavorl, but also prowling north
in search of Orcs to slay. The years between
T.A. 1360-1409 were ones of steady decline:
“Either because of the deteriorating climate or due to
depletion from continual wars, Eredoriath is more
thinly populated with every passing year.”2

Orc Scout © by Alex Wendler, used with permission

The end of the Great Northern War in T.A.
1359 did not bring peace, but instead ushered in
the Oiodagali (S. “the endless little war”). From
strongholds in the Trollshaws (S. “Pinnath
Tereg”) and the Yfelwyd (Du. “Evil Woods”;
Hi. "Caill Olc"; S. "Eryn Ogol") the kings of
Rhudaur launched what attacks they might upon
the ‘rebel’ Dor-onen-Egladil and on traffic on
the Great East Road. As the Orcs of the Misty
Mountains recovered their strength they made
greater efforts to close the High Pass to trade
and travellers. In T.A. 1346 the King of
Rhudaur banned his subjects from having any
contact with the Elves of Imladris, knowing that
Elrond had provided succour to some of the
Dúnedain of Rhudaur.3 After 1360, Angmar
and Rhudaur went further, and sought to place
Imladris under surveillance, its borders closely
watched and patrolled and, so far as they dared,
to harass those trading with the Elves. In this
way there began the so-called “Second Siege of
Imladris”.4 More than ever before, the Oiolad
was now a hostile no-mans-land separating the
Men of the West from Angmar and what
remained of Rhudaur, inhabited by savage Orc
3

4

1
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For a description of one of Angmar’s subject Orc tribes
that live on the Oiolad, see George Photopoulos, ‘The
Lughoth’, Other Hands #31/32, January 2000, pp. 915.
Thieves of Tharbad, 1985, p. 6.

Elrond the Half-elf supported Elgost the last Dúnedain
King who was killed in T.A. 1346; thereafter Elrond
provided aid and comfort to many of the Dúnedain of
Rhudaur, including House Melosse in Dor-onen
Egladil.
cf. J.R.R. Tolkien, The Lord of the Rings, Appendix A,
“The Númenorean Kings”, “Eriador, Arnor, and the
Heirs of Isildur” The Second Siege of Imladris took
place sometime between T.A. 1356 and 1409. At some
point the siege was broken, and Lord Elrond was able
to help subdue the forces of Angmar for a time by
bringing reinforcements from Lothlórien; cf. Morwinsky, Thomas, 2019 (August), ‘The History of Angmar’,
Other Minds #21, p. 42.

tribes. King Arveleg I of Arthedain fortified the
Weather Hills to protect his realm from these
Orc raiders, while King Minaglar of Cardolan
ensured that the Hagavorl was kept in good
order.1
A further aspect of the Oiodagali was a
secret war between spies and agents. Rhudaur
had long maintained networks of spies, informants and smugglers in the sister-kingdoms. To
1

cf. Thomas Morwinsky, ‘Divided Arnor’, Other Minds
#19, September 2018, p. 85.

these Angmar now added assassins, river
pirates, evil priests to spread the worship of
dark cults, and agents skilled in terror attacks,
economic sabotage and fomenting discord,
treason and even revolt. When King Minaglar
was assassinated by a Rhudaurian spy in T.A.
1381, no-one doubted the hand of the Witchking in the deed.2 The Oiodagali was a complex
struggle that raged in several separate yet connected theatres of war.
2

Thomas Morwinsky, ‘Divided Arnor’, Other Minds #19,
September 2018, p. 85.

Overall plan of village

Cross-section of hut and passage

© MERP (modified), used under Fair Use

Cross-section village from A to A’
Orc Earthwork Village
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THE SECOND
NORTHERN WAR AND THE
DESTRUCTION OF
HIRATH EREDORIATH
“Unlike any of their predecessors,
both Ostoher and Arveleg were levelheaded and statesmanlike, realizing the
danger of the Witch-king's realm and of
the dissension between Arthedain and
Cardolan. During the latter part of the
14th Century TA, both realms undertook
projects of fortification, as well as
logistical improvements such as the
building of new roads. Ostoher improved
the quality and the training of his
standing army, and increased the size of
levies required of the Hiri in time of
war. During the early part of his reign,
Cardolan solidified its footing both
against the threat of Angmar and any
change of heart on the part of
Arthedain.”
—Thieves of Tharbad,
1985, p.4
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As the year T.A. 1409 approached there
were several signs that the Witch-king planned
a major onslaught in Eriador, although these
would only been seen for what they were after
the event. Osthir peacefully succeeded his
father as king in T.A. 1381, and he continued
his father’s policies. He maintained a strong
alliance relationship with King Arveleg I of
Arthedain, both men believing that a great
clash with the Witch-king loomed. Throughout his reign Osthir assiduously gathered his
strength: every year he called on the kingdom’s ernil and híri to assemble at Thalion
with their armed retainers and militia to discharge their obligation to give the king twenty
days service each year. In this manner the king
and his senior officers ensured that the military forces of Cardolan were well drilled and
properly equipped, and that the muster rolls
were in good order. The annual ‘Thalion fair’

was popular with the people, although the
princes and barons resented the cost.
Osthir fostered the strong existing trade ties
with the Dwarves of Khazad-dûm and Gondor,
and Cardolan’s wool and grain exports continued to thrive. Tharbad’s sea and land connections were secure, and the city prospered as the
economic centre of Eriador. The King of Khazad-dûm was persuaded by Osthir to sponsor and
finance a large fortification project at Fennas
Drunin in Dor-onen-Egladil, while the King of
Gondor agreed to support the modernisation of
Cardolan’s royal fleet, which played an increasingly important role in swiftly moving men and
supplies between Tharbad, Eredoriath and Doronen-Egladil.
Osthir appointed his eldest son commander
of the royal army, and the choice proved a wise
one. Supported by his father and an able group
of veteran royal officers such as Tardegil, Asgon
and Amrith, the crown prince expanded the
permanent royal army to an unprecedented
extent. Elite formations like the Kinsmen
(heavy cavalry), the Malthoth (S. “Gold Helms”,
professional pikemen), the famed Rhovanion
Guard (mercenary Northmen heavy infantry),
the Royal Archers and the Tower Guard (a contingent of knights and men-at-arms in the permanent garrison at Amon Sûl) were brought to
full strength and readiness. In addition, attention was paid to the companies of Ohtar-Erain
(S. “Royal Warriors”) that served as garrison
troops at key border locations.
In the years prior to the Second Northern
War the kingdom’s counter-intelligence forces
scored some key successes, rooting out Rhudaurian smuggling networks and exposing a
network of Angmarean spies in Tharbad. These
clandestine victories only served to confirm
Osthir’s fears concerning the extent that the
dark enemy had seduced and corrupted Cardolan’s political and economic elite. Agents
serving Kings Arveleg I and Osthir observed and
studied the annual flow of caravans travelling
across the steppe from the city of Mistrand on
the Sea of Rhûn along the Men Rhúnen (a.k.a.
“Rhunnish Road”, S. “Eastern Way”) to
Angmar, supplying foodstuffs, cattle, horses and

fresh contingents of Easterling warriors eager to
join the armies of the Witch-king.

lander kings as clients of the Dúnedain and traitors to their race.

Unnoticed at the time, the Witch-king began
the Second Great Northern War by launching a
number of tactically small, local, seemingly
unconnected operations. In Rhudaur, King
Ionall launched a campaign to capture the
Gondyrn-onen-Egladil which was clandestinely
backed by the Witch-king.1 The Great Goblin
(B.S. “Durba-hai”) of Goblin-Gate led the Orcs
of the High Pass from their underground realm
to overrun the foothills west of the High Pass,
ravaging the land and destroying several towers
and outposts. The Orc tribes of the Oiolad grew
more active in their attacks upon the Weather
Hills and Hagavorl, deploying “task-forces” supported by Trolls, wolves and fire in their effort
to make permanent gaps in the hedge-wall. In
Tharbad, dark agents attacked the city’s grain
stores, assassins targeted royal officers, and
dark, decadent covens remained hidden and
active among the city’s wealthy and powerful.
Even in Khazad-dûm there was strife, with an
attempted coup d’etat by a cadet branch of the
Dwarven royal family.

In the early summer of T.A. 14093 the
Witch-king launched open war. “Instead of
marching over the plains south-westward, Angmar’s
main force goes through Rhudaur and then west over
the Hoarwell, while a decoy force takes the “classic”
route – fooling the Dúnedain over the main thrust.
This is also supported by a surprise attack via a secret
route which catches the defenders of the Last Bridge by
surprise and secures an Angmarean bridgehead west of
the river.”4 At the same time, the Rhudaurrim,
Hillmen and Orcs of the High Pass spent several
crucial weeks overrunning the towers and fortified villages around the Great East Road, before
combining their strength and marching into the
core lands of the Dor-onen-Egladil to besiege
Minas Brethil and Fennas Drunin. The forces of
House Melosse (“the Vulseggi”5) were too small
to do more than defend the walls of their
strongholds as best they might.

The lands east of Cardolan also experienced
a local crisis, when traffic on the Great South
Road and the rule of long-standing ‘lowlander’
Gwathuirim kings in central Enedhwaith2 came
under sudden attack by the ‘highland’ Daen
(Du. “Dunlending”) tribes located in the Dor
‘Wathui (A. “Dunland”). The highlanders, led
by covens of Gurach (Dn. “witches”) and the
mysterious Mhaig (Dn. “skilled one”) promoting
worship of Shoglic (“the dark lord”, a Daen god
identified with Sauron), denounced the low1
2

Dark Mage of Rhudaur, 1989.
Since around T.A. 1250 a number of larger
Daen/Dunlending/Gwathuirim tribal states had
formed in Enedhwaith, stimulated by the trade flowing
along the Great South Road and the need of the
Dúnedain of Cardolan and Gondor to find reliable local
partners to ensure security and stability along the road.
The Gwathuirim kings soon enjoyed a steady toll revenue, a brisk trade in grain and cattle with the Dwarves,
and a friendship with the Stoor Hobbits who had peacefully settled the Glanduin. This economic network of
Dwarves, Stoors and Gwathuirim was threatened by
the rise of witches and dark priests among the ‘highland’ Daen who preached a message of Dúnedain
oppression.

At this moment the “great traitor” revealed
his hand. Rannarsh, Irnil Ethir Gwathló, Hir
Eredoriath and Lieutenant of the North was
perhaps the second most powerful magnate in
Cardolan, the head of an ancient and noble
Dúnadan House. Rannarsh had accumulated
enormous wealth not only from taxes and river
tolls, but also from being a (surreptitious) slumlord in Tharbad and ship owner. Widely held to
be a mere decadent fop, who spent his time in
opulence and debauchery in Tharbad while his
estates were managed by his underlings, Rannarsh was actually a cunning, ambitious and
unprincipled figure who was deeply connected
to certain outlawed cults.
On the eve of open war, Rannarsh travelled
to his hírdor of Eredoriath, and with the assistance of his brutish retainer Kirkroy, Warden of
the East March, mustered a small army of Borderers, brigands from the Nelthil and miscellaneous sell-swords on the pretext of defending
the Hagavorl. His scheme to kidnap King
Osthir’s daughter, Nirnadel, while she was on a
3

4
5

The Battle of Tyrn Gorthad was fought “in the heat of
deep summer” in T.A. 1409: Thieves of Tharbad, 1985, p.
5.
Mowinsky, Thomas, 2019 (August), ‘The History of
Angmar’, Other Minds #21, pp. 42-43.
Dark Mage of Rhudaur, 1989, p. 6.
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pilgrimage to an ancient Eriadoran shrine, force
her to marry him, and on this basis then be
installed as the Witch-king’s puppet-king in
Cardolan came to naught. Nirnadel was successfully rescued by agents of the King, the “great
traitor” was assassinated, and his small army
either dispersed or returned to its allegiance to
Cardolan. Sadly, the damage was done. The
Hagavorl was opened and Crabanost betrayed to
the advancing legions of the Witch-king, and
thus the ancient defences of Cardolan were
breached with barely a skirmish. The host of
Angmar dismantled wide sections of the Hagavorl to enable the passage of cavalry and
supply wagons, before it swept
unopposed into Eredoriath.
The army of Angmar
was then unleashed into
Eredoriath in the early
summer of T.A. 1409,
and, virtually unopposed, it set about ravaging the countryside.
The pitiless invaders
slaughtered all they
could, overrunning
bastle houses, towers
and Hagavorl forts in a
frenzy of violence.
Easterlings drove off all
the cattle and sheep they
could reach, and fired the
fields. Thousands of refugees
fled south to Tharbad, penniless
and hungry. Wolf-riders and Easterling cavalry scourged the Gwathló Marches,
sending thousands of Hobbits fleeing southward, while they captured enormous amounts
of plunder and a great quantity of livestock. The
towns of Aspar and Soas were stormed and
sacked, there were reports of the Angmarrim
reaching the very outskirts of Tharbad, and
panic gripped the city.1

he set out northward with some 2,000 cavalry
and 9,000 foot.2 The host of Angmar, meanwhile, carved a bloody swathe across central
Eredoriath as it moved to Amon Sûl.
Osthir marched north along the Nen-i-Sul
and at Amon Sûl combined with King Arveleg I
and the army of Arthedain, 12,000 strong.3 The
two allied kings then confronted the Witch-king
in a set-piece battle. The Second Battle of Amon
Sûl was a tactical and strategic defeat for the
allies: “the Angmarean alliance outmanoeuvres the
combined forces of Arthedain and Cardolan east of
Amon Sûl and brings them to battle on unfavourable
terms. As a result, the Cardolanian army
is hammered to pieces, the king and
his sons retreating with the remnants of their forces towards the
Barrow downs. The greater
part of Arthedain’s army is
able to retreat in good order
though, when the victorious Angmareans are decisively slowed down by the
stubborn resistance of
Amon Sûl – a key objective for the Witch-king.”4
The size of the Angmarean host astonished
the Dúnedain, as “the
Witch-king unleashed the
warriors that he had been
assembling in secret”5; some
25,000 Orcs, 10,000 Men of
Angmar, 5,000 Estaravi warriors
from the northern Anduin Vales, and
15,000 Easterling mercenaries and “crusaders”.6

Ilmaryen’s Blogrum-hai © by Angus McBride,
used used with kind permission of the estate
of Angus McBride

King Osthir held his nerve, and remained
encamped north of Tharbad, at Filimer, ready
to oppose any attempt by the Angmarrim to
cross the Nen-i-Sûl, while he awaited the contingents of his ernil and hiri to join him. Finally,
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1

Some sources claim that Tharbad actually fell to the
army of Angmar at this time – plainly it did not.

2

3

4
5
6

See Thomas Morwinsky, ‘Armies of Eriador’, published
in Other Hands #33/34, July 2001. Ostoher’s army
included some 1,500 Knights, 1,000 light and mercenary cavalry, 3,000 shielded infantry, 2,000 militia
(mostly mustered from Tharbad), 4,000 “raggers” pikemen, and 500 archers and skirmishers.
See Thomas Morwinsky, ‘Armies of Eriador’, published
in Other Hands #33/34, July 2001. Arveleg’s army
included some 2,500 Knights, 4,000 shielded infantry,
and 5,500 yeomen (mostly archers).
Morwinsky, Thomas, 2019 (August), ‘The History of
Angmar’, Other Minds #21, p. 43.
Empire of the Witch-king, 1989, p. 42.
See Thomas Morwinsky, ‘Armies of Eriador’, published
in Other Hands #33/34, July 2001. The crusaders are
those Easterlings enrolled at Mistrand, on the Sea of

In the battle Arveleg was killed, but Arthedain’s
soldiery did not break, withdrawing north in
good order led by crown prince Araphor. The
pikemen (“Raggers”) in the centre of Osthir’s
line withstood wave after wave of assaults, but
his wings were eventually overthrown by the
enormous numbers of Easterling cavalry and
horse-archers. Osthir withdrew west, shaking
off the enemy and reaching Faegil in Tyrn Hódhath. Despite years of careful preparation, the
combined armies of Arthedain and Cardolan had
not prevailed.
The siege train of the Witch-king had been
prefabricated years in advance in the forges of
Gundabad.1 It was now unpacked and assembled, while Orc sappers surrounded Amon Sûl
with trenches and pits. Amon Sûl was slowly,
inexorably reduced by siege engines, rams and
continuous assaults over several weeks, the
Witch-king seemingly undeterred by appalling
losses. “While the greater portion of the western army
was driven back west of the Weather Hills, the tower
of Amon Sûl (S. Weathertop) was surrounded,
assaulted, and razed to the ground. Only later did a
trembling messenger come to Carn Dûm to tell the
Witch-king that the palantír had been rescued and
brought to Royal Fornost by the retreating army. How
the Palantír slipped through the siege remains a
mystery to this day, for it was a prize the Lord of the
Nazgûl desired greatly.”2
Osthir and Araphor intended to retreat only
so that they might gather up reinforcements
before once more attempting to relieve Amon
Sûl. The Tower’s loss was a heavy blow.
Araphor proceeded north to Fornost, mustered
additional men to his standard, and was joined
by the army of Lindon. Osthir encamped at
Faegil and established an effective defence of the
region using its forts and castles, awaiting reinforcements from those contingents still hurrying
north from central Cardolan. The Nen-i-Sûl
valley and Eredoriath, however, lay open to

1

2

Rhun, which organises great treks of men and supplies
to Angmar to fight the hated Dúnedain. It is unclear if
the Witch-king himself accompanied the host. Lost
Realm of Cardolan, 1987, asserts: “Unfortunately the
Witch-king personally led the assault on Amon Sûl” (p. 8).
See by ‘6.2 The Breaking of Grond’, pp. 25-26, in
Mount Gundabad, by Carl Willner, 1989 Tolkien
Enterprises, Produced and distributed by Iron Crown
Enterprises, ICE Stock #3110.
Thieves of Tharbad, 1985, p. 5.

In the land of Mordor © by Olanda Fong-Surdenas, used with permission

enemy marauders, and so its fields, farms, villas
and villages were consumed in fire and slaughter
by cruel Easterling foragers and wolf-riders
during the siege of Amon Sûl. The Witch-king
“unleashes the prepared raiding parties into Cardolan… These roam the land almost unchecked (only
the Tyrn Gorthad and Tharbad remained relatively
secure) – pillaging, plundering and destroying what
and whomever they can find. Eventually they are all
defeated, but the damage is horrendous.”3
Following the fall of Amon Sûl, the Witchking split “his forces to simultaneously destroy Cardolan and Arthedain. This brief respite [i.e. the length
of the siege of Amon Sûl] and reduced pressure allow
Araphor to organise an effective defence around
Fornost and with Elven aid he is finally able to
destroy the army sent against him.”4 The army sent
against Osthir, commanded by the Troll-lord
Rogrog, Warlord of the Orc host, marched
quickly and directly across the Tyrn Gorthad,
bypassing the towers and walled towns held
against it. Rogrog fell on the army of Cardolan
as it lay encamped at Faegil, and in bitter fighting the town was destroyed, but the army successfully withdrew west onto the
Barrow-downs.
There is confusion concerning events at the
ensuing Battle of Tyrn Gorthad – perhaps
because there were so few survivors. The
overall impression is that the Cardolanian army
withdrew west while under constant attack: “the
army of Cardolan along with the King and his sons
was ground to dust as they attempted to retreat across
the Downs.”5 In one version of the events the
3
4
5

Morwinsky, Thomas, 2019 (August), ‘The History of
Angmar’, Other Minds #21, p. 43.
Thomas Morwinsky, ‘Divided Arnor’, Other Minds #19,
September 2018, p. 86.
Lost Realm of Cardolan, 1987, p. 8.
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army of Cardolan was annihilated, but “soon
thereafter most of the forces of the Witch-king were
trapped against the Old Forest, and the remnants were
pursued back to the gates of Mount Gram and Carn
Dûm. It would take the Witch-king almost half a millennia to recover from this defeat.” This suggests
that after defeating one division of Angmar at
the gates of Fornost, Araphor and the Elves of
Lindon then led their victorious soldiers south,
where they defeated whatever remained of
Rogrog’s army in the eaves of the Old Forest –
perhaps on the very battlefield where King
Osthir and his three sons had fallen only days
earlier. Others, however, contend that the Cardolanian army was actually victorious, notwithstanding its horrendous losses.1 “They were driven
westward across ravaged Breeland to the Barrow
downs. In the heat of deep summer, the armies made
their final stand, and in the end were victorious,
destroying utterly the invading Angmarim host,
though at great cost, including the entirety of the
male line of Cardolan's royal house.”2
What is clear is that following the battle of
Tyrn Gorthad King Osthir, his sons and most of
the realm’s nobility and professional soldiery
were dead. Only three reigning híri remained:
Calantir, Tinare and Girithlin. No Angmarean
force of any size remained in the field, but large
numbers of Orcs and Men fleeing north-east
and east posed a continuing threat as they fled
across the open countryside, and many became
bandits that preyed on the north for years.
Meanwhile, throughout the summer of T.A.
1409 King Ionall of Rhudaur prosecuted his
twin sieges of Minas Brethil and Fennas Drunin;
the defenders stubbornly resisted all efforts to
dislodge them. At the end of summer King
Ionall was killed by artillery mounted on the
walls of Fennas Drunin, and soon after word
reached the besiegers that the Angmarean host
had been destroyed at the battles of Fornost and
Tyrn Gorthad. The Rhudaurrim, Hillmen and
Orcs of the High Pass promptly quit the struggle and returned to their homes; Dor-onen
Egladil had survived.
1
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“Fully 80% of Cardolan's army perished in the fighting
around Weathertop and in the last desperate defense of the
Barrow-downs”: Thieves of Tharbad, 1985, p. 10.
Thieves of Tharbad, 1985, p. 5.

Aftermath
The kingdom of Cardolan was devastated by
the Second Great Northern War, and nowhere
more so than the hírdor of Eredoriath. Osthir’s
loyal chancellor Nimhir became regent over the
government led by Queen Nirnadel in T.A.
1409, the only surviving member of the royal
house, but they found themselves struggling to
deal with a succession of crises; half of the
summer harvest was destroyed, Tharbad was
teeming with thousands of refugees, brigands
roamed the countryside, while the Hobbit population of the Angle and Eredoriath had fled
their homes and many were now migrating to
the relative security of Bree-land. Nimhir
formed “mobilization units” consisting of army
regulars and new recruits to collect a special
“grain tax” imposed on those parts of the
kingdom untouched by the war, so as to feed
the population, but nonetheless the winter of
T.A. 1409/10 saw Tharbad and northern Cardolan suffer famine and disease, and thousands
died.3
There was no attempt to restore order to the
Eredoriath. Amon Sûl had been razed and the
Hagavorl was broken, its towers and forts shattered, the hedge-wall pierced in innumerable
places and with gaps up to two miles (3 Km)
wide in places. The bastle houses and towers of
the Borders were stormed and sacked or abandoned, the Borderers mostly dead or fled, their
flocks of sheep and herds of cattle largely driven
off or lost. The Borderers who had defended
this area for so long were no more, their leaders
either dead, outlaw, or forever disgraced by the
treason of Rannarsh. Instead the land was
preyed upon by wolves and brigands.
In T.A. 1411 one of the bandit leaders who
held sway over much of the northern countryside, rumoured to be a scion of the Kirkroys,
declared himself the new Hir of Eredoriath.4
This bandit leader was able to gain control of
the royal fortress of Crabanost, which since
T.A. 1409 had changed hands several times:
from Rannarsh, to a small Angmarean garrison,
to a motley collection of Angmarean deserters,
and finally to a band of brigands, many of them
3
4

Thieves of Tharbad, 1985, p. 8.
Thieves of Tharbad, 1985, p. 8.

retainers of Rannarsh. Nimhir could not let such
a strong castle remain in the hands of such men,
and ordered the royal army to dislodge them.
The siege of Crabanost proved a difficult undertaking, notwithstanding the poor quality of
those holding it. At its conclusion Nimhir was
tempted to order the place razed, given that the
defensive system of the Hagavorl was now
broken and the Eredoriath seriously depopulated. Instead, it became a lonely, distant
outpost for a royal garrison that Cardolan could
barely afford to maintain. Thangar, a cousin of
the former prince, claimed to be the heir of this
noble house, but he remained in Tharbad, and
made no effort to install himself in Eredoriath,
being instead focussed on regaining control of
Lond Gwathló.1
1

In subsequent years the Hagavorl slowly but
surely deteriorated, and there was no prospect
of Cardolan again mustering the manpower or
resources required to rebuild it. Many of those
Borderers that survived the Second Northern
War and made their way to the refugee camps
outside Tharbad later emigrated to Ethir
Gwathló. The Hagavorl slowly succumbed to
the wind and rain, until it became a mere curio
in the Lone Lands. The fortifications and homes
of the Borderers of Eredoriath that had endured
for centuries fell into ruin, crumbled, and were
overrun by grass. The once picturesque riverside Dúnadan villas and Hobbit villages of the
Gwathló Marches were abandoned, and forgotten so thoroughly that their descendants in the
Shire largely forgot that these Hobbit villages
had ever existed.

Thieves of Tharbad, 1985, p. 19.
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Map of the hírdor Eredoriath, T.A. 1400

Place

Details

Aspar

Bondor

Population/Notes

3,900: Aspar is
Aspar is the largest town in the province, a prosperous walled settlement that is a
described as being
centre of agriculture as well as the riverine port connecting the produce of most of the
part of Feardor in
hírdor (i.e. wool, hides) with the markets of Tharbad.
Other Minds #13
Bondor is the provincial capital of Prince Rannarsh, although he is very rarely here.
This stronghold consists of an imposing octagonal keep and small town surrounded
by a curtain wall, guard towers and gatehouses. The town is the Borders’ service
centre, with craftsmen and markets, the hírdor’s largest cattle and horse markets, and
a popular race-course.

2,600: Other Minds
#13

The Kings of Cardolan have long settled Northmen here, paying-off soldiers with land
2,000; the town is
grants. The settlement resembles an Eóthraim buhr in Rhovanion in terms of layout
the location of the
Buhr Ruasul (“Ford of and architecture. It is ruled by an elected Thegn, and the martial population are
Teregond: see Myth
Sul”)
unusually loyal to the royal dynasty. It prospers as a centre for raising cattle and
of the Teregond by
horses, a ford, and the most northerly point on the Nen-i-Sûl that can be reached by
John McDonald.
river barge.
Capel Tower

Capel Tower is a fortification that is part of the Hagavorl, and the administrative centre
of the Middle March. Constructed of large blocks of mossy limestone.

50

Crabanost

King Tarchil rebuilt Crabanost into a great royal fortress in the T.A. 1260s. Opposite
the Rhudaurrim town of Fennas Drunin, it was intended to secure the lower Mitheithel
valley. It comprised an enormous central keep, surrounded by a curtain wall boasting
towers and a strong guardhouse.

200

Darkwood

The Darkwood is a dangerous place, domain of an Ent that was driven mad eons ago,
and who now seeks to slay any who threaten “his” wood. The Borderers have long
learnt to avoid it.

NA

This Inn is the only stopover for travellers along the main road between the hírdor and
Drake and Castle Inn the Last Bridge. It also does a profitable business serving pilgrims bound for the
Shrine of Nevron.

20

Fontonmere Abbey

Fontonmere is a large, splendid abbey and a centre of the Anamartar (Q. ‘Courtiers of
Judgement’), a religious order dedicated to maintaining extensive archives and the
primary keepers of the royal barrows of Tyrn Gorthad. The abbott here is by
convention the March Warden for the surrounding area. The Anamartar own a large
swathe of land along the river Nen-i-Sûl and in the central portion of the province,
and raise large herds of cattle and flocks of sheep.

200

Griffon Castle

This is a secret stronghold surrounded by a dense wood, found in the Nelthil. Yearsago the prince captured the isolated castle from a robber baron who refused to swear
fealty and mend his ways. The prince has over the years laboured patiently in secret to
put it back into repair, and make it a secret headquarters for his nefarious activities.

100

Hunter’s Wood

This wood is especially valued by the Borderers for its good hunting. A waterfall in the
woods conceals a tunnel entrance that connects to Wraithstone Castle.

NA

Knight’s Bridge

Found on the eastern side of a small river, this village is comprised of a dozen bastle
houses.

120

Nevron Shrine

Found on the edge of a small forest, this large cave has a fountain-like spring that
emerges from a crystal rock formation. This spring is dedicated to Varda Elentari, the
wife of Manwë and Queen of the Valar, who created the stars. Its waters are said to
increase the wisdom of the Faithful.

5

Soas

Spotted Wood

The second largest and most southerly town in the hírdor, it prospers as a riverine port
and agricultural centre, with an active ferry operating between it and Filimer on the
opposite bank of the Nen-i-Sul (in Faerdor). The town is a centre for Hobbit
settlement.

3,100

A small wood in the Middle March.

NA

Three Feathers Inn

A popular meeting spot frequented by travellers moving by land between Tharbad
and the ferry at Crabanost/Fennas Drunin.

20

Wraithstone Castle

The seat of the Warden of Wraith March, this formidable castle is built high upon a hill
overlooking Hunter’s Wood and the Hawthorne Dale, an area where the Hagavorl
hedge has grown wild and enormous. At the foot of the castle is the Maiden’s Mist Inn
to service travellers. The hill is rumoured to be honeycombed with caverns and
tunnels.

100

Key to the Map (T.A. 1400)
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Ringlann and north-western
Palisor in the First Age
Gabriele Quaglia
(krsnarupa@gmail.com)
per the terms of the CC license: bna

In Issue #1 of ‘Other Minds’ there was a long
article on a possible continental shape of Middle-earth
from the First to the Third Age. This was supplemented by another article in Issue #2.
These maps were already used in Issue #4 to map
out possible locations for the dwarven mansions
throughout the Ages. Now Gabriele (one of the
authors from the articles mentioned above) has even
gone a step further and fills some parts of the First Age
maps with more people and background.
His focus are the lands of later Rhovanion and
those eastern territories adjacent to them. Here he
develops some fascinating suggestions how these lands
could have looked like in the First Age of the Sun!

PREFACE
The following are excerpts from an ancient
book, the Palarran (S. “Far-ranger”), compiled
by Celairglîn. The latter was a Noldorin Elf who
lived in Thargelion during the First Age and
took great interest in the geography of Arda: he
would often talk with Dwarven traders,
nomadic Dark Elves and even Mannish immigrants to Beleriand, collecting their tales in
order to get a picture of the Great Lands east of
the Blue Mountains. Celairglîn forsook Middleearth at the end of the Age but left his writings
behind: while the original book is kept somewhere in Forlindon, a copy was presented in
early Second Age to Celebrimbor the Smith.
This copy was saved from the ruin of Eregion in
mid Second Age and bestowed to Elrond Halfelven, Herald of the High King Gil-galad. From
that time it has rested in the library of Imladris.

RINGLANN, ALSO KNOWN
AS THE EMPTY LANDS
North of Maedhros’s Gap lies a great flat
grassland, often swept by the cold northern
winds: Lothlann, bound to the west by the sands
of Anfauglith and to the north by the Iron
Mountains. To the east, Lothlann ends at a
range of low, rocky hills that connect the peaks
of the Ered Luin to the south with the Ered
Engrin to the north. These are named Emyn
Gonnoroth (S. “Hills of the Stone Giants”) by
the Elvish scouts I have spoken to. Eastward
beyond those hills lies a great region of heathand moor-lands known to Elves as Ringlann
(“Cold plain”) and to the Dwarves as “Empty
Lands”. This area is bound to the north by the
Iron Mountains and to the south by hills, fells
and the northern foothills of the Hithaeglir (S.
“Misty Mountains”) that separate it from Eriador; further east, the Ered Mithrin (S. “Grey
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Mountains”) represent another southern boundary but as they disappear into mere hills, the
Empty Lands gradually descend into the plains
of north-western Palisor, of which we will hear
later. Finally, the snowy peaks of the Ered
Enidh form the eastern boundary of Ringlann.
Ringlann is a harsh land, even compared to
Hithlum or Lothlann, chiefly because of its
higher altitude and being swept by fierce winds.
The soil is poor: low bushes, hardy grasses and
occasional conifers survive in marshy vales and
hollows, and the highlands are the kingdom of
moss and lichen. Snow and ice cover the ground
for long months during winters, and when they
thaw they flood the lowlands turning them into
marshes that only dry in late summer. Rainfall is
uneven, with the western part of the region
being much drier than the east, where winter
blizzards cross the Ered Enidh from the Gulf of
Blackwaters, and in summer warmer rains come
from the Sea of Helcar.
Harsh as it is, Ringlann is still inhabited by
Mannish nomads akin to the folks of Bór and
Ulfang who have entered the service of the Sons
of Fëanor. These nomads are swarthy people,
with dark and shaggy hair: they dress in wool
and animal hides and they employ crude tools of
stone and bone, for they are ignorant of even
the simplest metalworking. They name themselves Shanazas, which in their tongue means
“Strong”. According to their songs, they came
out of the East fleeing a great evil, and for a
time they lived near the Ironfist Dwarves: from
their king they received spear- and arrow-heads
of bronze and iron which allowed the Shanazas
to hunt great beasts, whose meat, fur and horns
they would provide the Folk of Sindri with.
There was friendship between the two peoples,
and the Shanazas learned many words from the
Dwarven tongue (according to the standards of
the Dwarves willing to share this), but at some
point their neighbours attempted to force them
into thralldom and the Shanazas fled, finding
haven in the Empty Lands. To this day, they
have little love for Dwarves, but still occasionally trade with them to obtain metal tools and
weapons.
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The Shanazas survive by hunting the great
herds of reindeer of the Empty Lands, which

they follow for most of the summer; in winter
they retreat to temporary, better defensible
hilltop camps, enabling them to fend off those
wolves and Orcs fell creatures descending from
the Iron Mountains in search for food. In these
encampments they cultivate dwarf-beet and oat
and keep small herds of long-horned Urikha
goats, whose milk and butter allow them to
survive the colder months.
The Shanazas have no king but are divided in
tribes often at odds with each other. The
western tribes are said to pay tribute to
Angband out of fear of Orc raids, but the
eastern Shanazas are proudly independent and
they actively raid their southern neighbours,
namely the Fluztheot and the Horzkapar.
Ringlann is a generally featureless land but at
its centre lies a large lake which the Shanazas
call Vjeta Aizabrauku, the "Site of the Battle":
according to their legends, the geography of the
place was formed when two of their Great Gods
fought each other before the creation of Men.
The lake is a volcanic area, with many geysers
and warm springs, and its shores are greener
than the outer regions; heights, taller in the east
and lower in the west, protect the lake from the
harsh winds of the Empty Lands, so that the
waters only freeze a few weeks a year. The
Shanazas consider this place holy ground and
maintain complicated rules to regulate and limit
travel in this area: although disputes are
common, they never result in bloodshed, an act
that would bring the anger of their Gods upon
them.

THE ERED ENIDH
AND THE COAST BEYOND
To the east of Ringlann rises a mountain
chain stretching from the remnants of the Iron
Mountains of Morgoth in the North to the
shores of the Sea of Helcar in the South. There
are many peoples living close to these peaks and
every one of them seems to have a different
name for them, which often only applies to a
section of the range - the only common name
they have has been given by Dwarves and in
Sindarin it translates as Ered Enidh (“Middle
Mountains”) because they lie in the middle of
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northern Palisor and separate that region into
two distinct parts.
In ancient times, before the rising of the Sun
and Moon, two of the Seven Fathers of the
Dwarves - Thulin and Sindri - awoke in these
mountains, in a place named Akgundîm. This
was the first Dwarf-city among these peaks and
it still exists, even though Thulin and Sindri left
it to find new mansions of their own, where
their descendants now rule as kings.
The northern peaks of the Ered Enidh are
made of dark volcanic stone: in the west they
rise sharply from Ringlann and in the east they
fall in barren and rocky crags into the sea, with
deep cut valleys opening among them. These

eastward lands are named by the Penni Elves
Nor Faerogol, that is “Land of Evil Spirits”: the
Dark Elves believe that servants of the Enemy
(which they call the Dark King) haunt the area
killing unwary travellers and imprisoning their
spirits to torment them for eternity, so that
their howls can be heard day and night. The area
is a mostly uninhabited wastedland battered by
storms all year long, and when the eastern
winds enter the deep valleys of the mountains
they produce eerie sounds that can excite the
imagination of those Avari Elves.
In fact, the actual inhabitants of the area - a
folk of Dwarves called the Stiffbeards - do not
credit at all these stories and they consider them
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a matter of laugh. These Dwarves live in a great
city delved under a mountain that they call
Celfang or “Silverbeard”, due to the forests of
snow-capped pines that cover its sides and also
in consequence of the rich lodes of silver that
are found at its roots. The Dwarvish name for
this city is Kibil Turg, and it is the seat of the
king of the Stiffbeards, the descendants of
Thulin. These Dwarves have a reputation for
being particularly hardy and stocky, even by
Dwarvish standards, and for having harsh and
forthright manners: isolated as they are, they
engage mostly in mining and crafting silver and
hunting herds of wild Urikha mountain goats,
beasts with exceptionally long horns, covered in
fat that allows them to survive the forbidding
climate of the region. What they lack, the Stiffbeards buy from other Dwarves who regularly
visit them following the Silver Road that connects Kibil Turg with Gamil-nâla in the South.
Occasionally the Folk of Thulin may trade with
the Shanazas, but the two people have little love
for each other.
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To the south of Nor Faerogol lies Nor
Floethin, which in the tongue of the Penni Elves
means “Land of Firths”: here the Ered Enidh’s
eastern slopes, covered in great forests of firs
and pines, descend slowly into the sea. A multitude of streams form firths and sounds divided
by rocky cliffs. These lands are inhabited by a
folk of Dark Elves descended from the Nenyar:
they call themselves Penni, a corruption of the
ancient Elvish word Quendi, and I shall use this
name to describe them; they are a gentle if
superstitious folk which loves to wander the
coasts and valleys, singing and playing. Some of
them occasionally visit the eastern gates of
Akgundîm, directly to the west, where they
trade their wooden crafts for silverware.

Further south lies the great forest of Dyr, a
vast and dark woodland also inhabited by Penni
Elves: it surrounds the middle section of the
Ered Enidh and stretches even further eastwards.
The southernmost section of the Ered Enidh
is the most settled: its core is the pass of Celebrath (“Silver Path”) which the Dwarves call
Gamil-nâla in their tongue. This is the only easy
mountain pass through the Ered Enidh, connecting north-western and north-eastern Palisor,
and the Dwarves of Sindri’s folk, also known as
the Ironfists, have built their main mansion
under and over it, closing it with long walls and
high towers so that none can pass without their
leave. For this reason this part of the Ered Enidh
is known to Men as “Heights of the Toll”, after
the custom of the Dwarves to demand (and
receive!) tribute from those passing through.
Gamil-nâla itself is a mighty Dwarf-hold, far
larger than Nogrod and Belegost in the West
and even rivalling Hadhodhrond in the Misty
Mountains. The Ironfists are renowned for their
riches even among Dwarves, and it is said that
no one among them ever needs to gather food
or hunt, only dedicating to mining, crafting and
war; whatever animal or plant product they
need, it is provided by those Men living close to
their realm: many of their Lords recognise the
Dwarf-king as their liege, rally under his
banners and pay him regular tribute in cattle
and wheat. Those men have adopted many
words and habits from the Dwarves and exhibit
Dwarf-craft as a symbol of status among themselves. The access to Dwarvish steel makes them
fearsome in battle against other Men.
The Ered Enidh almost abruptly drop into
the Sea of Helcar at the Padrengwing, which in
the language of the Penni means "Walk of

Foam": this is a narrow shore covered with
sparse forests where only Penni Elves tread and
where Men dare not go out of fear of their
magic spells; to the west, before the Misty Flow
("Hithir" in the Penni tongue) lies the Forest of
Hitholië, or “Dream-mist", also inhabited by
Penni. Men call it the Forest of Endless Dreams
and consider it a place of dangerous sorcery.

NORTH-WESTERN PALISOR
Palisor is the name of the midmost region of
Middle-earth, the Great Lands in whose eastern
part the Quendi first awoke. In the centre of
Palisor is the Inland Sea of Helcar, created by
the fall of the ancient Lamp of Illuin lit by the
Valar at the beginning of Time. Palisor can be
easily divided into distinct regions, separated by
geographical features: namely, north-western
Palisor is the region bound by the Misty Mountains in the west, the Ered Nimrais (“White
Mountains”), the Ered Gwivrin (“Barren
Range”) and the Sea of Helcar in the south and
the Ered Enidh in the East. To the north, the
boundary with Ringlann is less well-marked,
and it is defined by a line of heights stretching
from Mount Gundabad and proceeding eastwards until they disappear, east of the sources
of the Iron River. From there to the Ered Enidh
the border is less clearly defined, proceeding on
an invisible line along the northern eaves of
Nûrentaur (S. “Deepwood”) and the valley of
the river Lengrant (S. “Slowpath”).
The western part of this region is covered
with an almost uniform woodland known as
Eryn Lasgalen or the Great Greenwood. It is
composed of pine, fir, beech and ash in the
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north and oak, willow, maple and nettle trees in
the south, and it is inhabited by nomadic Green
Elves akin to those of Ossiriand, a gentle folk
counted among the Eldar rather than the Avari.
Through the Eryn Lasgalen flows the great river
Anduin. It is between the southern eaves of the
Greenwood and the eastern bank of the Anduin
that a folk of Men, akin to the people of Bëor
and Marach, have settled: they call themselves
Halsa. Their history is obscure and strange:
from what I have gathered from Elvish and
Dwarvish travellers who came into contact with
them, these Men abandoned their nomadic ways
long ago after meeting with the reclusive
females of the Shepherds of Trees. From those
creatures, agents and children of Kementári in
Endor, they learned the lore of growing and
blooming things. Their villages and fields, each
dominated by a chieftain, are surrounded by
impassable edges of thorns and secret, well
guarded entrances: few outsiders have seen
their gardens and orchards, and many tales are
told about their skill with healing herbs, so that
even among the Nandor they are respected as
healers. The Halsa seldom leave their enclosures, called Cerain Almarain (Si. “Gardens of
Bliss”), except for honouring their ancestors
which they bury in the highlands between the
Anduin and the Ered Gwivrin.
East of the Halsa, between the Anduin, the
Greenwood and the Ered Gwivrin is a region of
grasslands, bound in the west by the river
Rohsuith (“Horse’s draught”). Men akin to the
House of Marach have settled here with their
beasts - horses, donkeys and dogs. They call
themselves Frawen which means “the Free”:
their songs tell that in the past they have served
the Dwarf-kings of Gamil-nala but
they were wronged by them and,
after losing their lands to invaders
from the East, they escaped across
the Rohsuith swearing never to serve
a master again. They have no king,
but they are divided into many tribes,
each led by a chieftain elected for life
by the warriors. These Men have
little love for Dwarves, but they are
on friendly terms with the Nandorin
Elves of the Greenwood.
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To the north of the Frawen live Men akin to
them, settled in the wide valleys of the Celduin
(“Running”) and Angren (“Iron”) rivers and on
the coasts of the smaller inland sea, that they
call “Saltwater” and the Dwarves name Zigisar,
the Lesser Inland Sea. These Men call themselves Fluztheot, which means “River-folk” in
their tongue: they are hunters and fishermen
who complement their diet with basic agriculture and the herding of horses, goats and pigs.
They are divided into eight tribes, each ruled by
an elected chieftain. They are on good terms
with all their neighbours and are generally considered a friendly people by all.
It is particularly striking then that their close
brethren who live to the east are famed as
raiders and marauders. The four tribes of the
Hrostheot (“Horse-folk”) are nomadic horsemen
living in the grasslands between the Iron and
Slowpath rivers: they are sworn enemies of the
Horzkapar, which they raid annually, but they
also have no qualms exacting a heavy tribute
from Dwarven travellers who pass through their
lands, and in times of need they have been
known to attack even the Fluztheot. This primitive and violent folk only fears the Elves, which
they believe able to cast curses on them, and
they steer clear of the borders of the Nûrentaur
which they call the Blackwood.
This latter is a large forest of oak, alder and
willow that covers the north-eastern coasts of
the Lesser Inland Sea and the lower course of
the Lengrant. Thick, humid, dark and hard to
navigate, this woodland is the realm of a folk of
Dark Elves distinct from the Penni: they call
themselves Windan and descend from Tatyarin
ancestors. The Windan are a dangerous folk,
jealous of their forest and eager to punish trespassers by scaring them with spells and illusions
that may at times cause injury or even death.
They do not love Men, whom they call Usurpers, and keep them away from their lands, but
they may at times allow known Dwarves to
cross their borders to avoid meetings with the
Hrostheot. Most Windan Elves never leave the
Nurtawar (their name for the Deepwood) but
there is a significant minority who roam Palisor
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in the same way as the Penni Elves do. The
Windan have a wicked nature and are fond of
playing pranks on Men, Dwarves and even
beasts and birds, and they are likely the reason
why many people in Palisor fear and hate the
Immortals.
To the south of Nûrtaur is another large
forest, inhabited by Penni Elves and quite different in vegetation: the Gwaerentaur (“Windy
Forest”) lies between the Lesser Inland Sea and
the Sea of Helcar, and its vegetation is mostly
composed of oak, cork tree, cluster pine, sycamore and horse chestnut.
Between Nûrentaur and the Ered Enidh, and
between the river Lengrant and the Sea of
Helcar is a country of green, rolling hills that is
inhabited by Men akin to the Shanazas of Ringlann and the Easterlings of Beleriand: they call
themselves Horzkapar, which means the Kyneherders because they are rightly proud of the
great and majestic beasts which they were the
first to domesticate. Besides herding cattle, they
farm the land although their agricultural skills
are primitive. They are divided into twelve
tribes, each ruled by a king who is a vassal of the
Dwarf-king of Gamil-nâla. The Horzkapar are
peaceful and well-armed, friends of the
Dwarves but afraid of the Elves. They have
settled their lands in recent times - not a
hundred years ago - after sealing an alliance with
the Dwarves that allowed them to cross the
Heights of the Toll and dislodge other disloyal
Men. Those were the ancestors of the Frawen
and Hrostheot: while this improved the wealth
of both Horzkapar and Ironfists, it has caused
the Dwarf-road connecting Gamil-nâla to Hadhodhrond in the West to partially collapse due
to the marauding activities of the Hrostheot
exiles. The Horzkapar consider themselves
more civilized than all other Men, but some
among them question the good faith of the
Dwarves and fear one day, should the Horzkapar be considered disloyal too, the Dwarves
might be allow other peoples from the east of
the mountains to cross the Silver Path and
conquer their country.

Great Dwarf and Silver Road

THE GREAT DWARF-ROAD
The Great Dwarf-road runs through Endor
connecting all the main Dwarf-holds of the
Seven Folks. In north-western Palisor it starts at
the eastern gates of Hadhodhrond, which the
Dwarves call Khazad-dûm and is the seat of
their High King, the heir of Durin the First.
A paved road follows the northern bank of
the Celebrant and ends at the Anduin, where a
ferry helps people and carriages in crossing the
Great River. From the ferry a well-marked dirt
road reaches a first outpost at a hill called Amon
Lanc (“Naked Hill”) on account of its flat and
treeless top offering a view of the forest. After
Amon Lanc the road becomes a wide path
among trees until it reaches the eastern eaves of
the Greenwood and the country of the Fluztheot. Here many villages and farmsteads are
happy to offer food and lodging to travellers and
allow them to trade. In these lands the road is
also well-marked and frequently used by the
locals.
The road crosses the river Celduin near its
mouths through a great wooden bridge, built by
the Fluztheot with the help of the Dwarves.
From here the original Dwarf-road would turn
into a route through the grasslands north of the
Nûrtaur, but raids from the Hrostheot make it a
dangerous way: wise travellers either negotiate
“protection” from one of the Mannish tribes, or
convince the Windan Elves to allow them into
their realm and guide them across the hidden
paths of the Deepwood. Both pathways end at
the river Lengrant and the fortified bridge of
Urist, seat of one of the kings of the Horzkapar.

Urist is a walled town that has withstood many
attacks from the Hrostheot and always welcomes travellers, especially Dwarven traders.
To the east of Urist the Dwarf-road is again
well-marked, occasionally paved and provided
with bridges over streams and swampy areas. It
crosses many villages and towns, some the seat
of other local kings, and eventually reaches the
western gates of Gamil-nâla.

THE SILVER ROAD
Another road connects Gamil-nâla in the
south with Kibil Turg in the north. It runs on
the western side of the Ered Enidh. The southern section, crossing the lands of the Horzkapar,
is again well marked and safe and ends at the
royal town of Yarz and its wooden bridge.
North of this point the route is unmarked
and hard to follow; raids from Hrostheot and
Shanazas happen, although the region is mostly
inhabited by shepherds and not by warriors, so
travellers tend to find safety in numbers. This
section ends in Akgundîm.
North of the Awakening Site of Thulin and
Sindri the road is well marked but it runs close
to the mountains and hills. Raids are rare but in
this region the weather can be hazardous and
wild beasts dangerous. The Dwarves of Kibil
Turg maintain camping stations at a distance of
twenty miles from each other, each equipped
with an earthen wall and a well, and a service of
road wardens patrols the road to Kibil Turg
from late April to early October.
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A TOR Guide to
the Blue Mountains
Andrew Laubacher
(andrewlaubacher@aol.com)

per the terms of the CC license: bna
Andrew comes back to Other Minds - and again
not with only one, but two submissions. Like in his
previous treatments, he focuses on western Eriador and
grants us a closer look on his vision of the Blue Mountains. These are home to Dwarves while also being
borderlands of the elven realm of Lindon.
Here you will find useful information on the geography as well people of the area. It is specifically
designed to be used with TOR to make integration
into campaigns much easier.
We hope this piece will be useful for your games as
well as a good read and inspiration for more background material. Who knows - perhaps we will see
some more material on western Eriador that has its
roots in this article!
But for the time being, enjoy the tapestry that
Andrew rolls out before you and immerse yourself in
Middle-earth!
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“...Dwarves dwelt, and still dwell, in
the east side of the Blue Mountains,
especially in those parts south of the
Gulf of Lune, where they have mines
that are still in use.”
—The Lord of the
Rings.Appendix A

INTRODUCTION
The Blue Mountains (or Ered Luin) were
originally a single mountain chain, many hundreds of miles long, that marked the boundary
between the westlands of Beleriand (primarily
Ossiriand) from Eriador and the rest of Middleearth. Dwarves settled on the eastern side of the
mountains, mining and building their mansions
and halls throughout the range. The two greatest cities of the Dwarves of the Blue Mountains
were Belegost and Nogrod, both located near
Mount Dolmed in the north of the Ered Luin.
When, at the end of the First Age of Middleearth, the Host of Valinor brought down
Thangorodrim and defeated the Dark Enemy
Morgoth, the Blue Mountains were broken and
twisted into two ranges, separated by the newly-formed Gulf of Lune. Nogrod and Belegost
were flooded and many of the surviving
Dwarves migrated west to the Misty Mountains
to resettle in Khazad-dûm. Now, many millennia after these events, Dwarves still dwell in the
Blue Mountains, mostly in the southern range
where they still maintain working mines and
buy, sell and trade with the other local peoples
– Hobbits, Men and Elves.

soth); the Lesser Lhûn (also called ‘The Little
Lune’) begins eighty miles south of the Spear
and flows eastward to join with its sibling ninety
miles away. This is where the Dwarves of
ruined Nogrod and Belegost, who refused to
journey to Khazad-dûm in the Misty Mountains
or to join their brethren in the south, established a new delving, known in the Common
Tongue as the Hall of the Dwarves.
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NORTHERN
BLUE MOUNTAINS
The northern Blue Mountains extend for
over three hundred fifty miles north from the
Gulf of Lune to the Ice Bay of Forochel. The
range is bordered on the west by the Elven
land of Forlindon, and on the east by the vales
of East Lune. North of the Bay of Thargelion in
Forlindon, the broken remains of Mount Rerir
mark where the range takes a turn to the northeast until it reaches the Ice Bay of Forochel. The
land below much of the western slopes is thickly
forested. The river Vingelion (‘New Gelion’)
begins in the mountains some twenty miles
north of Dolmed (where legend says the Dwarffathers of the Dwarves of the Blue Mountain
awoke from their slumber in which Aulë put
them after their creation) to flow southward
through verdant grasslands into the Gulf. The
forests provide lumber for the ships of the Elves
of the Grey Havens.
The lands east of the mountains are
drier and more rugged than those of Forlindon
and do not support large stretches of woodland.
The river Lhûn (also ‘Lune’) has two sources in
the Blue Mountains: the head of the Greater
Lhûn is in the center of the great northern spur
(called ‘The Great Spear’ by the native Los-

There are no well-marked passes through the
northern Blue Mountains. However there are
Dwarves who claim that they know secret ways
that follow remnants of the old Dwarf-road
that, in the First Age, crossed the mountains
south of Dolmed. Such Dwarves whisper of
Cirith Nogrod (‘The Hollowbold Pass’) that is
not marked on any map. Anyone who would
attempt such a passage would first need to find
an experienced and trustworthy guide to even
have a chance of success. The Lossoth (‘Snowmen’) of Forochel speak of a second unmarked
pass, Cirith Forod (‘The North Pass’ in
Westron) just south of the Spear. The crossing
is seldom used for it is difficult and dangerous,
and few know it well. Also, some unknown
terror is rumoured to dwell in the peaks to the
north; the Lossoth call it Aguta, the Gatherer of
the Dead.

Wildlife
Herds of caribou, elk and moose roam the
frozen North where the Blue Mountains terminate at the Ice Bay of Forochel. The herds are
stalked by packs of wolves and huge, white,
arctic bears. When larger game is scarce the
wolves survive on mice and voles or haunt the
foothills of the Blue Mountains seeking sheep
and mountain goats. Seals, walruses and even
whales swim in the icy waters of the Bay.
The mountains are home to huge, maneless
lions that the Elves call Tundorávi (hill-lions).
These great cats stand four feet at the shoulder
and can measure seven feet from nose to hindquarters without including the tail. They lair in
the higher elevations and come down into the
foothills to hunt goats and mountain sheep.
These lions were once common in Eriador until
they were hunted to near extinction for their
pelts by the Men of Arnor. An ancient and pow-
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erful terror lairs in the mountains near the Ice
Bay of Forochel and hunts in the adjacent Lonelands: Aguta, a Cold-drake from the First Age
that the Lossoth take for a horrible spirit.

Inhabitants

Dwarven Warriors © by Sergio Artigas, used with permission

Two of the Seven Houses of the Dwarves are
native to the Blue Mountains. These were the
founders of the ancient cities of Nogrod and
Belegost, both of which fell into ruin early in
the Second Age after the Blue Mountains were
broken as a result of the Great Battle that
brought about the fall of Morgoth. The Dwarves
tried to rebuild their ancient homes, but the
damage was too extensive and the rock of the
mountains was too unstable. A small number of
Dwarves, largely from Nogrod, remained in the
northern Blue Mountains and established a new
city where an underground stream issued from
the rocks as the source of the Lesser Lhûn; this
colony became known as the Halls of the
Dwarves (‘Naugroth’ in Sindarin; ‘Khazad
gundu’ in Khuzdul) and is the oldest remaining
Dwarven city in the northern range. The
remainder of the survivors migrated east to the
great city and mine of Khazad-dûm (Moria).
Moria itself fell later in the Third Age when the
Dwarves awakened an ancient terror that slew
two of their Kings and drove them out. Some
of the Naugrim returned to the Blue Mountains
to establish new homes and delve new mines,
mostly in the southern range, and they prospered in their way.
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In T.A. 2802 the Dwarves of the Blue
Mountains were joined by a number of Durin's
Folk: Thráin II of Erebor, his son Thorin Oakenshield and their followers, who had first been

displaced by the dragon Smaug and then decimated in the War of the Dwarves and Orcs.
Thráin established a settlement on the east side
of the Northern Blue Mountains some seventyfive miles from the Grey Havens. In 2841
Thráin resolved to return to Erebor, taking
several companions with him. The Dwarf-lord
went missing several years later, captured by
Sauron and taken to Dol Guldur to be tortured.
His halls in the Blue Mountains became known
as the Halls of Thorin. Thorin Oakenshield successfully reclaimed Erebor in 2941, but was
mortally wounded in the Battle of Five Armies
and died before his folk could return. His cousin
Dáin Ironfoot assumed the throne and became
King under the Mountain. The remaining
Dwarves of Erebor departed from the Blue
Mountains the following spring and returned to
the Lonely Mountain to be joined by many of
Dáin's folk from the Iron Hills. The Halls of
Thorin now serve primarily as an embassy for
the Dwarves of Erebor when their representatives visit the Blue Mountains.
For additional information, see entry for
Dwarves of the Blue Mountains in The Adventurer’s Companion.

Notable Characters
Dís daughter of Thráin
Dís is the only daughter of Thráin II. She is
the sister of the late Thorin Oakenshield and his
brother Frerin and mother to the brothers Fili
and Kili. Lady Dís joined the rest of her folk at
the Lonely Mountain after it was reclaimed
from the dragon Smaug. However, after a
period of mourning for her sons and brother
Thorin who died at the Battle of Five Armies,
she found that she could not remain there; the
memories associated with Erebor were far too
painful for her. Dís was only ten years old when
Smaug claimed the Mountain. Many of her
friends and their families were killed and
devoured by the dragon. Also her younger
brother Frerin was slain years later by Orcs in
the Battle of Azanulbizar. Most of her happy
memories were of the Blue Mountains, where
she grew to womanhood in the Halls of Thorin,
met her husband-to-be, wed and bore two
strong sons.

So, in T.A.
2944 Dís returned
to the Blue Mountains and became
the Lady of the
Halls of Thorin.
She acts as the Mistress of the Halls,
ensuring that they
are well maintained
and that chambers
are kept ready for

Dís © by Kotorigaro, used with permission

Dís
Attribute Level: 8

Relevant Skills
Courtesy ¨¨¨¨

Insight ¨¨¨¨¨

Lore ¨¨¨¨

Specialties
Rhymes of Lore, Leechcraft, Trading

Aguta the Cold-drake
Old Aguta is a survivor of the Great Battle
who fled into the Northern Waste and afterwards settled on the western side of the Blue
Mountains just north of Forlindon. Her senses
led her to an ancient treasure chamber built by
the High Elves of the West that she took as her
lair. Aguta spends much of her time sleeping;
she awakes once in a century or so to leave her
hoard and eat her fill of any beasts or Men she
can find and to search, with little success, for
more treasure. Her power is diminished but she
is still a formidable foe. Aguta’s range does not
extend beyond the Northern Pass, fifty miles to
the south; the power of the land long inhabited
by the High Elves repulses her. The Lossoth
believe the Cold-drake to be a vengeful spirit
and named her Aguta. In their tongue means
‘Gatherer of the Dead’.

Distinctive Features
Bold, Lordly, Robust

envoys from Erebor, the Iron Hills, the other
Dwarf-kingdoms and for special guests. She is
educated and wise, but can xbe stubborn and
opinionated also. She is also far too old to be
bothered with customs she considers to be outdated nonsense. While Lady Dís carries an air of
grace and dignity, she also defies the dwarven
convention of 'dressing down' in the manner of
a male for outsiders and when in public. Dís is
typically garbed in hooded, white dwarven
mourning robes, elegant and tasteful. While
many conservative Dwarves are scandalized by
this, she has accumulated a following among the
younger Dwarfs, especially with Dwarf-women
who are themselves widowed or are determined
never to marry.
Dragon © by Matthew Stewart, used with permission
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Aguta (Cold-drake)

Halls of Thorin Oakenshield

Attribute Level

The Halls of Thorin were the dwelling place
of Thorin Oakenshield and his kin in the Blue
Mountains. Thráin II established the Halls in the
Northern Blue Mountains, approximately seventy-five miles from the Grey Havens, in T.A.
2802 after he and his people left the land of
Dunland following the War of the Dwarves and
Orcs. It became known as the Halls of Thorin
after Thráin’s disappearance in 2845, when he
was captured by Sauron and taken to Dol
Guldur. Thorin ruled Durin’s Folk in the
absence of his father and strove to improve their
fortunes. In 2941 he and twelve companions,
accompanied by the wizard Gandalf the Grey
and a Hobbit named Bilbo Baggins, embarked
for the Quest of Erebor, resulting in the retaking of Erebor and the tragic deaths of Thorin
and his nephews Fili and Kili in the Battle of
Five Armies.

11

Endurance

Hate

105

12

Parry

Armour

12

6D/1D*

Skills
Personality ¨¨¨¨¨¨ Survival ¨¨¨
Movement ¨¨¨¨¨

Custom ¨¨¨¨¨

Perception ¨¨¨¨¨¨ Vocation ¨¨¨¨

Weapon Skills
Bite ¨¨¨¨

Tail-lash ¨¨

Rend ¨¨¨

Crush ¨¨

Special Abilities
Great Size, Fell Speed, Savage Assault, Foul Reek,
Horrible Strength, Dreadful Spells**, Thing of
Terror, *Weak Spot, Poison Blast

Weapons
Name

Damage Edge Injury Called Shot

Bite

11

8

20

Rend

8

9

22

Pierce

Tail-lash

22

C

20

Knockdown

Crush

22

C

22

Special
Dragon-spell (Baleful Gaze): during combat reduce the
dragon's Hate point score by one to force one
companion, who is within her baleful gaze, to make a
Corruption check against TN 16. If failed, the companion
gains one Shadow point and cannot attack the dragon for
a number of rounds equal to 10 minus his Wisdom rating.
The dragon can spend several Hate points to affect an
equal number of companions at the same time. If used
during an encounter, companions put under the dragonspell feel compelled to answer truthfully to questions for
the duration of the encounter.

Notable Locations
Halls of the Dwarves
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Located where the Lesser Lune emerges
from the Blue Mountains, this settlement was
founded in the year 1981 of the Third Age after
the Dwarves of Khazad-dûm were driven out by
the horror known as Durin’s Bane. Rather than
remain with Durin’s Folk, some of the descendants of Nogrod and Belegost returned to the
Ered Luin to resettle near the sites of their old
cities. In time they were joined by a number of
the Dwarves from Erebor, dispossessed when
the dragon Smaug invaded the Lonely Mountain
afterthe War of the Dwarves and Orcs.

Learning of the demise of the dragon Smaug,
most of Durin's Folk left the Blue Mountains to
return to Erebor. The Halls of Thorin became
the Embassy of Erebor to the Ered Luin and
Mithlond, the day-to-day operations overseen
by the Lady Dís, sister to Thorin Oakenshield,
after she returned from the Lonely Mountain.
Several former members of the Company of
Thorin have requested to serve as the official
ambassador-in-residence.
New Fellowship Phase Undertaking:
Open the Halls of Thorin as a Sanctuary
(Blue Mountains)
If a company has entered the former Halls of
Thorin Oakenshield during an Adventuring
phase, the heroes may gain permission to
spend a first Fellowship phase there. If they
desire to return, they must all choose the Open
New Sanctuary undertaking to be accepted as
regular guests by the Mistress of the Hall
and/or the Chief Ambassador-in-residence.
During the next Adventuring phase, the
heroes gain a bonus of +2 to any Travel tests
in the Blue Mountains.

Ice Bay of Forochel
A large bay north
of the River
Lhûn and east of
the Blue Mountains, the Ice Bay
of Forochel is
inhabited by the
temporary
camps of the
Lossoth (or
Snowmen),
people of the
Northern Wastes
who dwell on
the Cape of
Forochel on the north-west side of the Bay. This
folk still tell stories of their Forodwaith ancestors who lived long under the yoke of the
Shadow. The Lossoth survive off the land and
the bounty of the Sea. They hunt seals and walruses and the herd beasts of the Wastes. They
fish using nets and go whaling with their sealskin boats and harpoons. The Lossoth are not
particularly friendly towards outsiders, but they
can be approached with courtesy and respect.

SOUTHERN
BLUE MOUNTAINS

Forochel © by aegeri, used with permission

Mount Dolmed
Located on the west side of the Blue Mountains one hundred fifty miles north of the Gulf
of Lune, Mount Dolmed is held sacred by the
Dwarves of the Blue Mountains as the place
where the Dwarf-fathers awoke who founded
the cities of Nogrod and Belegost. Dwarves
descended from those cities often journey to
Dolmed on a pilgrimage of solemn contemplation. Some travel farther to the Drowned Vale
to mourn ancestors who lost their lives in the
flooding of Belegost.
New Fellowship Phase Undertaking:
Pilgrimage to Mount Dolmed (Dwarves only)
Dwarves of the Blue Mountains, or their
descendants, who spend a Fellowship phase in
the Blue Mountains or elsewhere in western
Eriador may journey to the sacred site of
Mount Dolmed in the Northern Ered Luin
and may remove one point of permanent
Shadow. The hero may only gain this benefit
once.

Blue Mountains (cropped) © by Encyclopedia of Arda, used with permission

The east side of the Southern Blue Mountains marks the south-western border of Eriador. The mountains stretch for one hundred
ninety miles from the Grey Havens in the north
to the estuary of the River Baranduin (the Brandywine), curving slightly to the west and back
in a gentle crescent. From the center of the
range a ridge extends east for one hundred
twenty miles through sparsely inhabited Lonelands. This ridge is known as the Emyn Romen
(‘The Hills of Sunrise’). The hills culminate in a
domed height called Mount Baldy, known as
Amon Rûdh in the days of the kingdom of
Arnor. The ruins of a watchtower lie at the top
of Mount Baldy, abandoned in the time of the
Great Plague. The lower slopes of the mountains are forested in a band that stretches south
from the central region on the Harlindon side to
the west end of the Emyn Romen. Apart from
Dwarves none of the other Free Peoples or orcs
dwell here.
Beyond the Baranduin is the region of Minhiriath that once comprised the southernmost
portion of the long-lost kingdom of Cardolan.
The Far Downs to the east mark the western
border of the Shire, the land of the Hobbits.
The empty lands in between are dotted with the
overgrown ruins of long-abandoned towns and
farmsteads.
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Notable Characters

Wildlife
Goats and sheep gambol in the mountains
and foothills. Wild pigs dig up roots in the forests. Otters swim and play in the delta of the
Baranduin. Oxen graze in the dells bordered by
the peaks, the river and Hobbit-country. Black
bears roam the forests and hills; foxes and wildcats hunt for rabbits, birds and other small animals. Larger cats lair in the mountains. Wolves
are uncommon, as they were nearly eradicated
by the Men of Arnor and Arthedain, but their
numbers have been recovering since the fall of
the North-kingdoms more than 1,000 years ago.
Many birds of prey nest in the region, including
sea-eagles and vultures in the mountains, as well
as hawks, kestrels and owls in the hills and
woods. The fens of the river Baranduin teem
with long-legged wading birds and other waterfowl, as well as snakes, turtles, frogs and salamanders.

Inhabitants
Men abandoned the lands near the Southern
Blue Mountains in the wake of invasion, plague
and floods. Isolated Eriadorian farmsteads can
still be found along the course of the Baranduin,
but they are scattered and few. Elves wander
through the hills and valleys for a while before
taking ship at the Grey Havens, bound for the
Undying Lands. Settlements of Dwarves are
found in the mountains as they have for ages,
their numbers dwindling and swelling with the
tides of history.
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The Dwarves of the Blue Mountains operate
mines throughout the eastern side of the range
digging for copper, tin and iron, trading their
metalwork for the wares of Men and Halflings
and sometimes Elves. Their largest such operation is about a sixty-mile journey away from the
Tower Hills. The principal Dwarf-city of the
southern range is Hargrod (‘The South Delving’). The Front Gate of Hargrod is just north of
the Emyn Romen. There are few roads or trails
in the region. But the Dwarves maintain a path
that begins at Hargrod and passes north through
a cut in the Emyn Romen, continuing on
through the Tower Hills to meet the Great East
Road.

Draupnir, Lord of Hargrod
Draupnir son of Dolgthrasir, also called
Draupnir Forkbeard, is the current Lord of the
Dwarf-city of Hargrod. He is the grandson of
the previous Lord, Baugi son of Brokkir, who
against all odds sired three daughters. Dolgthrasir is descended from the Dwarf-city of Nogrod.
It is rumoured that Dolgthrasir is heir to the
throne of Nogrod; however, any records that
would prove his claim are either destroyed or
lost. He won renown in the War of the
Dwarves and Orcs, returning to Hargrod to
successfully court Baugi’s eldest daughter.
However, when it came time for Lord Baugi to
declare an heir he chose his grandson over his
son-in-law or one of his nephews, a move that
disconcerted many of his folk.
Lord Draupnir sees himself as a wise ruler;
however, he recalls with bitterness the tales of
the treatment his folk received
long ago at the hands of the
Elf-king Thingol. Draupnir
and his closest advisors
are distrustful of all
Elves. He also
worries about the
security of his
realm and might be
susceptible to overtures from agents of the
Enemy if he feels that
they might strengthen
his position.
Winter Dwarf © by Sergio Artigas, used with permission

Draupnir
Attribute Level: 8

Relevant Skills
Axe ¨¨¨

Courtesy ¨¨¨

Battle ¨¨

Insight ¨¨

Lore: ¨¨¨¨

Endurance: 26

Specialties
Old Lore, Rhymes of Lore

Distinctive Features
Stern, Suspicious

NOTABLE LOCATIONS
Hargrod
The Dwarf-city of Hargrod (‘South Delving’) was founded in the year 40 of the Second
Age by survivors of ruined Nogrod and Belegost, together with other Dwarves of the Blue
Mountains, who refused to abandon the Ered
Luin to resettle with Durin’s Folk in Khazaddûm. This makes it one of the oldest and largest
remaining Dwarf settlements in the Southern
Ered Luin. Located where the ridge of the
Emyn Romen extends eastwards from the
southern range, the road from Hargrod to Mithlond stretches for one hundred sixty miles, following the base of the mountains past the
Mines of the Dwarves about fifty miles to the
north. The mines of Hargrod are rich in iron
ore and other metals: copper, tin and even
modest veins of gold, as well as silver extracted
from lead deposits. The Dwarves of Hargrod

trade their metalcrafts with Elves of the Grey
Havens, the Hobbits of the Shire and the few
Men of Eriador who still dwell in the region,
principally the folk of Bree-land.
The rulers of Hargrod have traditionally
been descendants of the Dwarves of Belegost.
This has changed with the current Lord Draupnir whose father Dolgthrasir is descended from
the Dwarves of Nogrod who warred long-ago
with the Elves of Doriath in Beleriand.

Mines of the Dwarves
A typical mining settlement of the Dwarves
of the Blue Mountains is located on the east side
of the Southern Ered Luin about one hundredandten miles from Mithlond. Some of
them are active since the First Age, these mines
furnish raw materials and produce metal tools
and implements that are sold throughout Eriador.

Blue Mountains © by Matej Cadil, used with permission
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The Dwarf-city of Hargrod –
Jewel of the Blue Mountains
Andrew Laubacher
(andrewlaubacher@aol.com)

per the terms of the CC license: bna
This is Andrew’s second contribution for this Issue.
It is complimentary to the previous one, dealing with
more detailed aspects of the Ered Luin area.
Here you will find lots very useful information for
your TOR games set in this area. And even if you have
no game or campaign running in this area at the
moment, I am sure that even by just reading this contribution will immerse you deeply into Middle-earth.
Now, enough of editorial ramblings - enjoy
reading Andrew’s most recent developments for his
special area of interest!

“...Dwarves dwelt, and still dwell, in
the east side of the Blue Mountains,
especially in those parts south of the
Gulf of Lune, where they have mines
that are still in use.”
—The Lord of the
Rings.Appendix A

INTRODUCTION
Men have abandoned the lands near the
Southern Blue Mountains in the wake of invasion, plague and floods. Eriadorian farmsteads
can still be found along the course of the Baranduin, but they are scattered and few. Elves
wander for a time through the hills and dales
before taking ship at the Grey Havens, bound
for the Undying Lands. However, the Dwarves
still dwell in the mountains as they have for
ages, their numbers dwindling and swelling
with the tides of history.
The Dwarves of the Blue Mountains operate
mines throughout the eastern side of the Ered
Luin digging for copper, tin and iron, trading
their metalwork for the wares of Men and
Halflings and even the Elves of Mithlond. Their
largest such operation in the Third Age is in the
southern range, about a sixty-mile journey from
the Tower Hills.

THE SOUTH DELVING
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The principal Dwarf-city of the Southern
Blue Mountains is Hargrod (“South Delving” or
Tumunfarak in Khuzdul). The Front Gate of
Hargrod is just north of Emyn Romen (“Hills of
Sunrise”), the eastern extension of the southern
range. Just south of Emyn Romen is the Woodgate which is used to bring lumber and other
supplies into the city, and is usually kept closed.
Its name notwithstanding, the Wood-gate is
composed of solid stone and when shut cannot
be discerned from the surrounding rock.

Guardhouses carved out of the living rock of the
mountains overlook both gates and the paths
leading up to them.

A History of Hargrod
The Second Age (S.A. 40-3441)
The First Age of the world ended with the
Great Battle also known as the War of Wrath.
The Host of the Valar brought about the ruin of
Thangorodrim, fortress of Morgoth, and overthrew the Great Enemy. The violence of the
destruction that was wrought split the Blue
Mountains into two ranges, separated by the
newly-formed Gulf of Lune. The rushing waters
of the Sea flooded the great Dwarf-cities of
Nogrod and Belegost and brought them to ruin.
Many other halls and mines of the Dwarves
were also flooded and collapsed. For four
decades the remaining Dwarves of Belegost and
Nogrod attempted to restore their ruined mansions, but were finally forced to accept that
their efforts were in vain. In the fortieth year of
the Second Age most of these survivors, led by
the House of Azaghâl, journeyed east to resettle
with Durin’s Folk in Khazad-dûm. However,
some refused to abandon their old homes completely. A few founded a new hall some miles to
the north at the source of the river named the
Lesser Lhûn. The rest crossed the River Lhûn
and started a new colony in the Southern Blue
Mountains.

Mirrormere © by Joona Kujanen, used with permission

Hargrod was founded in the year 40 of the
Second Age, largely by former inhabitants of
Belegost led by the Dwarf-lord Galar son of
Grer, with a few of the Dwarves of Nogrod and
many others who were also displaced when
their delvings were flooded. The Great Battle
had reshaped the Blue Mountains, and now a
new ridge, Emyn Ronen, extended eastwards
from the southern range. Where the Emyn
Ronen began the Dwarves started constructing

Hargrod, their new city. Galar was named the
first Lord of Hargrod.
The colony slowly grew under Galar and his
descendants as old mines were restored, new
ones begun and more dispossessed Dwarves
joined the new delving. Trade continued with
their kin in the Misty Mountains. Relations
were established with the Elves of Harlindon
and the Grey Havens; pearls were highly prized
by the Dwarves, though they also traded for
wood, livestock, fish, cloth, and other products
and foodstuffs that the Elves could provide.
Later, when the Númenóreans began to construct their own harbor near the mouth of the
Greyflood, they also became trading-partners
with the Dwarves of Hargrod. Hargrod did not
take a direct part in most of the conflicts of the
Second Age, though they did continue to supply
raw materials and finished goods to the Elves
and the Men of Westernesse. Sauron never
tempted the Lord of Hargrod with one of the
Great Rings; those were reserved for the rulers
of the major Dwarf Houses and the ancestral
Lord of Belegost was with most of his folk in
Khazad-dûm. Still, it is said that ‘Annatar’ gifted
the Dwarf-lords of Hargrod with lesser rings,
and that some of those lords did counsel against
opposing the Dark Lord.

The Early Third Age (T.A. 1-1050)
The Dwarves of Hargrod profited during the
first centuries of the Third Age from trade with
Khazad-dûm, Arnor and, after the division of
the North-kingdom, with Arthedain and Cardolan. Mithlond and Harlindon continued to trade
pearls, lumber, foodstuffs, fine cloths and other
products for iron, steel and metalwork from
Hargrod.
Around the year 1000 strange visitors
arrived at the Grey Havens from out of the Far
West. These were the Wizards, having the
appearance of Men in their middle-years or
older but bearing themselves with great confidence and dignity. They gave no names for
themselves, going by names bestowed on them
by the folk they encountered. It was said that
there were five of these Wizards. Three of them
almost immediately departed together into the
East; the other two remained for a short time
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with the Eldar in Mithlond, but only one took
the time to call on the Dwarves of Harlond.
This Wizard was, in appearance, an old man
dressed in grey and bearing a staff. The Dwarves
welcomed him and named him Tharkûn (“Staffman”), known to Hobbits and Men as Gandalf
the Grey. In the year 1050 news came that the
Greenwood, the great forest of Rhovanion, had
come under a cloud of darkness and Men were
calling it Mirkwood. And a small folk fleeing the
darkness began to cross into Eriador. The Elves
named this folk the Periannath, or ‘Halflings’,
but they called themselves Hobbits.

The Middle-years (T.A. 1050-1981)
The middle of the Third Age was a tumultuous time for Eriador and for Middle-earth as a
whole. The Dwarves of the Misty Mountains
were increasingly coming under attacks by
Orcs. An evil ‘Witch-king’ founded the
kingdom of Angmar somewhere around the
year 1275, and many of the Hobbits settled in
Bree. In 1356 King Argeleb I of Arthedain was
slain in battle with Rhudaur. And in the year
1409, Angmar invaded the kingdom of Cardolan for the first time, resulting in the death of
King Arveleg I and the destruction of the Tower
of Amon Sûl. The Dwarves of Hargrod did not
come to the aid of Cardolan, though they did
provide succor to any refugees who reached
their gates. The forces of Angmar were driven
back by the Elves, but Cardolan hard hit and
struggled on , with its prince dead.
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In the year 1601, Arthedain’s King Argeleb
II granted to the Hobbits land west of the Baranduin; this land became known as the Shire. This
benefited the Dwarves of Hargrod, opening a
new market for their services and wares and
opening up a new source of foodstuffs for the
Dwarves. The Stoors came up from Dunland in
1630 to join their kin in the Shire. From 1636
to 1637 the Great Plague swept through
Gondor and the North-kingdoms. The remaining Dúnedain of Cardolan succumbed and their
realm came to an end. Arthedain and the Shire
survived, but both Men and Hobbits suffered
heavy losses. The hardy Dwarves were unaffected by the Plague itself, though they did
suffer economically from the loss of trade.

In the year 1940, still recovering from the
effects of the Plague and the loss of territories
due to invasions from the South and East,
Gondor forged a new alliance with Arnor;
Prince Arvedui of Arthedain wedded Fíriel, the
daughter of King Ondoher of Gondor. Ondoher, who did not have a male heir, was slain
during the Third Wainrider War in 1944.
Arvedui claimed the crown of Gondor through
his marriage with Fíriel, but his claim was
rejected, and Eärnil II of Gondor was declared
king by Gondor’s council. Despite this, Gondor
responded as soon as possible to Arvedui’s call
for aid when the Witch-king again attacked
Arthedain in 1974. Angmar overran and
defeated the North-kingdom quickly though.
King Arvedui was forced to flee, taking refuge
in Forochel and coming to a bitter end the following year when a rescue ship sunk with him
and his surviving men aboard. Hargrod shut its
gates in the face of the Angmar invasion, reopening them only after the fall of the Kingdom
of Angmar in 1975.
In the year 1980, Durin’s Folk disturbed a
thing of terror in the depths of Khazad-dûm and
King Durin VI was slain. The following year,
Durin’s Bane also killed his son Náin I and the
Dwarves were driven from Khazad-dûm –
afterwards renamed Moria, the ‘Black Pit’.
Some of the descendants of the Dwarves of
Belegost and Nogrod return to the Blue Mountains, a few of them settling in Hargrod. The
Longbeards, led by Thráin I, went east to found
the kingdom of Erebor in the year 1999.
Misty Mountains © by Joona Kujanen, used with permission

Late Third Age (T.A. 1981-present)
Most of the remainder of the Third Age
passed relatively uneventfull for the Dwarves of
Hargrod. They continued to conduct business
with the Elves of the Grey Havens and Harlindon, with the folk of the Shire and Bree-land,
and with their kindred east of the Misty Mountains. The Long Winter of 2758-59 brought
famine to the folk of Eriador, though the
Hobbits of the Shire saw some relief with the
aid of Gandalf the Grey. The Dwarves had need
to tighten their belts until they could procure
supplies from the Eldar at the Havens. Similar
trouble arose in the spring of 2912 following
the Fell Winter of 2911 which saw heavy snows
and brought packs of ravenous White Wolves
down from the North. The subsequent flooding
brought great hardship to the folk of Eriador,
including the collapse of the bridge at Tharbad
that had spanned the River Greyflood. In the
aftermath, Tharbad and all of the region of Minhiriath were deserted, and famine again struck
the remaining people of Eriador. But again the
Dwarves were spared from the worst of it.
The greatest tragedy to befall the Dwarves as
a race began in the year 2790 at Moria, where
the Orc-chieftain Azog slew Thrór, King under
the Mountain, only twenty years after the Longbeards were driven out of Erebor by the dragon
Smaug. This despicable act sparked the War of
the Dwarves and Orcs (2793-2799) which
united the Seven Houses of the Dwarves in an
effort to exterminate the goblins from the Misty
Mountains. The Dwarves of the Blue Mountains
were well-represented, honouring their ties to
both Moria and Erebor. The war was a long,
hard conflict that ranged up and down the Misty
Mountains, culminating with the Battle of Azanulbizar outside the East Gate of Moria. Though
victorious, fully half of the Dwarven force fell at
that battle. The Longbeards were too few to
have any chance of defeating Durin’s Bane and
reclaim Khazad-dûm. Thráin II, with his son
Thorin and his followers, settled in the Blue
Mountains north of the Gulf of Lune in the year
2802.
In 2941, Thorin Oakenshield and twelve
companions (plus the Wizard Gandalf the Grey
and one Shire-hobbit) embarked on a mission to

reclaim Erebor from the dragon Smaug. Though
successful, the quest cost Thorin his life and the
lives of his sister-sons. Even so, Durin’s Folk
were able to return to the Lonely Mountain and
Dáin Ironfoot(Dáin II) became King under the
Mountain.New friendships and alliances were
forged between the Longbeards and the other
peoples of Rhovanion. The Lord of Hargrod at
the time of the Quest of Erebor was Baugi son
of Brokkir, who sired three daughters (unusual
for a Dwarf) but no male heir. While celebrating the news of the liberation of Erebor, the
ageing Dwarf-lord suffered a fit and perished,
leaving his grandson Draupnir Forkbeard as the
current Lord.

HARGROD

HARGROD

Delved into and beneath Kheluzabad
(“Strong Mountain”), Hargrod is one of the
oldest and largest remaining Dwarf settlements
in Ered Luin. And with the departure of Durin’s
Folk it is now the most prosperous. Located
where the ridge of Emyn Romen extends eastwards from the southern range, the road from
Hargrod to Mithlond stretches for one hundred
sixty miles, following the base of the mountains
past the complex of the Mines of the Dwarves
about fifty miles to the north. The mines of
Hargrod are rich in iron ore and other metals:
copper, tin and even modest veins of gold, as
well as silver extracted from lead deposits. The
Dwarves of Hargrod trade their metal-crafts
with Elves of the Grey Havens, the Hobbits of
the Shire and the few Men of Eriador who still
dwell in the region, principally the folk of Breeland.
The rulers of Hargrod have traditionally
been descendants of the Dwarves of Belegost.
This has changed with the current Lord Draupnir whose father Dolgthrasir is descended from
the Dwarves of Nogrod who warred long ago
with the Elves of Doriath in Beleriand. The
Lord is advised by a Council of Seven, comprised of the chief military commanders and
civilian leaders of the city.
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Principal locations
The Outer Courtyard
In front of the main entrance to Hargrod
there is a large open area where Dwarven soldiers can assemble in formation. In times of
peace this is where non-dwarf visitors, mostly
traders and merchants, are expected to conduct
their business unless they are given special leave
to enter the mountain. Such visitors are permitted to set up tents and other temporary structures for this purpose.

The Front Gate
The Front Gate of Hargrod is built into the
north-eastern face of Kheluzabad and is carved
from the solid rock of the mountain. Like most
Dwarven outer doors, the Front Gate is indistinguishable from the surrounding mountainside
when shut. When open, the doors are wide and
tall enough to permit easy access for loaded
waggons both coming and going. The Front
Gate is usually manned by a squad of a dozen
soldiers with a second unit of guards stationed
in a chamber just beyond the entrance. Watchtowers built into the mountain overlook the
Front Gate.
Gate Guards
Attribute Level: 4

Relevant Skills
Axe ¨¨¨

Awareness ¨¨¨

Endurance 22

Specialties
Hargrod-lore, Smoking

Distinctive Features
Stern, Wary

The Inner Courtyard
The Inner Courtyard is a space approximately 60 feet wide and twice as as long with a
high, vaulted ceiling. Cleverly contrived shafts
and vents allow sunlight to illuminate the courtyard and fresh air to circulate. There are several
waiting rooms connected to the Inner Courtyard, as well as chambers where admitted visitors can wash and refresh themselves before
proceeding deeper into Hargrod. A broad
avenue leads to the residential and business district including areas where carts and waggons
can be unloaded, and material and supplies
stored. On the far end of the courtyard a pair of
gilded iron doors, flanked by two more guards,
lead to the audience chamber of the Lord of
Hargrod.

The Great Hall of Galar
The Great Hall of Galar is where the Lord of
Hargrod holds audiences with petitioners,
envoys, dignitaries and those whom he has summoned. It is here where the Lord meets with his
Council of Seven. Carved stone pillars support
the high ceiling while tapestries give a sense of
warmth to the rock walls. Other doors lead to
the Lord’s living quarters, chambers for family
and honoured guests, or provide access for servants. Long tables and benches stored against the
walls can be pulled out for ceremonies, feasts
and other celebrations.

Draupnir, Lord of Hargrod
See the article on the Blue Mountains for his
description.

The Lower Halls
The Lower Halls are where the majority of
the citizens of Hargrod live and work. Caverns,
both natural and excavated, provide space for
homes, as well as shops, smithies, taverns,
breweries, and other enterprises. The Vault of
the Lords, where the former rulers of Hargrod
and their families are entombed, is also here, as
are Hargrod’s dungeons. At the far end of the
Lower Halls is a tunnel leading to the Forges
and the Mines.
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Guards’ Barracks

The Forges

The Guards’ Barracks are used primarily
during times of danger; in more peaceful times
off-duty guards are usually free to go home to
their families. The barracks include an armoury,
sleeping quarters lined with cots, a training
room (also used for recreation), latrines and a
washroom fed by underground streams, and an
infirmary.

The Dungeons

Beyond and beneath the Lower Halls, the
Forges are where the Dwarves refine ore into
useful and precious metals and where much of
Hargrod’s manufacturing takes place. Skilled
Dwarven smiths craft weapons and armour here
for Hargrod’s soldiery while other smiths lease
space for commercial use. Such arrangements
may be suspended in times of war or civil emergency when the crafters are drafted into military
service.

This area consists of the jailor’s office, a
guardroom, an interrogation room, and cells for
criminals and prisoners.

Below the Forges are the Mines of Hargrod.
Another tunnel leads to the Wood-gate at the
south end of Hargrod.

The Midway

The Wood-gate

This long, high-ceilinged cavern houses most
of Hargrod’s businesses, ranging from stalls
selling cheap food and novelties, to taverns and
large shops excavated from the cavern walls and
fronted with elaborate facades. The Midway is
the market of Hargrod , where residents can
buy their everyday needs or purchase exotic
wares from distant lands. Long ago, the Midway
was simply called ‘the Market District’, but the
Dwarves seem to have picked up the later name
from the Hobbits of the Shire.

The Wood-gate provides access into
Hargrod from the south side of Emyn Romen
for the delivery of lumber, ore and other materials. The pair of thick stone doors that comprise the gate are normally kept closed so that
they blend it with the surrounding rock, making
them almost impossible to discern. A wide
tunnel leads to the Forges of Hargrod. Just
inside the Wood-gate is a guardroom that can
accommodate up to two-score Dwarven guards,
though a squad of a dozen is typically stationed
there. As with the Front Gate, watchtowers
built into the side of the mountain overlook the
Wood-gate and also the entrance to the narrow,
crooked valley leading up to the Wood-gate.

The Residential Quarter
The Residential Quarter is a series of large
caves and broad tunnels where the common folk
of Hargrod dwell in homes delved into the
living walls. The homes of more affluent
Dwarves often have intricately carved facades
and interiors with two, three or even four floors
(with floors above or below the main level or
both). A more typical dwelling consists of a
single floor with an entrance hall, common
room, kitchen, larder, bedchambers, perhaps a
guest room, and a lavatory and washroom.
Water is usually piped in from reservoirs fed by
underground streams and rivers.

The Mines of Hargrod
Below Hargrod, the Dwarves work the
Mines, digging for the ores that provide the
metals the city needs and seeking out new veins.
The Blue Mountains are rich in iron, copper and
tin. Deposits of lead also provide silver when
processed. Gold can also be found, albeit in
smaller amounts. The mines also provide a
variety of gemstones: topaz, tourmaline, beryl
amethyst and a type of blue crystal fluorspar
found throughout the Ered Luin.
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Notable Characters
Dolgthrasir Orc-bane
Dolgthrasir is
descended from the
Dwarf-city of
Nogrod. It is
rumoured that
Dolgthrasir is
heir to the Line
of Naugladur,
ancient Lord of
Nogrod; however, any
records that
would prove
his claim are
either
destroyed or lost. He won renown in the War
of the Dwarves and Orcs, returning to Hargrod
to successfully court Baugi’s eldest daughter
Frid, who bore him a son, Draupnir. However,
when it came time for Lord Baugi to declare an
heir he chose his grandson over Dolgthrasir, a
move that disconcerted many of his folk.

Frid, daughter of Baugi
As the eldest daughter of the late Lord
Baugi, Frid is accustomed to court intrigues and
attempts of manipulation. Even so, in her youth
she was taken with the dashing young Dwarflord Dolgthrasir newly returned as a hero of the
War of the Dwarves and Orcs. Only much later
did she perceive her husband’s ambition to
become the next Ruling Lord of Hargrod. What
Dolgthrasir has never realized is that Frid questioned his ability to rule wisely and well, and
she shared her doubts with her father. Frid has
done her best to teach her son Draupnir to be
fair-minded, patient, merciful and just; but she
fears that he is too much like his father.
Frid
Attribute Level: 8
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Dolgthrasir Orc-bane had dreams of restoring the glory of the Folk of Nogrod as the Lord
Dolgthrasier Orc-bane
Attribute Level: 9

Relevant Skills
Axe ¨¨¨¨
Battle ¨¨¨¨

Awe ¨¨¨¨
Insight ¨¨¨
Endurance: 27

Specialties
Old-lore, Orc-lore

Distinctive Features
Determined, Willful
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of Hargrod. He still hopes to do so through his
son. Dolgthrasir believes that manuscripts
backing his claim as the Heir of Naugladur may
still exist within the ruins of Nogrod. He would
give his support to a company willing to mount
an expedition to Nogrod for the purpose of
seeking out these ancient records and other
artefacts. With this evidence Dolgthrasir might
convince his son to declare himself King of the
Folk of Nogrod.

Relevant Skills
Persuade ¨¨¨¨
Insight ¨¨¨¨

Courtesy ¨¨¨¨
Song ¨¨¨
Endurance: 18

Specialties
Hargrod-lore, Rhymes of Lore

Distinctive Features
Clever, Willful

Things to do while in Hargrod
New Fellowship Phase Undertaking:
Open Hargrod as a Sanctuary
If a company has entered the Dwarf-city of
Hargrod during an Adventuring phase, the
heroes may attempt to gain permission to
spend a first Fellowship phase there. If they
desire to return, they must all choose the Open
New Sanctuary undertaking to be accepted as
regular guests by the Lord of the City. If
Draupnir Forkbeard is the current Lord of
Hargrod, he will refuse to grant sanctuary
status to any company of heroes that includes
a High Elf among its members.
During the next Adventuring phase, the
heroes gain a bonus of +2 to their Tolerance
rating with Dwarves of the Blue Mountains.

